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The Park-wide 1Jaterials Survey is to be performed in three 

increments. These 'vill be: (1) the eastern slope area of the 

park, (2) the western slope area, and (3) the alpine or Trail 

Ridge krea. 

This report covers the eastern slope area-flight . strips 

1 through 15. The elevations covered by the flight strips ra!'.ge· 

from about 7500 to 9200 feet. The most prominent geologic' 

features in this area are the glacial remnants-morraines, valley 

trains, and ground moraines-and the denuded batholithic structure 

which forms most of the country rock. 

The average annual precipitation ranges from 18 inches to 

in excess of 24 inches in the southea~tern portion of the park, 

and the climate is quite cool in summer to cold in the winter • 

No accurate frost depths were found; however, the area lies in 

the 30-inch frost depth zone. 

The moranial materials are of three general ages, with a 

fourth stage representing recent age glacial activity in a few 

of the older cirques. The characteristics are different enough 

that they will probably be readily identifiable on air photo-

graphs and in the field. 

The pre-''J3ull Lake" (or :Buffalo age) is represented only in 

Tahosa Valley, east of Long's Peak. The deposits are sheetlike 

and lack moranial topography. Weather:tng may extend as deeply 

as four feet and surface boulders tend to be broken or deeply 

exfoliated. Soils are quite acid, having a pH of 4.5 compared 

to 6.5 for the surface soils. 
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The oldest recognizable moraL~es are those which have been 

called "Old Horaine Remnants" by some workers, and have been 

correlated with the "Bull Lake" glaciation of the \'lind River 

Range, ~·lyoming by Richardson, 1960. 

'lhe main identification characteristics of these moraines 

are: 

(a} Lm-r moraines which occur dmmstream from the high a~d 
conspicuous Park Border Noraine s. 

(b) These moraines do not form high ridges and have been deeply 
weathered. 

(c) These are the oldest moraines that have a -vrell-preserved 
moranial topography. 

(d) Horaine s are among the most extensive in the Park and have 
been a~ally bissected by streams and segmented by tributaries. 

{e) }1oraines represent ti-ro advances of the ice. 

(f) Moraines have mature slopes ~1d bear a scatiering of boulders, 
many of which are cracked,spheroidally spalled, or split 
apart. 

(g) In general, these moraines can be distinguished by a gray
brown podzolic soil, as much as 5 feet deep, which has formed 
on the deposits. The weathered material has a pH of 6 
while deeper materials show a pH of 7. 

(h) Soils show mature zonal profile which is less weathered than 
Buffalo age but more weathered than Pinedale. A large portion 
of the weathered rock may be crushed in the hands. 

(i) The lateral moraines are perched as much as 1000 feet above 
the vall~ floors and as much as 5oo feet above the Park 
Border (Pinedale) moraines. 

( j) The cirques lack the steep headi-Talls of the Pinedale age, and 
their slopes are thickly mantled with talus a1d solifluction 
debris, which also bears a mature zonal soil. 

(k) It is noted in some of the earlier literature, that in some 
valleys these moraL~es have been cut into terrace-like forms 
by streams. 
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'lhe "Park Border" moraines (Correlated Pinedale by Richardson), 

show the following characteristics: 

(a) The moraines form high a..'1d conspicuous ridges. 

(b) The moraines represent three pulsations of ice •. In the major 
valleys, the system is composed of three concentric lateral 
moraines which start, at the west, against rock valley walls. 

(c) The outer ridge is more highly weathered tha.11 the inner two, 
but much less weathered than older moraines. In general, the 
material exhibits the gray soil horizon of unweathered till. 

(d) The surfaces are ~rre~Ia.r,~ hWllll1ocky, and littered with fresh 
boulders. 

(e) The moraines of. the earliest stage are quite large, a..11d in 
places overlap those of the Bull Lake. 

(f) Lateral moraines are but little disseetedby streams and kettles 
contain water at least seasonally. Termi'hal n:oraines are only 
partly breached by axial streams. 

(g) The till is sandier and much more bouldery than that of the 
Bull Lake and lacks.any distinct evidence of clay accumulation. 

(h) Horaines of the middle and late stages are relatively small, 
but are almost identical in nature with the earlier stage. 

'lhe ''Upper Valley" moraines of earlier >mrkers are correlated 

by Richardson as both "Pinedale 11 and ·~~reo glaciation 11 (of Recent 

Age). 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

(d) 

·Neoglaciation included t11o small ice advances, confined to tl:'i'e 
cirque areas and extending no more than one mile from the headwalls, 
and commonly only about one-half mile. 

Deposits of the Temple Lake Stage are small and very bouldery, 
most of the boulders are blocky and angular, soil cover is 
developed but is sparse. 

The moraines are covered by scrub §pruce or tundra vegatation. 

'Ihe moraines or rock glaciers of the younger, or historic stage, 
lie at the cirque heads above those of the Temple Lruce stage, 
they appear very fresh, are bloch7, and have no soil. 
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(e) In general, those moraines lie nearer to the valley floors 
than older moraines. 

'lhe eastern extension of the glacier.s l-Ias to the west of 

Estes Park and no true till deposits are found east of Hondius 

Park on Fall River, or the YHCA camp on Tnompson River. On 

St. Vrain drainage:, moraines extend eastward to about Allens 

Park. 

Valley trains extend east't-fard from below most of the moraines. 

lhe.oo terraces are shown by ages in the literature, but will here 

· be treated as an entry. 

Qmeral features: 

(a) Ra..'1.ge in elevation from 6 feet to 45 feet'' to 50 feet above 
pre sent stream beds. 

(b) In general, they are imperfectly drained a.Tid exhibit a fairly 
lush vegetation. 

(c) Most granular· constituents are well water worn and are roughly 
stratified. 

(d) In general, the materials are finer graded at greater distances 
from the terminal moraines. At distances of ~ mile, boulders 
to 5 feet diameter are common while 3 to 4 miles away boulder -
size is nearer 2 feet dia'lleter. 

(e) These valley trains are generally missing in narrower parts . 
of the canyon but almost wholely preserved at the wider points. 

(f) These deposits are located pri.ma.tily in Fall and Thompson 
River Canyons. 

The bedrock of th;is area is mainly a result of the Longs Peak 

Batholith. This intrusion has been largely denuded by erosion, 

· leaving the granite core exposed over a major portion of this area. 

-Schist is found at Giant 'li'ack 11ountain and the Twin Sisters Hountain 

area and also bebveen Fall ~Tld Thompson Rivers west of Estes Park. 
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However, most of the glaciers have headed in gra~ite rocks, 

~~d it is expected that a major portion of the till will be 

granitic. 

'lhe, Longs Peak granite is described as moderately coarse grained,. 

commonly porphyritic, flesh colored to gray granite. The micro-

cline ~~d orthoclase feldspars tend to lie in subparallel ranks 

oriented along that long axis. It weathers into fragmental 

separate crystals. Some orbicular structure has been noted at 

various locals with the dark minerals biotite and hornblende 

outlining the orbiculations. This structure is not common enough 

to identify this granite, ho~-1ever. 

A deeper seated facies of the Longs· Peak granite is a coarse, 

• red granite, lacking parallel orientation of the feldspars. This 

material occurs in the St. Vrain area where erosion has cut deeper 

into the core. This granite is not shown inside the Park; hm-rever, 

it may well be found in moraine materials if the glacial cirques 

have cut deeply enough to expose it. 

A granite chemically similar to the Longs Peak, but of a 
-;/ 

-- - - - --

different age is the Mount Olympus granite. This granite is not 

shown as occuring in any single large· area, but instead occurs as 

a great m1:-nber of smaller intrusions •. ·Several stock-like masses 

occur, but their outlines are not clear-cut. This granite is 

described as a massive, fine to medium grained, even textured, 

mostly light gray salt-and-pepper biotite granite. The weathering 

of this granite is less severe than the Longs Peak. Tne jointing 

is described as regular, rectangular and sheetlike. The orbicular 
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structure is absent in this gra.:.'li te. 

The batholith did not extend under the continental divide 

from Mount Copeland southward, and 2000 feet to 3000 feet of 

schists are exposed in some of the cirques in this area. Therefore, 

it is expected that the southern tributaries to the North St. Vrain 

will contain primarily schist aggregates as moraines or terraces. 

The remainder of the schist occur mainly in combination with 

gneiss and due to the lit-par-lit injections of granites, should 

be reasonably sound in moraine and terrace deposits. 

For aggregate purposes, the valley trains or stream terraces 

will probably afford the better materials. The moraines them-
·"' 

selves will probably be considered only as secondary aggregate 

sources. 

No mention is given in the literature of the eastern slope 

area of peat beds or landslides. However, the terrain and 

climatic conditions give strong indications that these may exist 

and they may be observed during the airphoto interpretation or 

field investigations. 
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Maps Scale 
.. 

Trail Ridge 1:24000 71..' Quad. 
Estes Park 1:24000 ~:f: Quad • 
Longs Peak 1:24000 Quad. 
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) PHOTOGRAPHIC INFORMATION 

!7/65 date flown) Flight Strip 1 Photographs 1-20 tl: "?U 1..;.28 
Flight Strip 2 Photographs 4-24 thru 4..:. 36 9/.65~ 
Flight Strip 3 Photographs 1-1 thru 1-6 7/65 
Flight Strip 4 Photographs 1-2 thru 1-7 ~10/6_4~ 
Flight Strip 5 Photographs 1-9 thru 1-22 1%64 

. Flight Strip 6 Photographs 1-45 thru 1-50 !7 65) Flight Strip 7" Photographs 1-23 thru·l-27 10/64~ 
Flight Strip 8 Photographs 1-30 thru 1-35 10/.64 
Flight Strip 9 Photographs 1-54 thru 1-58 !10/64l Flight Strip 10 Photographs 1-36 thru 1-51 1%64 
Flight Strip . 11 Photographs 1-36 thru 1-40 7 65). 

·Photographs 1-59 thru 1-65 ~1%64) Photographs 4-17 thru 4-23 9 65) 
Flight Strip llA Photographs 3-86 thru 3;..94 (8/.65) 
Flight Strip 12 Photographs 1-54 thru 1-59 ~i~~~~ Flight Strip 13 Photographs 1-29 thru 1-33 
Flight Strip· 14 Photographs 4~9 thru 4-16 (9~65~ Flight .Strip 15 Photographs 4-1 thru 4-8 (9 65 

Scale: 1:9600 (800 feet to one inch) 

Width of flight strips: Approximately 7200 feet 

Type of film: Agfa Color 

-- GEOLOGIC REFERENCES 

The following geologic references refer to the area in and 

adjacent to the eastern pa:rt_of Rocky Mountain National Pa:rk. 

; These :references a:re listeu in o:rde:r·of general importance to 

this section of the materials survey. 

1. Richmond, G. M., "Glaciation of the East Slope of Rocky 
Mountain National Pa:rk, Colorado," Bulletin, Geological 
Society of America, Vol. 71, pp. 1371-1382, September 1960. 
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Coll/Gr 

Fan 

Gn 

Gr 

Mo 
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Muck 
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· 2. Boos, M. F., and Boos, c. M., "The Longs Peak
St. Vrain Batholith," Bulleti,n, Geological Society 
of America, Vol. 45 PP• 303-332, April 1934 • 

.- -

3. Jones, W. D~, and Quam, L. o., "Glacial Land 
Forms in Rocky Mountain National Park, Colorado," 
Journal of Geology, Vol. 52, No. 4, pp. 217-234, 
1944. 

· 4. Ray, L.L., "Glacial Chronology of the Southern 
Rocky Moi.tntains," Bulletin, Geological Society 
of America, Vol. 51, pp. 1851-1918, 1940. 

MAPPING SYMBOLS 

Alluvium. Generally too fine-grained and poorly 
graded to be classified as sand and gravel. 

Concentration of large boulders. 

Thin colluvium (generally less tqan 10 feet thick) 
over granite bedrock. 

Alluvial fan. These deposits have been-differen
tiated from sand and gravel (SG) deposits because 
they generally are more poorly graded. Occasionally 
the_se fans are composed partially of colluvial de
tritus in addition to alluvium. 

Gneiss (metamorphosed granite)~ 

Granite. 

Glacial moraine. ·rn niost cases this can be classi
fied as till, but locally it riiay coritain.deposits 
of wate~vorked material too small or indistinct 
to be differentiated. 

Thin glacial moraine (generally less than 10 feet 
thick) over granite bedrock. 

Ttinnel muck, i.e.,·rock spoil from tunnel con
struction. 

_.- -
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0 

0/SG 

SG 

Ta 

TS 

Organic materials (peat and muck). Where these 
deposits contain considerable soil, they are 
suitable for use as topsoil. Where the material 
is mostly peat and contains only a minor percentage 
of soil, it is suitable for mulch or as a soil 
conditioner. 

Organic material (generally about 1-3 feet thick) 
over sand and gravel. 

Sand and gravel. 

Talus deposits. 

Areas with potential for topsoil borrow. 
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DESCRIPTION OF MATERIALS 

Flight Strip 1, Photogra~hs 1-20 thru 1-28 
Flight Direction: Northeast to Southwest 

Photogra-ph 1-20 

Since part of this photograph does not have stereoscopic 

coverage, its materials boundaries and descriptions are given 

under Photographs 1-22, Flight Strip 1, and 4-34, Flight 

Strip 2. 

Photographs 1-22, 1-24, 1-26 

The best sand and gravel deposit between Estes Park and 

Raymond occurs in Wild Basin as a sand and gravel (SG) terrace 
. -

along the 1-Jorth Fork of the St. Vrain River. The:se terrace 

sands and gravels are fairly clean and well graded. The material 

exposed in the existing City of Longmont pit at the center of 

Photograph 1-22 is suitable for base course or surfacing aggre-

gate. 

The moraine (Mo) in this area is a coarse till which in 

some cases is so clean that it is difficult to distinguish from 

sand and gravel. This till is probably suitable for use as sub-

base and possibly as base course. 

The organic (0) area on the north edge of Photograph 1-22 

is a possible source of topsoil which occurs to a depth of one 

to two feet. 

The granite (Gr) in the Wild Basin area is medium to coarse 

grained and is only moderately resistant to weathering. It would 
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probably not be worth quarrying since better materials are 

available in the area. The granite talus (Ta) on Photograph 

1-24 could be used for riprap or barrie:.c stone without the 

necessity of a quarrying operation. 

Photo1gaph 1-28 

The materials on this photograph have not been mapped 

because the area covered is too far from any road and because 

no stereoscopic coverage is available. 

Flight Stri~ 2, Photogr~phs 4-24 thru 4-36 
Flight Direction: North to South 

Photograph 4-36 

The moraine (Mo) on this photograph is a coarse till probably 

suitable for subbase and possibly for base course use. 

The granite (Gr) has low resistance to weathering and in 

much of the area is covered by up to 10 feet. of disintegrated 

granite (residual weathering product). The granite bedrock could 

be quarried for riprap or crushed stone if the quarry were pushed 

deep enough (generally greater than 10 feet) to obtain ~~weathered 

granite. The most satisfactory use of this material would probably 

be as base course protected from weathering by bituminous sur-

facing. The disintegrated granite is probably satisfactory for 

subbase use. However, the possibility of use of either of these 

materials is fairly small because of the existence of good sand 

and gravel deposits nearby in Wild Basin. 
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The organic material (o) in.the northwestern quarter of 

the photograph is a possible source of topsoil which exists 

to a depth of about one foot. 

Photograph 4-34 

The materials on this photograph are described for Photo

graph 1-22, Flight Strip 1. 

Photographs 4-32, 4-30, 4-28, 4-26 

There are no worthwhile deposits of sand and gravel on 

these photographs. 

The moraine (Mo) at the southern edge of Photograph 4-32 

is a coarse till probably suitable for subbase and possible 

base course use. On Photographs 4-26 and 4-28 a thin layer 

(generally leas than 10 feet thick) of this til~ overlies the 

granite bedrock. No definite bo1L~dary was_found between the 

Mo/Gr and the Gr areas. 

The granite (Gr) is a medium-grained granite which is 

fairly susceptible to deterioration due to weathering, and 

because of this in many places is covered by as much as several 

feet of residual disintegrated granite. The unweathered granite 

bedrock can be quarried for crushed stone, riprap, or barrier 

stone if it can be reached. The best use of this material would 

be as crushed stone base course protected from weathering by a 

bituminous surface. 

The disintegrated granite probably would be suitable for 

subbase use. 
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Photograph ~-2.4 

The materials on this photograph are mapped on Photographs 

1;....4 and 1-6, Flight Strip 3. 

Flitrht St!•in 37 Photogranhs 1-1 thru 1~6 
Flight Direction: North to South 

Photogranhs 1-6 and 1-4 

- The descriptions of these materials are the same as for 

Photographs 4-32, 4-30, 4-28 and 4-26, Flight Strip 2. 

Photograph 1-2 

The granite (Gr) in the center of this photograph apparently 

is more resistant to weathering than the more heavily timbered 

granites to the south. This greater resistance to weathering has 

resulted in less disintegrated granite in this area. If quarried, 

the granite bedrock couli be used as crushed stone, riprap, or 

possibly barrier stone. The most satisfacto~J use would probably 

be as base course protected from weathering by a bituminous sur-

face. 

The colluvium which overlies granite (Coll/Gr) is an odd 

material. It is comprised of poorly graded angular fragments 

(mostly gneiss) up to tv;o or three feet in size. This material 

probably would be suitable for use as zubbase after crushing 

t~e -~arger _sizes. Good exposures of t}lis m~~eria~ can_ be __ se_en 

in road cuts along the old highway (east central part of the 

picture)~ 
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Flight Strin 47 Photographs l~£Lru 1-] 
Flight DirectioE.,_: North to S.£_ut_h 

Photograph 1-6 

The granite (Gr) and colluvium over granite (Coll/Gr) in 

the southern one-third of the photograph have been desqribed for 

Photograph 1-2, Flight Strip 3. 

The alluvium (All) in this photograph is too silty (and in 

the darker patches, too organic) for use for anything but common 

borrow. The top foot or so of this material could be stripped 

for use as topsoil. 

The granite (Gr) in the open areas in the northern part of 

this picture has low resistance to weathering, and thus is covered 

by as much as several feet of residual disintegrated granite. 

The disintegrated granite would be suitable for select borrow 

and possibly for subbase. The granite could be quarried, but 

the product obtained would not be of high enough quality to 

warrant the cost. If used it should be protected from weathering 

such as in base course covered by a bituminous mat surface. 

The small area of SG consists of a silty sand and fine 

gravel in an old existing pit. The material should be satis-

factory for subbase, but the volume remaining in the pit is 

probably too small to be bothered with. 

Photograph· 1-4 

The best potential source of construction material in this 
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area is the tunnel muck (Muck) just southwest of Mary's Lake, 

This muck was obtained from the Ramshorn Tunnel which passes 

mainly through granite, The material is ungraded and ranges 

in size up to 6 to 8 inches. With proper grading it could be 

used for base course or st~facing, To obtain satisfactory gra-

dation the larger sizes and some of the fines would have to be 

wasted (or the larger sizes could be crushed), The most prom-

ising role for this material would probably be as base course 

protected from weathering by a bituminous surface course. 

In working a muck source of this type it should be ramernbered 

that waste metal components such as broken drill rod or trash 

are often encountered. 

Most of the granite (Gr) on this photograph is badly 

weathered, and much of it is covered by up to several feet of 

disintegrated granite (some of which is n~t residual), This 

granite generally is of too low quality _to warrant the cost of 

quarrying. The disintegrated granite should be suitable for use 

as select borrow or possibly subbase, 

The alluvium (All) is too silty to be good for any~hing 
. . 

but common borrow, However, its surface is composed of about 

a foot of topsoil which could be obtained by stripping. 

Photo@'a'Oh 1-2 

The granite (Gr) and disintegrated granite on this photo-

graph are essentially the sa~e as that described for Photograph 
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1-4 except that the granite whi"ch makes up Prospect Peak is 

probably a little stronger and more resistant to weathering 

than that found on most of Photograph 1-4. 

The alluvium (All) in the southeastern quarter of the 

photograph is described for Photograph 1-4. 

Flight 3trin 5, ~hotographs 1-3 thru 1-2~ 
Flight Direction: North to South 

Photogranh 1-22 

This photograph is extremely difficult to work with. It 

appears that this is almost entirely an area of granite ?edrock 

with little non-rock material in evidence. There is a possibility 

that some of the rock in the southwest corner of the photograph 

is actually gneiss and not granite. This granite is similar to 

that described for Flight Strip 4. 

Photograph 1-20 

The SG on this photograph is a silty sand and fine gravel 

possibly suitable for use as select borrow or subbase. In part 

of the area designated as SG, the sand and gravel is interbedded 

with silty alluvium, and probably is good for little but common 

borrow. 

The alluvium (All) is too silty for any use but co~mon 

borrow. The top foot or so of the alluvium could serve as a 

source of topsoil. 
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The granite (Gr) on this photograph is similar to most 

of the granite in this area. It is baC.ly weathered; and is 

covered \vith as much as several feet of disintegrated granite. 

The disintegrated granite is suitable for select borrow and 

possibly subbase. The bedrock is probably not of high enough 

quality to warrant the cost of quarrying. If crushed, it 

would be suitable for subbase and possibly base course but 

it should be protected from weathering by a bituminous 

wearing surface. 

Photo?aph 1-18 and 1-16 

The granite (Gr) on these two photographs is the same as 

that described for Photograph 1-20. Note that the large pit 

near the center of the photograph is in disintegrated granite. 

Thealluvium (All) on these photographs is too silty to 

be used for anything but common borrow. Most of this alluvium 

has about a foot of topsoil at the surface. 

The sand and gravel (SG) at the northern edge of Photograph 

1-16 is described for Photograph 1-14. 

Photo.granh 1-14 

The SG in the stream terraces adjacent to Lake Estes is 

composed of a fairly clean, well graded sand and gravel suitable 

for use as base course or surfacing aggregate. Good material 

could be obtained by dredging from Lake Estes as has been done 

in the past. 
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The granite (Gr) on this photograph is similar to that 

on Photographs 1-16, 1-18, and 1-20, and is described for 

Photograph 1-20. 

The alluvium (All) on this photograph is the same as that 

described for Photographs 1-16 and 1-18. 

Photographs 1-12 and 1-10 

- The lower elevations in this area consist of badly weathered 

granite covered by disintegrated granite up to several feet 

thick. The disintegrated granite is suitable for select borrow 

and possibly for subbase. The underlying weathered granite 

is generally not of good enough quality to warrant the cost 

of quarrying. 

The higher elevations on these photographs are made up 

of a more resistant granite which is not covered by disintegrated 

granite as was the case at lower elevations. Satisfactory 

crushed stone, riprap, and possibly barrier stone could be pro

duced by quarrying this material. Since this granite will be 

somewhat lacking in resistance to weathering, even though it 

is more resistant than the granite at lower elevation, it should 

be protected from weathering if possible. Thus, the optimum 

use probably would be as crushed stone subbase or base material 

under bi tu'1'1.inous surfacing. 

The alluvium (All) in these photographs is too silty to be 

used for anything but common borrow. There is a possibility of 

topsoil being obtained by stripping off the upper foot or so. 
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Flight Stri.:p 6, Photogr~phs 1-45. _lllru 1-.5_0 
Flight Direction: Northeast to Southwest 

The most promising source of material on this flight strip 

is the Ccomon Point tunnel muck pile (Muck) on Photographs 1-46 

ancl 1-48. This muck, which was obtained principally from granite 

bedrock, is ungraded and ranges in size up to 6 to 8 inches. With 

proper grading this material could be used for base course or sur-

facing. To obtain satisfactory gradation the .larger sizes and some 

of the fines would have to be wasted (or the larger sizes could 

be crushed). The most promising role for this material would prob-

ably be as base course protected from weathering by a bituminous 

surface. In working a muck source of this type it should be re-

membered that waste metal or tras.h is often encountered. 

Nearly all of the area on this flight strip is composed of 

medium-grained granite (Gr) similar to that. found on other flight 

strips in this area. This material is rather badly weathered near 

the surface. It could be quarried for use as riprap, barrier stone, 

base course, or possibly surfacing material, but the zone of weathered 

material would have to be removed first. The most satisfac~ory use 

for this granite would be as subbase or base course protected from 

weathering by a bituminous surface. 

The small source of SG on Photograph 1-46 is made up of silty 

sand and fine gravel. This deposit has been nearly worked out and 

very little usable material remains. What does remain is probably 
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suitable for use as select b~rrow .and possibly as subbase but there 

is not enough to bother with. 

- The alluvium (All) on Photographs 1-48 and 1-50 is too silty 

to be used for anything but common borrow. The larger deposit 

near the southvrestern edge of Photograph 1-50 is a possible source 

of topsoil about one foot thick. 

Flight Strin 7, Photographs 1-23 thru 1-27 
Flight Direction: Southeast to Northwest 

?hotogranhs 1-24 and 1-2~ 

The SG in the valley of the Big Thompson River on Photograph 

1-26 is a fairly clean, well graded sand and gravel suitable for 

base course or surfacing aggregate. 

- ··The small deposit of SG on the hillside in the center of 

Photograph 1-26 is a silty sand and fine gravel suitable for use 

as select borrow or possibly subbase material. 

The granite (Gr) on these photographs is typical of the granite 

in this area. It is medium-grained and generally is badly weathered, 

the bedrock often being covered by as much as several feet of dis-

integrated granite. 

The alluvium (All) on these photographs is too silty to be 

used for anything but common borrow. It possibly could serve as 

a source of topsoil which constitutes about the uppennost one foot 

.. of the deposit • 
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Flight Strip 8, Photographs 1-30 thru 1-32 
!Jight Direction: Southeast to Northwest 

Photograph 1-30 

' . ' ' ! __ ~· 

The materials on this photograph are the same as those on 

Photograph 1-14, Flight Strip 5. The granite (Gr) on these photo-

graphs is similar to, and is described for, the granite on Photograph 

1-20, Flight Strip 5. The alluvium (All) is the same as that des

cribed for Photographs 1-16 and 1-18, Flight Strip 5. 

Photographs 1-32 and 1-34 

The SG on these photographs is a slightly silty sand and fine 

gravel which might be suitable for subbase and possibly even for 

base course material. 

The fan (Fan) in Photograph 1-32 is made up of poorly graded 

angular fragments of granite. This material is suitable for select 

borrow or subbase. 

The granite (Gr) in these photographs is typical of that found 

in the Estes Park area. It generally is badly weathered at the 

surface except on some of the bare rock knobs from which the weathered 

material has been washed to the valley below. In places, especially 

on the lowervalleywalls, up to several feet of disintegrated granite, 

both residual and washed material, has accumulated on the bedrock. 

The fresh granite bedrock could be quarried for riprap, barrier 

stone, or crushed stone for base c·ourse of surfacing aggregate. 

The disintegrated granite would be suitable for select borrow and 
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and possibly for subbase. It should be protected from weathering 

by a bituminous surface. 

The alluvium (All) in this valley is too silty to be used for 
-

anything but commgn borrow. The top foot of this material probably 

would be suitabLe for use.as topsoil. 

Flight Strip 9, Photogranhs 1-54 thru 1-58 
Flight Direction: Southeast to Northwest 

Photograph 1-54 

The sand and gravel (SG) along the southwest edge of the 

photograph is part of a low terrace in Moraine Park. The material 

in this terrace is a fairly clean, well graded sand and gravel 

suitable for use as base course or surfacing material. If washed, 

this sand and gravel would probably be suitable for concrete ag-

gregate. Since this terrace level rises to only a few feet above 

the water table, the material would have to be worked from a wet 

pit. 

A very large area of organic material over sand and gravel 

(0/SG) is adjacent to the SG terrace mentioned above. This sand 

and gravel is similar to that in the terrace, but differs in that 

it has an organic layer one to three feet thick at the surface. 

Removal of this organic layer would slightly increase cost of 

production, but the finished product would be of as high quality 

as that in the terraces. The sand and gravel would be suitable 
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for base course or surfacing, and.if washed could be used for 

concrete aggregate. Any pit in the 0/SG area would of course be 

a wet one.· The creanic overburden in some places would be suit-

able for use as topsoil, in other places it is nearly all peat 

and would be an excellent mulch or soil conditioner. 

The small area of sand and gravel (SG) adjacent to the high-

way in the southeast corner of Photograph 1-54 is a remnant of a 

high terrace composed of silty sand and gravel probably suitable 

for use as subbase and possibly as base course material. This 

material is not as good as that in the lower levels of Moraine 

Park, and probably would not be considered seriously as a source 

of sand and gravel with better sources so close. 

The moraine (Mo) on this photograph is a coarse till suit-

able for use as subbase or possibly base course material. 

The granite (Gr) is a medium-grained granite typical of that 

found in this area. It is fairly susceptible to weathering and 

on the flatter slopes may be covered by as much as several feet of 

disintegrated granite. The fresh granite bedrock could be used 

for riprap, barrier stone, or crushed stone. It could probably 

be used most satisfactorily as subbase or base course protect.ed 

from weathering by a bituminous surface. The disintegrated granite 

could be used for select borrow or possibly for subbase • 
. -~- . 

--Photographs 1-56 and 1-~8 

The moraine (No) on Photograph 1-56 is a coarse till suitable 

. ·· .. ·-----.- - ----·- . Jf'' 
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for u~~ as select borrow, subbase, or possibly base course 

mntt1ria.l. 'l'b~re is al?-rge ex~sting p~t in till near the south

tH.\st corner of Photograph 1-56. This pit could be extended to 

obtain mo~e of this material. 

The gr~nite (Gr) is a medium-grained weathered granite. 

Quarried granite would be suitable for use as riprap, barrier 

atone 1 or erushed stone if the weathered material were first 

remov~d. '!'his granite could best be used as subbase or base 

oours~ to be covered with bituminous surfacing to prevent weath

ering. 

The alluviU!+I (All) is too silty (and in places too organic) 

to be suitable for anything but co~~on borrow. Locally this de-

poait is covered by about a foot of topsoil which could be obtained 

by mtripping. 

Photo~fl.:ph 1-58 bas not been fully mapped because of lack 

of at~reoS.oopic coverage. 

~~t Strip 10, Photogra~s 1:36 thru l-2Q 
Flight Direction: Hor,il1east to So.£1;.£yl~~.i 

Pho,t.o_er!!-,ph. 1-J§. 

SeQ PhQtograph l-14t Flight strip 5. 

~sttranh 1-3..§. 

·-·~-----Sand and gravel (SG-) on this photograph is found in terraces 

c~-along the· :8ig Thompson and Fall Rivers• This materiaLis a fairly 

·~ 

....... - -
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clean, well graded sand and gravel suitable for use as base 

course or_ surfacing aggregate. If washed, it could be used for 

concrete aggregate. U~1ortunately much of this material is lo-
. 

cated in downtown Estes Park and is unavailable for development 

as a materials source. 

The fan (Fan) near the southwest edge of the photograph is 

composed of silty sand and fine gravel. This material would 

probably be suitable for use as select borrow and possibly subbase. 

The granite (Gr),on this photograph is a medium-grained 

granite which has undergone considerable surface weathering. Most 

of the granite slopes-in the vall~y are covered by as much as 

several feet of disintegrated granite. The higher knobs of granite 

in the area have relatively fresh (i.e., no weathered material) 

surfaces, and would be the best sites for quarries. Rock quarried 

from this material would be suitable for use as riprap, barrier 

stone, or crushed stone. Since this material is not particularly 

resistant to weathering, its most satisfactory use would probably 

be as subbase or base cov~se covered by a bituminous surface to 

prevent weathering. __ ... 

Photographs }-40 ~d 1-42 

The SG on these photographs is a fairly clean sand and gravel 

suitable for base course or surfacing aggregate. If v~shed, the 

better parts of this deposit would be suitable for. concrete aggregate. 

The area mapped as SG includes both terraces and floodplain 
- --

deposits. Ordinarily the terraces contain the better mate:.ial and 
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are the easier deposits to work. 

The -fan (Fan) on the east edge of Pht.:tograph 1-40 is described 

for Photograph 1-38. 

The granite (Gr) on these photographs is the same as that 

-described for Photograph 1-38 on this flight strip. 

The moraine (Mo) at the east edge of Photograph 1-42 is 

described for Photograph 1-44. 

Photographs 1~44 and 1-~6 

Moraine Park is composed of a very substantial amount of sand 

and gravel. Some of this occurs as a low terrace (SG) in the 

southwest quarter of Photograph 1-44. The material in this terrace 

is a fairly clean, well graded sand and gravel suitable for use as 

base course or surfacing material. If washed, this sand and gravel 

would-probably be suitable for concrete aggregate. Since this 

terrace level rises to only a few feet above the water table, 

the material would have to be worked from a wet pit. 

A very large area of organic material over sand and gravel 

(0/SG) is adjacent to the SG terrace mentioned above. This sand 

and gravel is similar to that in the terrace, but differs in that 

it has an organic layer one to three feet thick at the surface. 

Removal of this organic layer would slightly increase cost of 

production, but the finished product would be of as high quality 
--- ------ -------- - -

as that in the terraces. The sand and gravel would be suitable 

for base course or surfacing, and if washed could be used for 

I 
-I 

I 
I 
I 

I 
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concrete aggregate. Any pit in the ojsa area would of course 

be ·a wet one as can be noted at the existing pit on the west 

edge of Photograph 1-44 and the east edge of Photograph 1-46. 

The organic overburden in some places would be suitable for use 

as topsoil, in other places it is nearly all peat and would be 

an excellent source of mulch or soil conditioner. 

Note that there is a large area of sand and gravel (SG) 

near the west edge of Photograph 1-46. This material is very 

similar to that found in the ojsa area except that the organic 

material is thinner (generally less than one foot thick). Also 

the depth to the base of the gravel is undoubtedly less than 

for the large deposit of ojsa further to the east on Photograph 

1-46. 

Under ordinary circumstances the slightly higher SG terrace 

on Photograph 1-44 would be preferred as a source of sand and 

gravel over the somewhat lower 0/SG and SG floodplain deposits 

of Photograph 1-46. In this case, however, a pit in the flood

plain deposits can be hidden from the road much more easily than 

one in the slightly higher terrace material. Also, upon completion 

of the operation it should be very ea:;'ly to landscape the pit so 

it would soon look like a natural lake or pond. However, a pit 

on the higher ground would be dry and less costly to operate. 

The small area of SG near the southeast corner of Photograph 

1,;..44 is a remnant of a high terrace made up of silty sand and 

gravel probably_suitable for use as subbase and possibly as base 

course material. This material is not as good as that in the 



lower levels of Moraine Park and probably would not be considered 

seriously_as a source of sand and gravel with better sources so 

close. 

The moraine (Mo) on these photographs is a coarse till suit

able for use as subbase or possibly base course. An existing pit 

in this till is located at the northwest edge of Photograph 1-44. 

The granite (gr) on these photographs is a medium-grained 

granite typical of that found in this area. It is fairly sus

ceptible to weathering and on the flatter slopes may be covered 

by as much as several feet of disintegrated granite. The fresh 

granite bedrock could be used for riprap, barrier stone, or 

crushed stone. It could probably be used most satisfactorily 

as subbase or base course protected from weathering by a bitum

inous surface. The disintegrated granite could be used for 

select borrow or possibly for subbase. 

Photographs 1-48 and 1-50 

The sand and gravel (SG) on these photographs is similar to 

that described for Photographs 1-44 and 1-46. 

The moraine (Mo) is a coarse till suitable for use as sub

base or possibly base course. Note that the material on the 

side of Steep Mountain (southern edge of Photograph 1-48) has 

been questionably identified as moraine (Mo?). The lack of 

certainty occurs because there is no clear boundary on these 

photographs between the till of South Lateral Moraine and the 

granite of the upper slopes of Steep Mountain. 

.-:"·· 
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.The fan (Fan) on Photograph 1-48 is composed of poorly graded 

angular granitic fragments. This material would be satisfactory 

for subbase or possibly base course use. 

The granite (Gr) on these photographs is similar to that 

described for Photographs 1-44 and 1-46. 

The talus (Ta) on these photographs is derived from granite 

bedrock. It would be suitable for use as riprap, or if crushed, 

would be satisfactory for base course or possibly surfacing. 

Since it is fairly susceptible to weathering, this granitic 

material could probably best be used as base course protected 

by a bituoinous surface. 

Flight Strin 11, Photop,ranhs 1-36 thru 1-40, 
4-17 thru 4-23, and 1-59 thru 1-65 

Flifiht Directions: 
Photographs 1-36 thru 1-40: 
Photographs 4-17 thru 4-23: 
Photographs 1-59 thru 1-65: 

Photogranhs 1-40 and 1-38 

Southwest to Northeast 
Northeast to Southwest 
Southwest to Northeast 

The sand and gravel (SG) along the Big Thompson River is a 

fairly clean, well graded sand and gravel suitable for base course 

or surfacing aggr7gate. If washed, the best of this material 

could be used for concrete aggregate. Generally the terrace sands 

arid gravels are of a little better quality and are easier to work 

than the sands·a.nd gravels in the floodplain. Some of the flood-

plain deposits contain numerous boulders up to about three feet 

----- --------·-----~--- --~-
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in size. 

The granite (Gr) on these photographs is a medium-grained 

rock typical of the granite in the Estes Park area.·· It has been 

subjected to considerable weathering, and on flatter slopes is 

covered by a layer of disintegrated granite up to several feet 

thick. The granite bedrock would b.e sui table for production of 

riprap, barrier stone, or crushed stone for base course or sur

facing. Since this material is not particularly resistant to 

weathering, an optimum usage might be for base course protected 

from weathering by a bituminous surface. 

Photograph l-36 

The sand and gravel (SG) in the eastern half of the photo-

~- graph is a continuation of that described for Photographs 1-38 

and 1-40, and has the same characteristics. 

-· 

The sand and gravel (SG) and organic over sand and gravel 

(0/SG) in the northwestern corner of the photograph are described 

for Photograph 1-44, Flight Strip 10. 

The moraine (Mo) in this area is a coarse till suitable for 

use as subbase and possibly base course material. 

The granite.(Gr) on this photograph is a medium-grained 

granite s~ilar to that found elsewhere in this area. This 

granite is subject to weathering and is badly weathered on some 

of the flatter slopes. On these flatter slopes the bedrock is 

often covered by as much as several feet of disintegrated granite._ 



By-quarrying into fresh granite, material suitable for riprap, 

barrier stone, or crushed stone could be obtained. Because this 

granite is subject to weathering its most satisfactory use might 

be as base course protected by a bituminous surface. 

Photograph 1-64 

The materials on this photograph are described for Photo

graphs 1-36 and 1-38, Flight Strip 11. 

Photograph 1-62 and 1-60 

The sand and gravel ~G), organic over sand and gravel 

(0/SG), and till (Mo) along the northern edges of these photo

graphs are described for Photographs 1-44 and 1-46, Flight Strip 

10. 

South Lateral Moraine (Mo) trending E-W through the center 

of these photogr~phs is composed of coarse till suitable for 

subbase and possibly base course use. The same is true for the 

moraine (Mo) in the southern half of Photograph 1-60. The old 

c.c.c. pit on Photograph 1-60 is located in this till on the 

flank of South Lateral Moraine. If desired, this pit could be 

extended northward into the moraine. 

The small area of boulders (Bldrs) near the center of 

Photograph 1-62 consists almost entirely of large granitic 

boulders, apparently torrentially deposi~ed, with little finer 

material. These boulders range in size up to 8 to 10 feet in 

diameter. 
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The granite (Gr) and gneiss (Gn) on Photograph 1-60 have 

no olear-qut boundary between them. Both are medium-grained 

and are susceptible to weathering. On flatter slopes the granite. 

and gneiss are covered by as much as several feet of disintegrated 

rook. Fresh, unweathered granite or gneiss could be obtained by 

quarrying to a depth of several feet into the bedrock. This 

material would be suitable for riprap~ barrier stone, or crushed 

stone for base or possibly surfacing. If possible it should be 

used where not exposed to weathering. The granite forming Steep 

Mountain (western edge of Photograph 1-60) is similar to the above. 

The organic material (0) near the center of the photograph 

is made up mainly of a few feet of peat and would be suitable 

for use as a mulch or soil conditioner. 

Photograph 4-18 

The materials on this photograph are described for Photograph 

1-60, Flight Strip 11, and Photograph 1-46,· Flight Strip 10. 

Photogranh 4-20 

The moraine (Mo) on this photograph is a coarse till suit

able for use as subbase and possibly base course material. 

Th~ granite (Gr) is similar to that described for Photo

graphs 1-62 and 1-60, Flight Strip 11. 

Photograph 4-22 

This area was not mapped because it is inaccessible for any 

use of materials. 
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Flight Strip llA, Photographs 3-86 thru 3-94 
Flight Direction: Southwest to Northeast 

Photographs 3-94 and 3-92 

The moraine (Mo), granite (Gr), and boulders (Bldrs) 

comprising most of Photograph 3-94 are described for Photo-

graphs 1-62 and 1-60, Flight Strip 11. 

The sand and gravel (SG) in the vicinity of Glacier Basin 

Campground (southwest corner of photograph) is a fairly clean 

sand and gravel suitable for use as base course or possibly 

surfacing material. If desired, the existing gravel pit in 

this deposit could be extended a short distance toward the west. 

The sand and gravel (SG) in terraces between Glacier Basin 

Campground and Sprague Lake on Photograph 3-92 is fairly clean 

and is suitable for use as base course or possibly surfacing 

aggregate. 

The sand (Sand) deposit just southwest· of the Glacier Basin · 

Campground consists of a fairly clean sand with a little fine 

gravel. 

The alluvium (All) is too silty-for any use but common 

borrow. · It also has too many large boulders on the surface to 

provide a source of topsoil. 

The organic material (0) would be suitable for mulching 

purpo~~i! or_ po~~ibly for ~?psoi_l. __ 

Note the large pit in moraine (Mo) near the center of Photo-

graph 3-92. This pit could be extended along the slope if desired. 

The material is suitable for subbase and possibly as base course. 
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The large fan at the southwe·stern edge of Photograph 3-92 

is descri.bed for Photograph 3-90. 

Photograph 3-90 

The most important deposit on this photograph is the sand 

and gravel (SG) in the large fan along the southeastern wall of 

the valley (southern edge of photograph)~ The material in this 

fan is a fairly clean sand and gravel suitable for use as sub

base and base course material. This fan provides a very good 

possible site for a pit. 

The large sand and gravel (SG) terrace at the southeastern 

corner of the photograph is described for Photograph 3-92. 

The moraine (Mo) on this photograph is a coarse till suit

able for use as subbase and possibly base course material. Note 

that in the southwestern part of this photograph this till is 

quite thin over granite (Mo/Gr). 

The granite (Gr) in this photograph is medium-grained and 

not particularly resistant to weathering. It could be quarried 

for use as riprap, barrier stone, or crushed stone. It will 

give the best service if protected from weathering as when used 

in a subbase or base course protected by a bituminous surface. 

The-organic material (0) could be used as a mulching material 

and locally may possibly be suitable for use as topsoil. 

Photograph 3-88 

The moraine (Mo) and moraine over granite (Mo/Gr) on this 

photograph are similar to the same types of materials described 
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_for Photograph 3-90. 

The granite (Gr) and gneiss (Gn) are similar in character, 

both being medium-grained and not ~articularly resistant to 

weathering. These rocks could be quarried for riprap, barrier 

stone, or crushed stone. They will give the best service if 

protected from weathering as when used in a base course protected 

by a bituminous surface. 

Photograph 3-86 

This area was not mapped because most of it is too far 

from the road to be utilized as a source of materials. The area 

·near Eear Lake has been mapped on Photograph 4-16, Flight Strip 

-14. 

Flight Striu 12, Photograuhs 1-54 thru 1-59 
Flight Direction: North-;rest to Southeast 

Photograph 1-54 

The materials on this photograph are described for Photo-

·graphs 1-36, 1-38 and 1-40, Flight Strip 11 • 

.. Photograuhs.l-56 and 1-58 

The area shown on thse photographs is made up entirely of 

a medium-grained granite (Gr)~ On flatter slopes at lower ele-

vations, and particularly in the ~cinity of the TI~CA Camp, the 

granite is badly weathered, generally being covered with a layer 

--of disintegrated granite ·which may be as much as a few feet thick. 
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At higher elevations and on steeper· slopes the granite is less 

weathered. 

The unweathered granite could be used for·riprap, barrier 

stone, or crushed stone for base course or surfacing. Since 

this rock is susceptible to weathering its most satisfactory 

. use might be as base course protected from weathering by a 

bituminous surface. The disintegrated granite would be suit-

able for select roadvmy borrow or possibly for subbase. 

Flight Strip 13 7 Photographs 1-29 thru 1-33 
Flight Direction: Southwest to Northeast 

Photograph 1-30 

The materials on this photograph are described for Photo-

graphs 3-90 and 3-92, Flight Strip llA. 

Photograph 1-32 
; 

The materials sho>vn on this photograph are described for 

Photographs 3-92 and 3-94, Flight Strip llA, and Photographs 

1-60 and 1-62, Flight Strip 11. 

Flight StriP 14, PhotograPhs 4-9 thru 4-16 
EJ.Jght Direction: Northeast to Southwest 

Photograph 4-10 

The materials shown on this photograph are described for 

Photographs 3-92 and 3-94, Flight Strip llA, and Photographs 
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1-60 and 1-62, Flight Strip 11. 

Photograph 4-1~ 

The materials shown on this photograph are described £or 

Photographs 3-90 and 3-92, Flight Strip llA. 

Photograph 4-14 

The granite (Gr) and gneiss (Gn) shown on this photograph 

are described £or Photograph 3-88, Flight Strip llA. 

The moraine (Mo) and moraine over granite (Mo/Gr) areas 

contain coarse till suitable for subbase and possibly base 

course use. 

Photograph 4-16 

The moraine (Mo) on this photograph is a coarse till suit-

able £or subbase or possibly base course material. This material 

is characterized by the till in the cut for the parking lot at 

Bear Lake. It should be noted that considerable yardage of this 

till could be obtained by flattening the slope o£ the cut or by 

opening a pit in the old lodge area just north o£ the parking lot. 

The granite (Gr) which is exposed in most o£ this area is 

medium-grained and not badly weathered. This rock·could be 

quarried £or use as riprap, barrier stone, or crushed stone for 

use as base course or surfacing aggregate. Since this material 

is somewhat susceptible to weathering, it can best be used where 

·protected from the weather as in a base course under a bitucinous 

surface. 

I 
! 
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Flight Strip 15 2 Photogranhs 4-1 thru 4-8 
Flight Direction: North to,_South 

. Except for the area around Bear Lake, whi'ch has already 

been described for Photograph 4-16, Flight Strip 142 the area 

covered by this flight strip is inaccessible, and thus has not 

been mapped for materials sources. 
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Pit Number 3-E 
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LOCAL N_.l.11"8, LOCATION 
AND G3N3RAL DC:SCRIP
TION 

:Boulder :Brook Pit · 
One-fourth mile west of the Glacier 
Creek Picnic Area. 
Map Coordinates - Colorado Coordinate System, 

~----------------------~ North Zone. 

QUAJ.'l"TITY 

ANALYSIS OF L.~03.ATOB.Y 
TEST DATA: COlTDI~IO:NS 
OF USE .F..ND R3CC!,J1I"SN
DATIONS 

357. 625 1968 500 

100,000 cubic vards 

This material is suitable for use as 
subbase, base, bituminous stabilized 
base and surfacing aggregates. However, 
fourteen percent of total pit was 
wasted in making base material. 

Stripping will be required, however, 
test holes indicate very little 
overburden. Five to ten percent of 
the material is in excess of ten 
inches in diameter with a maximum 
size of t cubic yard. 
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Hole No.1: 

0-6" 

Hole No. 2: 

0-6" 

6"-9' 

Hole No. 3: 

0-4" 

Log of Holes 

Eastern Slope 
Boulder Brook Pit 
3-E 

Dark brovvn clayey sand, roots (topsoil). 

Light brown, slightly clayey sand and coarse 
gravel. Cobbles moderately rounded. 

Up to 2Q% oversize. Maximum size about 1/3 
cubic yard. 

Dark brown clayey sand, .roots (topsoil). 

Light brow.a, medium-dense, slightly clayey sand 
and gravel. Cobbles sub-angular to sub-rounded. 

Two foot layer of boulders up to 18" at about 4'. 
Below 6t, no oversize and few cobbles exceed 4". 

Dark brown clayey sand, roots, (topsoil). 

Light brovrn clean, medium sand. 

Light brown, medium dense, slightly clayey sand 
and gravel. Cobbles sub-angular to sub-rounded. 

Less than 5% oversize. Maximum size i cubic yard. 

Red iron-oxidized layer and stringers underlain by 
gray, damp sand and gravel. Cobbles slightly more 
rounded. 

No oversize. 



Hole No. 4: 

o-6" 

Hole No. 5: 

o-6" 

6"-4' 

Boulder Brook Pit 
(continued) 

Dark brown, clayey sand, roots (topsoil). 

Light brovm, slightly clayey, medium-dense sand 
and gravel. Cobbles are sub-angular to sub
rounded. 

At 6!' becomes grayer and damp. No oversize. 

Gray, varied, vecy fine sand. Similiar to 
Glacier Creek Pit. 

Dark brovm clayey sand, roots ( t.opsoil). 

Light brown slightly clayey sand and coarse gra~el. 
Cobbles are sub-angular. 

1o% oversize. 24~ maximum size. 

4-7' Gray-brmv.n, clean, damp sand and gravel. Cobbles 
are more rounded. 

No oversize. 5" maximum size. 

Hole No. 6: 

G-6" Dark brovm clayey sand, roots, (topsoil). 

( 

Light brown, slightly clayey, medium dense sand 
and gravel. Cobbles are sub-angular to sub
rounded. 

5-1~1o oversize. Maximum size 1/3 cubic yard. 



Form PR-9-230 
April 1965 

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE 
Bureau of Public Roads 

Region Nine 

SHEET N0. _ __;1~_.0F __ 3_ 

REPORT OF TESTS ON SURFACING P.ND OIL-MAT MATERIALS 
(Separate Test Hole Gradation, L. L., and P. 1.) 

Lab. No: 67-418-423-P Fi..: 'd Sample No: -----------~-Date: ___ M_tra.-'y'--3_,_1_9_6_8 __ 

Proiect: __ ...:.:R~o=clcy Mountain National Park, 1967 Surv-ey 
Name of 

Submitted by: -~R~un:::...z..;ya~n~ _____ Quantity Rep.--------- Materia I ____ G_r_a_v_e_l ___ _ 

Source: Boulder Brook Pit 

G.,...,da.tion, L.L. & P.L. T db R.G., D.G., K.R., R.R. Test for: _ __::. ... _""__;__.:....:... __________ este y: -----------------.,....-

Sieve 
Size 

3" 
1~" 

1'~~ 

*" ~" 

3/8" 
#4 

#8 

.... #10 
.#40 

#200 

- L.L. 
P.l. 

REMARKS: 

67-418 
Hole #1 

9~ 
qo 
88 

83 
78 

68 
34 
12 

-
NP 

67-419 
Hole #2 

92 
R7 
8~ 

74_ 
66 

56 
27 

9 

-
NP 

WASHED MECHANICAL ANALYSIS, % PASSING 
6 6 6 6 ?1 6 422A 67 422B 7 423 7-420A 7-420B 7-4- 7- - -

Hole #3 Hole #,D Hole-#4 . 
8t; qo 88 
Ro Rs 77 
7~ 80 71 

63 71 60 
56 61 4-_g 

_46 55_ 19 
21 35 17 

6 4 6 

- - --
NP NP NP 

Test data represented on this 
page is limited to the s3mplcs 
from the specific locations shown 

and to those locations alone. 

Hol~.-#5 
!:)7 
1,1 
?7 
26 

24. 
22 

19 
10 

4 

-
NP 

Hole 1ftJ 
q·-,. 

7h 
71 
6() 

51 
40 

30 
11 

2 

-
NP 

Hole fiWb Comb . 

76 Q? 
111 RO 
Ah _7S 
A2 70 

1,6 62 
32 '1'1 

26 44 
12 20 

4 6 

- -
NP NP 

DISTRIBUTION: 
Region Office 

Division Office 

Project Eng •. 

Lab. File 

__ __._ __ 

REPORTED BY: ekt 

GPO 849·4150 

j 

l 
I 
I 
l 
l 

l 
' 



Form PR-9-231 
Rev. April 1965 

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 
Bureau of Public Roads 

Region Nin~ 

SHEET NO. 2 0 F ,__,3--,.--

REPORT OF TESTS ON SURFACING AND OIL-MAT MATERIALS 
(Sub-base, Base Course, and Base Stabilization) 

Lab. No: 67-418-423-P FiPid Sample No: __________ _ ----Date: :May 3' 1968 

Proje c:t: _ _:R::..::..o.::.c.::.:k:v,__.:::.M:..:o:..:u::::n:..:.-'-..:.~>a=i.=.:n:_;:;N...::a.:...t:..:l=-· o.;;_n=a-=1'--'-P...:ac..:r:..:k:..::..!...., _1.L9--'-6_,7_S_u--'-r-'-v.:....::..e"-y __________________ _ 

Nome of 
Submitted by:1 D. R. Runyan Quantity Rep. __________ Moteriol: Gravel 

Saurc:e: __ ~B:..:o:..:u~l~d=e~r.:....::..B~r-=o-=o~k~P_i_t ____________ ~--------------------

Testfor: Sec, 104, 200 Tested by: ___ D_, _G_,...:_,_R_._G_ • .:....' _&_K_._R_. -------

WASHED MECHANICAL ANALYSIS,% PASSING 

Sieve Comb. 

Size Original 

3" 92 
lY:!" 80 
f'· ?r:s 
~" 70 

Y:!" 
3/8" 62 

#4 55 

.e #8 

#10 44 
#40 20 

#200 6 

L. L. -
P.l. NP 

CEMENTATION 

P.S.I. Comp. Str. 23 

HUBBARD FIELD 

% Swell 

% Abs. 
Stab. Wet 

Stab. Dry 

%Retained 

L. A. A-BRASION 

Grading----

Sec:. 
104 

100 

90 

80 

66 
58 

48 

23 

6 

-
NP 

100 R 500 R 

%Loss --~ 
Sand Eq. __ 6::....1.:....·----

Sec:. 

200* 

100 

77 
61 

49 
24 

5 

-
NP 

Specifications 
De gr. Sec:.1 04 Sec:. 200 

100 

100 "1 00 

79 
68 30-70 35-65 

57 
32 
12 0-15 0-10 

-
NP 

STABILOMETER 

"R" at 400 P. S.l. Ex. Pressure 

R 
%Moisture 

Density 

Wt./Cu. Ft. Compacted 

Bose Course 

81 . 

6.8 

1 32.1 

T-180 Method D 138,2 @ 7.afo 
Subbase 

T-180 Method D(~O 138.6 @ 7.3% 

Asphalt Mix 

T -167 

Soft Partie: les 8 % 

F rac:tured Foc:es 98 % 

T~!:t c!:~t-2 r-·p:-;~(i't.;.d oli this 

OIL DESIGN 
~~:~;· :i:2 ;;:;:~~:;:0l.:~:;;~~;~·~;~ .. m 

Additive used 

%by C. K. E. 

%used 

%swell 

% absorption 

Stability P.S.I. 

i:r.d !o ihQSC. t.:;Jt:,:;!i~ns a!~o1G. 

See Sheet No,~3 __ 

Wet ••••••• __ __ 

Dry ••••••• ----
%retained 

Remarks: __ *_...::T...::h:..:i=-s-"--:-:-'!Z:I'.::...;..a:...:;d~a"'-:t:-=i=-o:-n'-'--wa-::--s.,o-:-b_t_a--:-i_n_e-:d---::b;-'y'--wa-' _s_t_i~n_,g~2---'-4d'-;o __ 
of the or;ginal ~4 material 

DISTRIBUTION: 

Region Office 

Division Office 

Project Eng. 

Lab. File 

1 

-~-----------------
1 
1 
2 

REPORTED BY: e.t. 

GI'>O 838•024 



Form PR-9·232 
April 1965 

SHEET N 0 .~3"---0 F:_-=3'----
U.S. DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 

Bureau of Public Roads 
Region Nine 

REPORT OF TESTS ON SURFACING AND OIL·MAT MATERIALS 
(Plant-mix and Chips) 

Lab. No: 67-418-4.2 3-"P Fi..:ld Sample No: ______________ Date: Hav 3, 1968 

Project.;...· _ _:;R:..::o:...::c:...::kv;:. .. c._:l::..[ O::..t::::.ln:.:..::.t.:::a.:::i.:.:n:.....::.U;.:::a:..:t:..=i:..:o::.:n.:.:a::.;l:::.....:P::...a=r.:.:k:J..,__:.1-"9c..:::6'-'7--:S::..:u:o.:rv::...:...e:::..y"'--------------------

Submitted By: D • R • Runyan 
Name of 

Quantity Rep. __________ Material: Gravel 

Source: ___ ..:::J3::..::o::..::u~l::.:d:::::e:::r:::.....cJ3=r..:::o..:::o.:.:k:.....::.P..::i:..:t:_ ___________________________ _ 

Test for:_-!::S:.::::e:.::::c:..!.~2::.,;1:....7~&~..L31~3-------- Tested by: _._,;;;;D'"""'--'G;;,.:.""''--:;Ro:..•=--G.:::...=..• -.~....' ......:..&:.....:.K:..:•:.....:Rc.:..:•=---------

Sieve 
Size 

3" 
1 J-2' 
1" 

%" 
J-2" 

3/8' 

#4 

.A#s 

. 

. 

WASHED M.A.% PASSING 

Comb. Sec. Spec's. 
Original 200 Sec. 200 

92 
80 

75 
70 100 100 

62 75 
55 61 35-65 

OIL DESIGN 
120[120 AC 

Additive Used :Hon-e 1'1'a..l\.cra 1%Lime 
%by C. K. E. 5.3 5.3 6.3 
%Used 1.3 +.~ R.3 
%Swell - o.o o.o o.o 
%Absorption 0.1 o.8 o.s 
Stability P. S. I. 

Wet ••••••• 353 348 448 
Dry •....•• 336 249 317 

% Retained 105 140 141 
• #10 

#40 
#200 

44 49 Specific Gravity 
Laboratory 2. 3:1 2. 31 2.33 
Theo. Max. 2.J8 2. 3R 2.38 

20 24 
6 I) 0-10 

% Theo. s~ 9.1 98 
L. L 
P.l. 

- - wt./cu. ft. 
l!P }lP 

HUBBARD FIELD 
%Swell o-? 
% Abs. 1 , 9. 

Stab. Wet ~1:..:4:r..5.t.,;O'"-----
Stab. Dry ....;1:...3'!'-'0:'-0;;;..----
% Retained 11 2 -'-'-'=-----

L. A. ABRASION 
Grading ______ _ 

100 R 500 R 
%Loss 

compacted 

STATIC IMMERSION 
% 

Additive 

~M: 

5-A 
:t-A 
:t-EB 
ES-K 

Sp. Gr. 
Abs. 

Film Retained' 
0 Hours 24 Hours 

RC-3 100 95+ 
100 95+ 
:too 95+ 
100 9.5+ 
100 95+ 

SPECIFIC GRAVITY & ABS. 

+#4 - #4 Comb. 
2~69 2.67 2~68 
1.2 0.8 0.9 

Remarks:...-.-------~------------'----

147 147 148 

Sand Equivalent 

Soft Partie les 

Fractured Faces 

T-101 Swell 

Sulfate Soundness 

DISTRIBUTION: 

Region Office 
Division Office 
Project Eng. 
Lab. File 

1 
1 
1 
2 

REPORTED BY: e.t, 

0.12 

1.0 

Test data re;>resenled on this -
page is limited to the samples 
from :the s:::e~ific locations shown 

GPO 838-024 
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SIEVE SIZES 

A THIS SYMBOL 
IDENTIFIES SIMPLIFIED 
PRACTICE AND 
COMPATIBLE SIEVE SIZES 

I "'"'I"" i'" " '" d "' """ -l Sheet No. 

Date 
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nmms 1 

Boulder Brook Pit . Looking northeast just off 
horse trail showing typical site of Hole 4. 



FIGURE 2 

Boulder Brook Pit . Shous Hole 6 in a grove of 
aspen and pine (usually no ~ore than 20 ' high) 

typical of the area. 



-:• ROCKY MOUNTAIN NATIONAL PARK 

PARKWIDB MATERIALS SURVEY 

. SOURCZS OF MATERIALS. S.~.MPLED AND TBST:SD 

Western Slope 0 Eastern Slope EJ 

Pit Number ----5=-.E...------ BPR Lab. No.6J-428 through 67-433 

Flight Strip __ --J..u...------ Photograph 5-L15 

LOCAL N.A..M"E, LOCATION 
AND G~NERAL DESCRIP
TION 

QUANTITY 

ANALYSIS OF LABOrtATORY 
TEST DATA, CONDITIONS 
OF USE AND RECOMMBN
DATIONS 

Glacier Creek Pit, site between Glacier 
Basin Campground and Glacier Creek Picnic 
Area. 

Map Coordinates - Colorado Coordinate 
System, 1Torth Zone. 

360 500 1972 250 

30,000 cubic yards. 

This material is suitable only for sub
base due to the high percentage of waste 
that would be necessary for base, and 
asphaltic stabilized base aggregates. 
There is little topsoil more than 4" deep 
and coarse material is confined to the 
top 3'+' but ~dth a negligible amount 
in exc;ss of 1011

• 

Selective work in pit area could result 
in better material if necessary. 
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• 
Hole No. 1 : 

0-1 ' 

1-3!' 

3~-6· 

6-9' 

Hole No. 2: 

0-2" 

.e 2"-3!' 

3~ 6!' 

.. ·· 6!-7' 
Hole No. 3: 

0-2" 

2"-2' 

2-8 1 

Log of Holes 

· Eastern Slope 
Glacier Creek Pit 
5-E 

Dark brown clayey sand and gravel, roots, (topsoil). 

Light brown, damp, loose, clean sand a~d gravel. 
Cobbles are well roQ~ded. 

4" maximuni size. 

Primarily sand, some gravel. 

Tan very fine sand and silt. 

Dark brovm very thin topsoil. 

Light brovn1, loose, medium-grained, da~p, 

clean, sand. 

Tan compact silt to very fine sand. 

Sand·a.s before • 

Dark brown ve~J thin topsoil. 

Light bronn, loose, clean, damp sc.nd and gravel. 
Cobbles are well-rounded. 

2-3" maximum size. 

Light brown, loose, clean sand with sane fine 
gravel. Layers of very fine sand and gravel 
stringers. 

l 
. i 



• 

• 

Hole No. 4: 

0-4" 

4"-2tt' 

2~ 5' 

5-7!' 

Hole No. 5: 

Dark brOi'Vn topsoil and roots. 

Glacier Creek Pit 
(continued) 

Light brown, slighiily clayey sand and gravel. 
Cobbles are well-rounded. 

2-3" maximum size. 

Light brown sand becoming finer with depth. 

Tan silt to very fine sand. 

0-4" · Dark brmvn clayey sand, roots, ( topsoi 1). 

4"-1 0!' Light brovm, loose, coarse, damp, slightly 
clayey sand and gravel. Cobbles are well
rounded. 

Hole No. 6: 

0-4" 

4"-4' 

Less than 5% oversize. 6" maximum size except 
for some % cubic yard boulders. 

Dark bro~m clayey sand and gravel, (topsoil). 

Light broivn, loose, damp, slightly clayey sand 
and gravel. Cobbles well-rounded. 

2-3" maximum size. 

4-9 1 Light browrt clean sand and fine gravel. Contains 
8-12" layer of silt underlain by coarse sD.nd, 
fine gravel, and occasional oversize cobbles • 



Form PR-9-230 
April 1965 

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE 
Bureau of Public Roads 

Region Nine 

SHEET N0. __ 1 __ 0F_2_ 

REPORT OF TESTS ON SURFACING AND OIL-MAT MATERIALS 
(Separate Test Hole Gradation, L. L., and P. 1.) 

Lab. No: 67-428-433-P Field Sample No=-------~-- Dote: May 6' 1 968 ---

Project: __ R:..:..:.o.=.c.:.:ky:!L...M=.:.:::o~tm==-=t:..=a:..::i:..=n::.....::.N:..::a:....:t:...::i:.:o:...::n.:.::a::..:l~P:.:a::::r::.::k~,!..-1:.....9.c...6:::..7J.......:S:::..urv=...c..:::.eyu__ __ ~-------------'---
Nome of 

Quantity Rep.--------- Materia I __ G.::.:r=-a:::.v..:....:::.e-=.1 _____ _ Submitted by: Runyan 

·Source: ___ G_l_a_c_i_e_r_C_r_e_e_k_P_i_t _____________________________ _ 

Test far: Gradation, L.L. & P.L. Tested by: -~D6!.•L!G~. ,,__.!\~. T.~..a... ,,__K~. R.u..... ---------

WASHED MECHANICAL ANALYSIS, % PASSING 

Sieve 
Size 

3" 
1~" 

1" 
%"· 
~" 

3/8" 
#4 

#8 

- #10 
- #40 

#200 

. L.L 
P.l. 

REMARKS: 

67-428 
Hole #1 

98 
92 
89 
86 

78 
71 

59 
21 

5 

-
NP 

A-1-b 

67-429 67-430 
Hole #2 Hale #3 

100 
qq 
97 

100 93 
99 89 

95 81 
43 60 

7 20 

- -
NP NP 

A-1-b A-2-4 

67-431 67_-43_2 6.7.-.4'\J 
Hole #4 Hole #5 Hole #6 

86 q8 
_75_ 

.. 6q Q4 
99 6_3_ _q_o 

89 53 84 
76 M ~8 

62 3_5_ ~1 
30 17 45 

7 7 29 

- - -
NP NP NP 

A-1-b A-1-a A-2-4 

, ... OR thiS 
lest dalll reP'"~en.C'l 

. 
1
• 1, d 10 t1•e ~ample'S 

pag" •• ,., .. e . sh wl\ 
h ·s~ec\1\c lo.:ahons 0 · from t a ,.. 

lind to thOi~ lo~alion5 alcn&. 

Hole #7 Hole #8 Comb. 

qf\ 
_B_q 

R7 
_83 

~6 
6_9 

___53_ 
32 
12 

-
NP 

DISTRIBUTION: 
1 Region Office 

Division Office _......,1..--__ 
Project Eng. 

Lob. File 

REPORTED BY: __ ekt __ _ 

GPO 849·460 



Form PR-9-231 
Rev. Apri I 1965 

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 
Bureau of Public Roads 

SHEET NO. --'=2'-- OF~.=-2-

Region Nine 

REPORT OF TESTS ON SURFACING .AND OIL-MAT MATERIALS 
(Sub-bose, Base Course, and Bose Stabilization) 

Lab. No: 67-428-433-P Fie'•l Sample No: ______________ Date: May 6, 1968 

Project: Rocky Nountain JITational Park, 1967 Su.rve;v 
Name of 

Submitted by: I n.R. R1JU}U.'lU Quantity Rep. ___________ Materiol: Gravel 

Source: ______ ~G~l~a~c~l~·~e=r~C~r~e~e~k~-~P~i~t~------------------------------------

Test for: Gradation, L.A. A bras., Comp. Tested by: D. G., R.G., K.R., & A.T. 

Sieve Comb. 

Size Origino I 

3" 96 
1}1" 89 
1" 87 
~~~ 81 
}1" 

3/8" 76 
#4 69 

59 e #8 
#10 

#40 32 
#200 12 

L. L. -
P.l. 1ifP 

CEMENTATION 

WASHED MECHANICAL ANALYSIS,% PASSING 

Sec. Sec. Specifications 

104 De gr. Sec. 104 Sec. 

100 100 
91 
84 

70 
57 30-70 

49 
26 
10 0-15 

-
1-TP 

STABILOMETER 
"R" at P. S. I. Ex. Pressure 

R 

%Moisture 

Density 

Wt./Cu. Ft. Comp.acted 

Bose Course 

T -180 Method D 

Subbase 

T-180 Method D (R~1:) 1 40. 9©4. 6% 
Asphalt Mix 

T-167 

Soft Particles 

Fractured Faces 

% 

% 

P. S.l~ Camp. Str. __ __ OIL DESIGN 
Test dahl reprcssn!e-:1 on this 
page is !i:nited to the .'a"'pl?s 
from tne spe~iiic 1ocalto•1> shown 
and to those locations alone. 

HUBBARD FIELD 

% Swell 

% Abs. 
Stab. Wet 

Stab. Dry 

%Retained 

L. A. ABRASION 

Grading-----

100 R 500 R 

%Loss --- ----4!h 6 

Sand Eq. 

Additive used 

%by C. K. E. 

%used 

%swell 

% absorption 

Stability P.S.I. 

Wet ••••••• 

Dry ••••••• 

%retained 

---

Remarks: ____________________________________ __ 
DISTRIBUTION: 

Sec. ?()Q ~raR not d~=>sig:,ed for due to 

This gradati OJ'"' was obtai ned by Vhlnting 53:•o of 
the original -#4 material. 

Region Office 

Division Office 

Project Eng. 

Lab. File 

REPORTED BY: 

1 
1 
1 
2 

e.t. 

GPO 838·024 



FIGURE 3 

Glacier Creek Pit . Shows Hole 2 located L~ the largest 
clearing at the Pit site . The ridge jus: behind 

t he hole is heavily bouldered . 

- ' 

FIGURE 4 

Glacier Creek Pit . Hole 4 located in heavy stand 
of low timber typical of the area. 



··:?· 

.. 
PARK.'fiDS MATBRIALS St.TRif"EY 

-SOl.~C3S OF EAT~RIAL.S. SPJ:IPLED A..rm TBSTSD 

Western Slope (] .Eastern Slope [Z) 

Pit Number __ 6-EL. BPR Lab. No. 66-874 through 66-876 

Flight Strip ----~1~4~------------ Photograph __ .4::1_1 ____ _ 

LOCAL N.4ME, LOCATION 
AND GENERAL DESCRIP
TION 

QUANTI.TY 

ANALYSIS OF LA130rt.ATORY 
TEST DATA, COX.TiliTIONS 
OF 'tJSE JJTD R3CCI.IM3N
DATIONS 

Powder House Pit, across the road from 
Glacier Basin campground entrance. 
Map coordinates - Colorado Coordinate 
System, North Zone. 

362 750 '1971 750 

Limited by area w·ithin existing'pit area: 
17,000 cubic yards. 

Test results showtha't this material 
is suitable fpr subbase, base, and 
bituminous stabilized-base aggregates. 
However, some wasting of fines could 
be required·during production of base 
courses. 0-4' of overburden would 
have to be removed. There is 
approximately 1o% in excess of 10", 
with maximum size of 1 cubic yard. 
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·-

Hole No. 1: 

0-2' 

-----\ 2-7 I 

Hole No. 2: 

!!.og of Holes 

Eastern Slope 
Powder House Pit 
6-E 

Bro~vn sand and boulders and a little trash. 

Sand, gravel, and boulders. 

1 afo oversize. 18" maximu..m size. 

0-4 1 Brown fine sand, some silt, some gravel and 
cobbles. 

Overburden 0-4' deep. 

4-8 1 Bro\vn sand, gravel and cobbles, some boulders. 

1 afo oversize. 24" maximum size. 

Hole No. 3: 

0-7' Brown sand, gravel, and cobbles, with .some 
boulders. 
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-. SHEET N 0 • __ 1.:..._ __ 0 F ---'3"'---
Form PR-9-230 
April 1965 

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE 
Bureau of Public Roads 

Region Nine 

REPORT OF TESTS ON SURFACING AND OIL-MAT MATERIALS 
(Separate Test Hole Gradation·, L. L., and P. 1.) 

66-874-P-Lob. No: --t"-r--e---rt"-...,..,----- Field Somp le No: ----''-'----'-~~----'---~-Dote: 66-8(6-P 
February 16, 1968 

Proie ct: ___ :=R:..=o:..=c~ky~...:::M::..:o:::..:u::::n:.:.t.::.:a=i~n'-"-'N-=a,_,t:..=i,._,oc.on.::::a:::..:l"-"P'-'a""r""k~, __,_1..:.9..:::6:....~7--.::S=->ur::::::....v::...;e"-'y.L---------'---'--------
Nome of 

Submitted by: M • C • Everitt Quantity Rep.---------- Mote rio I ____ G=.:r::...:a::::-v_,_e=-1=-----

Source: ___ ~P~o~w~d~e~r~H~-o~u~s~e~P~i~t~-----------------------------------------

Test for: __ G_r_a_d_a_t_l_· o_n-=--' _L_._L_._& __ P_.:c....I_ • .:__ ____ Tested by: ---=R:.:_•::..:R:..:...=.... ,_, -=R'-'-"-=Gc.::•-'-'--=D::....:•e....:G:::..:•~''---'T:::...!:... G.=..:..• -------

Sieve 
Size 

3" 
1~" 

1" 

%" 
~ .. 

3/8" 
#4 

e #8 
#10 
#40 
#200 

L.L. 
P.l. 

REMARKS: 

WASHED MECHANICAL ANALYSIS, % PASSING 
6 6 -874 66-875 66-875 * 66-876 
Hole #1 Hole #2 Hole #3 

88 80 100 
70 66 86 
64 57 83 
58 54 82 

4~ 49 71:) 
4c 4::> 74 

j) 41 6~ 

cu 25_ A8 
8 8 18 

- - -
NP NP NP 

*Overburden 0-4' 

66-874 represents 
66-875 represents 
66-876 represents 

Hole #4 Hole #S Hole #6 
88 
74 
69 
65 

59 
53 

47 
10 
13 

-
NP 

deep 

35% of pit 
38% of pit 
277o of pit 

Test da!a re~rssen~ed on this 
pcig ._ is •:· -.i ed lo !he silmples 

frcm lh] ~p-:'!·:ific lucattcns shown 
and io those locations alone. 

Hole #7 

·. 

.. ;, .. -.. 

Hole #8 Comb. 
85 
65 
62 
58 

52 
41 

4c 
2'1 

9 

-
NP 

DISTRIBUTION: 
Region Office 1 

Division Office ----
Project Eng. 
Lob. File 

REPORTED BY:~e,....kt....._ __ _ 

:·<' ,· 

p 



Form PR-9-231 
Rev. April1965 

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 
Bureau of Public Roads 

Region Nine, 

2 3 
SHEET F'---OF~ 

REPORT OF TESTS ON SURFACING AND OIL-MAT MATERIALS 
(Sub-base, Base Course, and B.ase Stabilization) 

Lab. No: 66-874-876-P Fi.-!d Sample No: __________ _ ___ Date: February 16, 1968_ 

Project:· __ ....=R~o~c~kv"'---_,l'~~I-"'o-"'u""'n"-'t'-"a""i=..!n~1"'"if""'a'""t'""'i'""o'-On-"'a""l""--'P~a-=r-"'k,;.o,--'1'-9.t..:.6~7.1.-.:::;S:.!eu~rv'-"-'e"-':y,_r ________________ _ 
Name of 

Submitted by:' 1';1 • C. Everitt Quantity Rep.---------- Materia I : ___ ---"G'-=r'-"a~v=-e=-1=------

Source: ___ ~P~o~w~d~e~r~H~o~u~s~e~P~i~t~----------------------------------

Test for: Sec • 2 00, 1 04, L.A. Abrasion, Tested by: --=R~ • .:.G.=. • .!..' --=R.:.:•:..::R::..:...• ''----=D..:•_:G:...:•:..e'___.:T:...:..• G=..:.• ---------
Compaction 

WASHED MECHANICAL ANALYSIS,% PASSING 

Sieve 

Size 
3" 
1}l" 

1" 

~ .. 
}l" 

3/8" 

#4 

a #8 
. .,. #10 

.. ·' 

#40 

#200 

L. L. 
P. I. 

Comb. 
Original 

8'1 
6S 
62 

_5__8 

72 
47 

42 
2'5 

9 

-
NP 

Sec. * 
104 

100 
83 
71 

5~ 
50 

44 
26 

9 

-
NP 

CEMENTATION 
30 P.S.I. Comp. Str. ____ _ 

HUBBARD FIELD 

% Swell 

% Abs. 
Stab. Wet 

Stab. Dry 

% Retained 

L. A. ABRASION 

Grading----

100 R 

· %Lass 

Sand Eq. 45 

Sec. 
200 

100 

72 
58 

49 
28 
tD 

-
NP 

** 200 Specifications 
De gr. Sec. 1 04 Sec. 200 

100 

100 

76 
63 30-70 35-65 

53 
32 
12 0-15 0-10 

-
NP 

ST ABILOMETER 

"R" at 400 P. S. I. Ex. Pressure 

R 87 
%Moisture 5 • 6 
Density 136.2 

Wt./Cu. Ft. Compacted 

Base Course 
138.2 @ 6.5% T-180 Method D 

Subbase 
T-180 Method D (~.) 140.9 @ 6. 8% 
Asphalt Mix 

T-167 

Soft Partie les 

Fractured Faces 

1 % 

99 % 

OIL DESIGN 

Additive used 

%by C. K. E. 

%used 

%swell 

% absorption 

Stabili_ty P. S.l. 

Wet ••••••• 
Dry ••••••• 

% retained 

SEE SHEErp NO. __._3 __ 

Test dala represented on this 
·,s l:...;·,•ed to the samples pag<J .... . ·. 

"from the specific locations shown 
and to those locations alono. 

DISTRIBUTION: 

Region Office 

Division Office 

Project Eng. 

1 
1 

--------'-=-<-....:.......,.o_..:.;_..;c..;:..:::..;:::.;..;..:;:__.:....;.._.=r......:...___;,. _____ ,___--"--"'----, r Lab. File 2 

REPORTED 8Y: ekt 

GPO 838·024 



Form PR-9-232 
April 1965 

L 
SHEET N 0 • __ 3...__o F·_-.~...3 _ 

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 
Bureau of Public Roads 

Region Nine 

REPORT OF TESTS ON SURFACING AND OIL-MAT MATERIALS 
(Plant-mix and Chips) 

Lab. No: 66-874-876-P Field Sample No: ______________ Date: February 16, 1968 

Project_;...: _..;:R.:.:o::.:c::.:ky~·~1~"l.:::.O.:::::un=..:::t-=a:.=ic.::n=--=N.:..:a::...t::..:i=-o.::.;n:..:.a=l-=-P..::ac=r...;:;k=-<,--'1_.9::....6=-7..__S_urv=...:....;;.e"-y------------------
Name of 

Submitted By: _ __!:!M:..!•!....::C:....!•!...-.::EV:::...:·~-e::=r:....:i=..t~t:::..._ __ Quantity Rep. __________ Materia I : ___ G_r_a_v_e_l _____ _ 

Source: ___ ~P~o~v~vd~A~~r~~H~o-=u~s~e~P~i=-t~---------------------------------

Testfor:Oil design, Stat. Imm, SoundneSSTestedby: R.R., R.G., T.G., D.G. 

WASHED M.A.% PASSING OIL DESIGN 
120/150 AC 

Comb. Sec. Spec's. Sieve 
Size Original 200 Sec.200 Additive Used 1Tone 1%Li.me 1%Acra 

3" 

1" 

%" 
¥l" 

3/8' 

#4 

---#8 #10 

. 

. 

#40 
#200 

L. L 

P.l. 

8S 
6C) 
62 
58 

52 
47 

42 
25 

9 

--
N.P 

HUBBARD 
%Swell 

FIELD 
0.3 

% Abs. 
Stab. Wet 
Stab. Dry 
%Retained 

0.7 
1325 
1150 

115 

L. A. ABRASION 

100 

72 
58 

49 
28 
10 

-
N.P 

Grading ______ _ 

100R SOOR 
·% Loss 

%by C. K. E. 4.8 5.5 4.8 
%Used 5.8 6.s 5.8 
%Swell Q.1 0.1 0.1 

100 %Absorption :1 • 3 1 1 1.3 
Stability P. S. I. 

Wet .••••.. 322 321 361 
35-65 Dry ......• 220 294 293 

%Retained _jjj__ 109 123 
Specific Gravity 

Laboratory 
0-10 Thea. Max. 

%Thea. 

wt./cu.ft. 
compacted 

STATIC IMMERSION 
% 

Additive 
None 

a.s-A 
1-:A 

1-PB 
RSK 

Sp. Gr. 
Abs. 

Film Retained 
0 Hours 24 Hours 

100 25+ 
100 95+ 
100 95+ 
100 95+ 
100 95+ 

SPECIFIC GRAVITY & ABS. 

+ #4 - #4 Comb. 

2.73 2 .6S 2. 71 
1. 0 1 .1 1 • 1 

2.32 2.32 2.33 

2 .4:Z 21 t1] 2 ·41 
24 9t) 94 

146 148 147 

Sand Equivalent 

Soft Particles 

Fractured Faces 

T-101 Swell· 

Su !fate Soundness 

DISTRIBUTION: 
1 

Remarks: ___ ~----~---------------------

Region Office 
Division Office 
Project Eng. 
Lab. File 

Test dilfa represented on th:s 
pase is limited to the samples 
from the specific locations shown 

REPORTED BY: 

1 
2 

0.3 

1 

GPO 838 ·024 

% 

% 

% 

., 

I 
I 

I 

I 
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FIGURE 5 

Powder House Pit . Looking southeast from Hole 3. Locations of 
Holes 1 and 3 are indicated . The site is of an old abondon pit 

used sometime ago • 

e 



PA.RK'HD3 'MATERIALS Sl!rtV"SY 

Western Slope 0 Eastern Slope ~ 

Pit Nu.mber 7-E BPR Lab. No. 67-424 through 67-427 ---·--------· 

Flight Strip __ 1_1 ___ · ~---- P~otogra ph 1-60 

LOCAL 1:-T_llHB, LOCATION 
AND G3K3RAL DESCRIP
TION 

QUMTTITY 

CCC Camp Pit, Hollowell Park CCC M·ea, 

W.ap Coordinates ...:. Colorado Coordinate System, 
North Zone 

367 500 1969 375 

60,000+ cubic yards : 
~-----------------~-------~----------------~---------------1 

ANALYSIS OF LABOnATORY 
T3ST DATA: COI-TDITIONS 
OF D"'SE .AND R3C0:;1M:SN
DATIO.NS 

This source is not recommended for U$e as 
any aggr.egate. All gradations are out of 
specifications on at least one sieve size. 
In addition, the material shows a high L.A. 
Abrasion loss, and low strength retained .. 
Also, 23% of total pit was wasted in order 
to obtaL~ the gradation for base. Up to 
25% of the material exceeds 10 inches in 
diameter with a m&~imQTil size ~f i cubic 
yard. Logs·of holes indicate an over
burden of 1-2'. 

-~-------------~----------------------~--~---' 
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Log of Holes 

.Hole No.1: 

Eastern Slope 
CCC Camp Pit 
7-E 

0-1 1 Dark brown clayey sand and roots, (topsoil). 

Hole No. 2: 

Tan, very silty sand and gravel. Cobbles slightly 
rounded, few boulders to 12 11 ~ ~---- · ___ _, 

Tan, silty sand and gravel. Cobbles slightly 
rounded. Many boulders to 12"+, with up to 
25% greater than 1 0". 

0-6~ Dark brovm topsoil, roots. 

6"-3' 

Hole 1\fo. 3: 

Light brown, slightly clayey sand and gravel. 
Less than 5% over 10". 

15" maximum size. 

0-2' Dark brown, clayey sand and fine gravel, (topsoil). 

2-7' Light brown, loose, slightly clayey sand and gravel. 

Less than 5% over 10". i cubic yard rrax:irnum size. 

7-8' Same but denser and coarser. 

Hole No. 4: 

0-1' Dark brown, clayey sand and fine gravel, (topsoil). 

1-2!' Light brown, slightly claye;r sand and gravel. 

Less than 5% oversize. Few boulders to t cubic yard. 

2~ 5' Same but denser and coarser. 

Up to 25% oversize. 



Form PR-9-230 
April 1965 

• 
U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE 

Bureau of Public Roads 
Region Nine 

SHEET No. ___ .U, ----

REPORT .OF TESTS ON SURFACING AND OIL-MAT MATERIALS 
(Separate Test Hole Gradation, L. L., and P. 1.) 

Lab. No: 67-424-427-P Field Sample No: -~-~----------Date: __ M_a..c:rc..:c..c:h;;__2~9"-'-' _1--"-9-'-6-'-8-

Proiect: _ _:R::.:.:.o.:.c:;.:ky~:;.:'M:..:o...:un=-t:..:a..:.:i::.:n:=....N_a=-=.t.::i..::.o.::.:n:::a:.::l=-=P...:a..:.:r:.:k~''--1_9"--'-6-'-7---"S-'-urv""--=e'-"y-'--------------------
Nome of 

Submitt~d by: ___ R_un__:ya:__n ______ Quantity Rep.---------- Materia 1 ___ G_r_a_v_e_l ____ _ 

Source: _____ C_C_C_P_~_·t _________________________________ _ 

Gradation, L.L. & P.I. T db R.R., D.G., R.G. Test for: _________________ este Y=--------------------

Sieve 
Size 

3" 
H2" 
1" 
%" 
~ ... 

3/8" 
#4 

#8 
#10 

-#40 
.,#200 

· L.L 

P.l. 

REMARKS: 

67-424 
Hole #1 

90 
73 
69 
65 

58 
50 

42 
21 
~ 

22 
4 

.. 

67-425 
Hole #2 

88 
78 
73 
70 

62 
52 

41 
20 
10 

21 
1 

WASHI;D MECHANICAL ANALYSIS, % PASSING 
67-426 67-427 
Hole #3 Hole #4 Hole #5 Hole #6 Hole #7 Hole #8 Comb. 

84 
82 87 
79 83 
77 80 

71 74 
64 65 

53 55 
24 25 
10 11 

- -
NP NP 

qo 
_8_1 

76 
:12 

61) 
S8 

t17 
21 
_9 

1_9 
1 

DISTRIBUTION: 
1 ,_ Region Office 

Division Office ---.-1
1 
__ 

Project Eng. 

Lab. File 2 

GPO 849-460 



rorm r-f"':-'f .. .l.JI 

Rev. April 1965 

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 
Bureau of Public Roods· 

Region Nine 

REPORT OF TESTS ON SURFACING AND OIL-MAT MATERIALS 
(Sub-base, Base Course, and Base Stabilization) 

Lab. No: 67-424-427-P Field Sample No: _______ __,_ ________ . Date: Marc}:l 29, 1968 

Project: ___ R_o_c_ky-'<-._M_' o_un_t_a_i_n_N_a_t_i_o_n_a_l_P_a_r_k.:;_,_1_:.9_6_;7_S_urv __ e_;y,__ _____ _;_ _ __..--'-'.:.:._-'-'--'-"-'-~---
Name of 

Submitted by:, Runyan Quantity Rep. __________ Materia I: __ G_r_a_v_e_l ___ ~._,_...:...._ 

Source: ___ C_C_C_P_i_t _________________________________ _;__.:.:._~--

Test for: Gradation, Degradation, Oil Tested by: R.R., D.G., R.G., A.T., T.G. 
Design, Soundness, L.A. Abras., Spr • Gr. 

WASHED MECHANICAL ANALYSIS,% PASSING 

Sieve Comb. 

Size Origina I 

3" 90 

1Y.z" 81 
1" 76 

%" 72 

Y.z" 
3/8" 65 

#4 58 

#8 

e #10 
#40 

47 
21 

#200 9 

.L.L. 19 
.• ' P.l. 1 

CEMENTATION 
P. S. I. Camp. Str. 1 71 

·HUBBARD FIELD 
%Swell 
% Abs. 
Stab. Wet 
Stab. Dry 
% Retained 

L. A. ABRASION 

Grading----

Sec. 
104* 

100 
9t) 

88 

75 
65 

54 
24 

9 

19 
NP 

100 R 500 R 
%Loss __ _]Q_ 

Sand Eq. 32 

Sec. 
200** 

100 

8~ 
66 

'51 
24 
10 

-
NP 

Spe.:ifications 
De gr. Sec. 1 04 Sec200**~ 

100 

100 

'j'L 30-70 
84 45-80 

67 30-60 
33 25-35 
14 0-15 5-15 

-
NP 

STABILOMETER 
uR" at P. S. I. Ex. P69ssure 

R 
%Moisture 
Density 

Wt./Cu. Ft. Compacted 
Base Course 

T-180 Method D 
Subbase 

133.6 

137.7 @ 1.afo 

T-180 Method D(Rev.)137,6 @ 6,7% 

Asphalt Mix 

T-167 141 

- 13 Soft Partie les % 

Fractured Faces 100 % 

OIL DESIGN 
Test data represented on this 
page is limited to the samples 
from the specific locations shown 
and to those location~ alona. · Additive used 

%by C. K. E. 
% used 
%swell 
%absorption 
Stability P. S.l. 

SEE SHEET NO. 3 

Wet ••••••• ___ _ 

Dry ••••••• 
%retained 

DISTRIBUTION: 
Region. Office 

Oivisi.;~ Office 
Project Eng. 

. Lab. File 

REPORTED BY: 

1 

1 
1 
2 

ekt 

GP0.838·024 · 



Form PR-9-232 
April 1965 

SHEET N 0 , _ _,.3'---- 0 F:·;,___:3::..__ 

Lab. No: 67-424-427-P 

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 
Bureau of Public Roads 

Region Nin.e 

REPORT OF TESTS ON SURFACING AND OIL-MAT MATERIALS 
(Plant-mix and Chips) 

Fi.dd Sample No: __ __......_ __________ Date: March 29, 1968 

Project;._: _--=.R::.::o~c~l0~r ..!'M::..;o"'-u""n..,t~a=i~n'--='N~a,_,t:..::i:..::o::..:n:.::a;:.;l=--:P:..:a=r=k"-'-...:.1.L.9-=6'-'7'--"S:...:uc:::rv::._;_e.::.Jy"-------------------
Name of 

Submitted By:_-=R=u"'-'n""'v""'a""'n,___ _____ Quantity Rep. ________ __:c_ Materia I: ___ G_r_a_v_e_l _____ _ 

Source: ____ ~C~C~C~P~i~t~---------------------------------~----
~ 

Test for: Oil DesigJl, Stat. Imrnp Te~ted by: ___ A-=•-T-=.-'-'-R_.:c.R_;_• ,~D_._G_".::..' _R_._G_. ______ _ 

WASHED M.A. % PASSING OIL DESIGN 

Sieve 
Size 

3" 

3/8' 

#4 

A#B 
. .., #10 

' 

' 

#40 
#200 

/ L. L 

P.l. 

Comb. 
Original 

90 
81 

76 
72 

62_ 

58 

47 
21 

9 

19 
1 

HUBBARD 
%Swell 

FIEI,..D 
1.6 

% Abs. 3.0 

Stab, Wet 1350 

Stab. Dry 2170 

% Retained 62 

Sec. 
200 

100 

85 
66 

51 
24 
10 

-
NP 

L. A. ABRASION 
Grading --------

lOOR 500 R 
% Loss 

Spec's. 
Sec.200:E ( 1 ) 

120 1 0 AC 

Additive Used 
None 11aAcra 

%by C. K. E. 5.6 6.1 5a6 
%Used * 1.:1 1.6 1.:1 
%Swell .1 :1.2 a8 

100 · %Absorption 3.:1 3.8 3.0 
Stability P. S. I. 

45_-80 

Wet .••.••• :!58 116 180 
Dry , •...•. 268 313 271 

30-60 

% Retained 52 37 66 
Specific Gravity 

25-35 Laboratory 2.22 2a25 2.23 
5-15 Thea. Max. ' 2.11:1 2.41 2.41 

%Thee. 22 23 23 

· t d on this 
T st data rcpresen e I 

e - I' 'ted to the samp es 
paga IS un• h w" - 'li locations s o ·~ 
tram the spec• IC 

STATIC IMMERSION aA4 to those locations alone. 

% 
Additive 

None 

o.s-A 
. 1-A 

1-PB 
RSK 

Sp. Gr. 

Abs. 

Film Retained 
0 Hours 24 Hours 
100 

100 
100 
100 

:!00 

95:r 
95+ 
95o+-
95+ 
95+ 

SPECIFIC GRAVITY & ABS. 

+ #4 - #4 Cam b. 

• 74 2.69 -~. '(1 

4.5 4.5 4.5 

Sand Equivalent 

Soft Partie les 

Fractured Faces 

T-101 Swell 

Sulfate Soundness 

DISTRIBUTION: 

1 
Remarks: ___ *--=P=-=-e=r..:.c..:.e.=n:..:t:..._::u;:.:s:..:e=-d;:::__b..:,y~R~i_c..:.e-'-V_a_c_u_um ___ ___.; __ 

Region Office 

Division Office 
Project Eng. 
Lab. File 

1 
1 

~~------------~ 
2 

REPORTED BY: ekt 

% 

o.~ 

GPO 838 • 024 

1 



• e 

FIGURE 6 
' CCC Camp Pit . Looking northerly into pit area which is the site 

of an old materials pit and asphalt mixing site . Holes 1, 3, & 4 
are indicated . IIole No . 4 is located at the toe of a moraine . 

• 
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FIGURE 7 

CCC Camp Pit . Looking easterly over the old pit site . 
Holes 2 and 4 are indicated . 



ROCKY M0u1~TAIN NATIO~TAL P{~\X -------------------
· ... .. - ~ / -. : ~ . ...-..... 

-. PARK'fiD"S MATERIALS SUR'TSY 

SOu~C3S OF HAT3RIALS SA11PLED AND TBST3D 

Western Slope [] 

·Pit Number 9-E 

Flight Strip 10 

LOCAL NAME, LOCATION 
AND G:SrTERAL. DES CRIP
TION 

QUANTITY 

ANALYSIS OF LABO?cATORY 
TEST DATA, CONDITIONS 
OF USE .4..ND RBCOMM3N
DATI01-TS 

Eastern Slope [l 

BPR Lab. No. 66-882 through 66-887 

Photograph 1-44 

1Draine Park Pit, in the vicinity of the 
elk trap. 0.9 miles west of Eear Lake 
Road in Moraine Park. 
l\!ap Coordinates - Colorado Coordinate System, 
North Zone. 

371 750 1972 875 

47,000 cubic yards. 

This material is suitable for subbase, 
base, bituminous stabilized base, surfacing, 
and concrete aggregate. Test holes 
indicate about 2' of overburden and 
stripping will be required. There is 
a negligible amount of rnat€3:dal in excess 
of 10". ·Excavation deeper than 4-6' 
will result in a wet pit • 

.... . ;. 
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Hole No. 1: 

0-2' 

... 

Log of Holes 

Eastern Slope 
Moraine Park Pit 
9-E 

Black gravelly organic topsoil. 

2-8' Sand and gravel. Water level at 4i'. 

Hole No. 2: 

0-2i' 

2~ 7' 

Hole No. 3: 

1~' 

Hole No. 4: 

6" maximum size. 

Black to brmvn organic topsoil. 

Gray sand and gravel. Water level at 5'. 

6" maximum size. 

Organic topsoil. 

Sand and gravel. 
with some trash. 

Some silt and a trace of clay 
Water level at 6 1 •. 

0-1' Organic topsoil. 

1-7' Brown and gray sand and gravel, little silt, 
stratified with fine sand pockets. Water level.at 6'. 

6" maximum size. 

Hole No. 5: 

0-2' Black organic topsoil. 

2-8 1 Brown and gray sand and gravel. Water level at 4'. 

6" maximum size. 



Hole No. 6: 

0-1i' 

1~ 6' 

.=.~ 

-: 

Organic topsoil. 

Moraine Park Pit 
(continued) 

Gray sand and gravel. Water level at 3i'. 
6" maximum size. · 

I 
I 
I 
! 
I 

I 
I 
I 



Form PR-9-230 
April 1965. .. · .• 

U. S.DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE 
Bureau of Public Roads 

Region Nine 

SHEET NO. 

REPORT OF TESTS ON SURFACING AND OIL-MAT MATERIALS 
(Separate Test Hole Gradation, L. L., and P. 1.) 

1 .oF_._3 __ 

Lab. No! 66-882-887-P Field Sample No: ______________ Date: 

Project: _:....__:R~.]O!::/I~•.!.!.}T...!.•.,;.P..!"J.'-"'P..!oa""r~k,__~!.!.:Y=.i_,.d""e--"'S'-"u""'rvc-"-"e,..;J,_.r,<--1,_9.t..:6~6----------------------
Name of 

Submi.tted by: M • C. Everitt Quantity Rep.--'--------- Material -----------

Source: Morraine Park Pit 

Test for: Original gradation, L.L. & P.I•Tested by: __ L_a_b_;__S_c_h_o_o_l ___ _;__ ________ _ 

Sieve 882 883 . -
Si%e Hole #l Hole #2 

3" 92 97 
1~" 6~ _7">., 
1" 4g 64 
~ .. 42 r:::..7 
~ .. 

3/8" 22c_ 44 
#4 22 3'5 
#8 
#10 1~ 24 

e #40 
#200 

4 6 
1 1 

L.L -- -
P.l. NP NP 

REMARKS: 

WASHED MECHANICAL ANALYSIS, % PASSING 
884 885 886 887 

Hole #3 Hole #4 

98 93 
7r:::.. 70 
64 64 
r:::..s 61 

49 52 -
43 46 

36 41 
19 23 
10 3 

-- -
NP NP 

Tcul data repres~nled on this 
page is limited to the samples 
from the speci~ic locations shown 

and to those locations alone. 

Hole #5 Hole #6 

89 96 

6r:::.. 70 
"57 '58 
r:::.,2 "52 

42 41 
36 33 

29 24 
10 6 

2 1 

- -
NP NP 

Hole #7 Hole #8 Comb. 
94 

'17 
6•6 

59 

48 
40 

32 
13 
2 

-
NP 

DISTR I BU Tl ON: 
Region Office 1 
Division Office 1 
Project Eng. 1 
Lob. File 2 

REPORTED BY: __ e_kt __ _ 



Form PR-9-231 
Rev. April 1965 

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 
Bureau of Public Roods 

Region Nine 

----.>SHEET N0:-__ 2_ OF~_3_ 

REPORT OF TESTS ON SURFACING AND OIL-MAT MATERIALS 
(Sub-base, Base Course, and Base Stabilization) 

Lab. No: 66-882-887-P Field Semple No: ______________ Date: A-pril 27, 1967 

Project: __ · ...::R!..!.~M::.:o!...:N~.P~o L' _P~ac=r-=.k::._:W:.-=i~d:::.:e"----'S=--u::::rv=--.:...:::e'-Ly.L,__:_1__d_9~6:__:6:__ ____________________ _ 

Name of 
Submitt~d by:'M o Co Everitt Quantity Rep. __________ Material: ___________ _ 

Source: ___ -=M~o~r~r~a=1=·~n~e~P~a~r~k~P~i~t~-------------------------------

Test for: S·ec o 1 04, & 200 ·Tested by: ___ L_a_b_S_c_h_o_o_l _____________ _ 

WASHED MECHANICAL ANALYSIS,% PASSING 

Sieve Comb. Sec. 

Size Original 104 

3" 94_ 
1!-l" 77 100 
1" 66 80 
~ .. '59 67_ 
l-2" 

3/8" 48 49 
#4 40 40 

e #8 
#10 
#40 

32 32 
13 13 

#200 2 2 

L. L. - -
P.l. NP NP 

CEMENTATION 
2 P.S.t_. Comp. Str. ____ _ 

HUBBARD FIELD 

% Swell 
% Abs. 
Stab. Wet 
Stab. Dry 
% Retained 

L. A. ABRASION 
Grading _...;:A;.::_ __ 

100 R 500 R 

%Loss -- _.42._ 

Sand Eq. 79 

Sec. 
200 

100 

62 

45 

33 
13 

3 

-
NP 

Specifications 
Degr. Sec. 104 Sec.200 

100 

100 100 

70 

5'5 30-70 35-65 

42 
19 

5 0-15 0-10 

- 0-25 

NP 0-6 0-6 

STABILOMETER 
"R" at 400 P. S.l. Ex. Pressure 

R 80 
%Moisture 2 8 

Density 129,1 

Wt./Cu. Ft. Compacted 

Base Course 

T-180 Method D 135,8 @ 5,2:fn 
Subbase 

T-180 Method D(Rev.) 138,1 @ 3,5% 
Asphalt Mix 

T -167 

Soft Particles 

Fractured Faces 

0 % 
88 % 

OIL DESIGN 

Additive used 
%by C. K. E. 
% used 
%swell 
%absorption 
Stabi I ity P. S. I. 

Wet ••••••• 
Dry ••••••• 

%retained 

---

lest data represel\ted on lh~s 
page is limiled to the . sarnp•~S -

·trom the specific locat•ons sno..-n 
end to thoss locations alone. 

Remarks: _______________________________ ___ 
DISTRIBUTION: 

Region Office 
Division Office 
Project Eng. 
Lob. File 

REPORTED BY: 

1 
1 
1 
2 

ekt 

GPO 838 • 024 



Form PR-9-232 
April 1965 

... . - -.:· -· 

-.r ... 
3 J SHEET NO.__::....__OF __ _ 

U.s: DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 
Bureau of Public Roads 

Region Nine 

REPORT OF TESTS ON SURFACING AND OIL-MAT MATERIALS 
(Plant-mix and Chips) 

Lab. No: 66~882-887-P Field Sample No: ______________ Date: Anril 27, 1967 

Project.:-: __ ....JB~.M.J£Lo. • .uN ..... ..cP ..... ..,.,.......t:P....:;au.ruk~W!.I..l.l.... d!.!..l;l.e--l:.!S.!<lv~r..:t.v...;;;e<.,;~y'-l,'----'1~9.~...:c6~6'=!..... ____________________ _ 
Name of 

Submitted By: M • C • Everitt Quantity Rep. __________ Material: __________ _ 

Saurce: _____ ~M~o~r~r~a=i~n~e~P~i~t~---------------------------------

Test for: __ S_e_c..:•__:3:....1...:3:........&__:3=..1_7.:.._ _______ Tested by: _ _..T.u;;.a,...b.L..-JS....,c ..... h.......,_o ..... o...,l ____________ _ 

WASHED M.A.% PASSING OIL DESIGN 

120/150 AC 

-
. --· 

Sieve 
Size 

3" 

H2' . 
1" 
~ .. 
}l" 

3/8' . 
#4 

#8 

#10 

#40 

#200 

L.L 

P.l. 

Comb. 

OrLg_inal 

94 
77 
bb 

59 

48 
40 -
32 
13 
3-8 

-
NP 

HUBBARD FIELD 
%Swell 0.5 
% Abs. 1 .4 
Stab. Wet 1 3 50 
Stab. Dry 1 380 
% Retained 98 

L. A. ABRASION 

Sec. 

317 

100 

62 
45 
35 
33 
13 

3 

-
NP 

Grading _______ _ 

100 R 500 R 
% Loss 

Spec's. 

Sec. 317 

100 

4'5-61) 
33-53 

10-25 
3-8 

0-6 

STATIC IMMERSION 

Additive Used NonSl 1~Acra 
%by C. K. E. 4.1 4.7 
%Used * 610 *610 
%Swell 0.2 0.1 
% Absorption ·2. 2 1.2 
Stability P. S. I. 

Wet ••••••• 176 211 
Dry •••.••• 189 175 

%Retained 93 121 
Specific Gravity 

Laboratory 2.28 2.29 
Thea. Max. 2.43 2.43 
%Thea • 94 94 

Wt./cu. ft. 
compacted 142 142 

Test d~ta re,>resenled on this 
page is limited to lhe ~mplas 

from the specific locations shown 
and Ia those locations alone. 

1% Lime 
2·4 

*617 
0.1 
1.4 

213 
194 
110 

2.30 
2.40 
26 

142 

% Film Retained Sand Equivalent 

Additive 0 Hours 24 Hours 

None 1 QO 9.5+ 
: 0.5A 100 95+ 14_ :]QO G5± 

1-· PB 100 95+ 
RS-K 100 95+ 

SPECIFIC GRAVITY & ABS. 

Sp. Gr. 

Abs. 

+ #4 

2 67 
1.0 

- #4 Comb. 

2 67 2.67 
1.4 1.2 

Soft Particles 

Fractured Faces 

T-101 Swell 

Sulfate Soundness 

DISTRIBUTION: 

Region Office 

Division Office 

Project Eng. 

Lab. File 

1 
1 
1 
2 

REPORTED BY: ekt 
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FIGURE 8 

Moraine Park Pit . Looking south over the pit area. 
Holes 1, 2 , 3, 5, and 6 are indicated . Back of Hole 
1 is the old pit , which is nmv ponded . The area is 

quite flat as indicated by the photograph. 
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.. PARK'!ID3 1;IATBRIALS SlJP..VSY 

. SOL.~C3S OF EAT~RIALS Sft]./iPLBD AND T'SST.2;D 
---------------~-·-

Western S lopa 0 Eastern Slope ~ 

Pit Number 12..:.E ------------· BPR Lab. No •. 65-1162-P throu~~ 65-1166-

Flight Strip 1 

LOCAL lT_u];F<;, LOCATION 
AND G3~s~AL DESCRIP
TION 

QUANT~TY 

-~TALYSIS OF LABOnATORY 
T~ST DATA, CO~TDITI02-TS 
OF TJSS AlTD ?..3CCJ,IlJ-sN
DATIONS 

Photograph 

Wild Basin, site of an existing pit 
west of Copeland Lake. 
~~p Coordinates - Colorado Coordinate 
System, North Zan~. 

·-
321 750 - 1989 000 

' 

Unlimited 
This material is suitable for use as 
subbase, base, bituminous stabilized 
base, surfacing, seal coat chips, 
and concrete aggregate. If used with 
asphalt grade r.::c-800, an antistripping 
agent will be needed. Tests indicate 
that no additive will be needed for 
120-150 AC asphc..lt. 

The quantity of material that is 
available is unlimited but sections 
will be wet at least seasonally. 
Stripping of approximately 1i' will 
be necessary. ~nere is a negligible 
amount of material in excess of 10" •. 

....---

The source is on private land; apparen~1y 
owned-:·by the City of Longmont. 

~- :. ~· -_: .... -.. ·-:-·-
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I 
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Log of Holes 

Hole No. 1: 

Eastern Slope 
Wild Basin Pit 
12-E 

0-8' Well-graded sand and gravel with cobbles. 

Hole :Ho. 2: 

. a-t' 
~- 10' 

Hole No. 3: 

Q-10 1 

Hole No. 4: 

o-1!' 

1~ 5' 

5-8' 

Hole No. 5: 

g 9' 

9-11' 

Negligible amount of .cobbles larger than 10". 

12" maximum size. 

Rubbish and topsoil. 

Sand and_.g;ravel with cob"Q]..~s, similar to Hole 
No. 1. Moisture appearing at the· bottom 9f _hple·. 

Sand and gravel with cobbles, slightly finer 
than Holes 1 and 2. Water level at 10 1 in 
gray sand and gravel. 

Dark brovvn silty sand and gravel topsoil. 

:Brown sand and gravel with cobbles similar to 
Holes 1 and 2. 

Gray silty fine sand under water. 

Dark brown silty sand and gravel topsoil. 

Brown sand and gravel, water level at 9'. 

Gray sand and gravel. 



Form PR-9-230 
April 1965 

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE 
Bureau of Public Roads 

Region Nine 

SHEET N0._.....:1:.-.._.0F _..3___ 

REPORT OF TESTS ON SURFACING AND OIL-MAT MATERIALS 
(Separate Test Hole Gradation, L. L., and P. 1.) 

Lab. No: 65-11 62P-11 66P Field Sample No:_~~~~~~-~----Date: Anril 15, 1966 

Proiect: Nederland - Raymond 1965 Survev 
Name of 

Submittedby: M.C. Everitt Quantity Rep. 1 00,000 Tons Material Alluvial Gravel 

Source: __ W..:.cl::.. l=d_B=a~s=i=n-==-P=i...;;t ______________________________ _ 

Test for: Gradation, L.L.& P.I. Testedby: K.W., B.R.P., KKR 

Sieve 
Size 

3" 

H1" 
1" 
% •• 

Y:t" 
3/8" 
#4 

#8 

e #10 
#40 
#200 

L.L 
.. P.l • 

REMARKS: 

WASHED MECHANICAL ANALYSIS, % PASSING 
65-1162 65-1163 65-1164 65-1165 65-1166 

Hole #1 Hole #2 

76 6t:; 
.56 1)2 
t:;1 .1L!. 
.1!.) . .10 

36 32 
30 26 

23 19 
7 7 
2 2 

-- -
NP NP 

Hole #3 Hole #4 Hole #5 

8~ 82 7g 
71, hh 71 
66 t)fl 6.1 
62 !.)0 sq 

53 42 49 
4') 37 L1.1 

36 30 32 
18 11 9 

6 2 2 

-- - --
NP NP NP 

fe'§t diilll r~p<"-es:onl<:<! c:l \~,i~ 

Jjilg'! i§ fimitc.d to !h~ a~:,:~~ 

ffeffl lhc sp~cific lcccfi~ni ~hvwll 
eR~ to those locaiions 111Qr,g, 

... J:. 

Hole #6 Hole #7 Hole #8 Comb. 

77 
C) C) 
,1q 

.1S 

37 
~1 

2.1 
9 

2 

-
NP 

DISTRIBUTION: 
Region Office 1 
Division Office 1 
Project Eng. ---:.1-
Lab. File 2 

REPORTED BY: __ e_kt __ 

GPO 849·460 



Form PR-9-231 
Rev. April 1965 

- - -- -_-:;:-; -

U. S. 'DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 
Bureau of Public Roads 

Region Nine 

.-.~HEET N0._2 __ oF~_3,__ 

REPORT OF TESTS ON SURFACING. AND OIL-MAT MATERIALS 
(Sub-base, Base Course, and Base Stabilization) 

Lab. No: 65-1162-1166 Inc .Field Sample No: ______ ~ ________ Date: Aori 1 18, 1966 

Project: Nederland- Raymond, 1965 Survey 
Name of 

Submitted by:' M • C • Everitt Quantity Rep. 100,000 Tons Material~ Alluvial Gravel 

Sourc:e: _____ W:~·1~·l~d~E~a~s~i~n~P~i~t~------------------------------------

Testfor: Sec, 102, 104, 200 Tested by: K,W., P.W.E., K.K.R., E.R.P. 

WASHED MECHANICAL ANALYSIS,% PASSING 

Sieve 

Size 
3" 

Comb. 
Original 

77 

Sec:. Sec:. * 
104 200 

Sec. 20D Spec i fi c:at ions 
Degr. Sec:. 104 Sec:. 200 

STABILOMETER 
"R" at400 P. S.l. Ex. Pressure 

R - ·- 80 

1" 
I)") 100 100 

A.Q 86 

%Moisture 4, 8 · 
3 

~ 
Density 126,9#/ft. 

e 

*" 
l-2" 

3/8' . 
#4 
#8 
#10 
#40 

'#200 

L.L. 
P.l. 

4'5 71 

37 1)2 

31 42 

24 32 

9 12 
2 3' 

- -
NP NP 

CEMENTATION 
12 P. S. I; Comp. Str. ____ _ 

HUBBARD FIELD 

% Swell 

% Abs. 
Stab. Wet 
Stab. Dry 
% Retained 

L. A. ABRASION 
Grading _.::;.;A;__ __ 

100 R 500 R 

% Loss _j_Q_ _3_2_ 

Sand Eq. 83 

100 

6~ 

51 
40 

37 
13 

3 

-
.NP 

100 

e1 
62 30-70 

49 
23 

7 0-15 

-
NP 0-6 

100 

35-65 

0-1C 

< 25 
0-6 

with baskets 
Wt./Cu. Ft. Compacted 

Bose Course 
T-180 Method D' 135,8 @ 6.1% 

~~~:~
5

~ethod D (Rev.l1J9·:;-@ 5 • 0 

Asphalt Mix ·I 
T-167 151 

Soft Partic:les 

Fractured Faces 

0 % 
93 % 

OIL DESIGN 
M.C. 800 

Additive used 
%by C. K. E. 
% used 
%swell 
%absorption 
Stability P. S.l. 

·None 
3.8 
3.8 

0 
4.5 

Wet •••••• -4~7~-
Dry • .•• • • • _7.,.._7.___ 

%retained 61 -=-=--

1%Acra 
3.8 
3.8 

0 
3.8 

76 
69 
110 

1~0Lime 
4.7 
4.7 . 
• o 3 lf.s:v .&.~,. Jf~~~ ~ :~-~ 

3 4 fi;tfj!f ·~ ~\'I'M~ '" lne :samp.e.S · 
- • - /(fiP/ ffi~ ~f~"' fctarioRS $hoW~ 

76 
103 

74 

~ntl 16 lflG~~ locations al¢na. 

Remarks:-------,------------------------- DISTRIBUTION: 
1 * This grading also m-aets SJH~C. fo:r S'ec. 317 

---~---------------
Region Office 
Division Office 
Project Eng. 
Lab. File 

1 
1 
2 

REPORTED BY: ekt 

GF>0838·02 

. p 
I j 

-! 



r-orm 1"'1<·\l·lJl 

April 1965 

- ' 
SHEET No:_· . ..:::3 __ 0 F:·_..;:;3__;_ 

U.S~ DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 
· Bureau of Public Roods 

Region Nine 

REPORT OF TESTS ON SURFACING AND OIL-MAT MATERIALS 
(Plant-mix and Ghips) 

Lab. No: 65-11 62-i 166 TtJc ,Field Sample No:_-"-==""··==·==~==;,..-==~ , ___ Date: A:pril 18, 1966 

Project:_: __ --lliN.eecodi..Ee~r!Jl~..<:autJ:l!dl..--!-=-RJ:La~~nniJJ,..Cou;nu:dLJ,__J1~...;9;U6.l!6:1.-lS.:J..,u.l"M.l.:.JJ..•T.ee-tJ.J'---------------------

Submitted Byll, C, ~Yeri tt 
Name of 

Quo nt ity Re p. _ _._1 ""'0'-""0'-l.,_,.0'-"0""0'---"T'-'o""n...,s,__ __ Materia 1 :_A=l;.::l:.:::U:...:V..::i:..::a:.:l::__:G::.:r::..:a:::.V::..:::..e.:::l __ 

Source: w; 1 d 13asi n Pit 

Test for: Sec, 317 Tested byr• W •' P.w.:s., :S,R,P., K,K,R, 

WASHED M.A.% PASSING OIL DESIGN 

Sieve 
Size 

3" 

1~' . 
1" 

%" 
~ .. 

3/8' . 
#4 

e #8 

#10 
#40 

. #200 

_. ·L. L 

P.l. 

Comb. 
Original 

77 
I) I') 

Ltq 
L1.t) 

~7 

~1 

u 
Q 

2 

--
NP 

HUBBARD FIELD 
%Swell 0, 55 
% Abs. 1 0 
Stab. Wet 2400 
Stab. Dry 1 780 
% Retained 1 35 

L. A. ABRASION 

Sec. 

1.1 7 

100 

68 
1)1 
Ll.O 
~7 

11. 
.,. 

-
NP 

. Gr~ding ______ _ 

lOOR 500 R 
% Loss 

Spec's. 120fj 50 ~c 
Sec. Additive Used None 1%~ crP 1%r,; me 

%by C. K. E. 5.2 5.2 6.0 
%Used 5.2 5.2 6.0 
%Swell _o __ 0 0 

100 % Absorption 2.8 2.6 2,0 
Stability P. S. I. 

Wet ..••••• 244 230 269 
45-65 Dry .•...•• 115 122 204 
33-~ % Retained 132 120 132 

Specific Gravity 
10-25 Laboratory 

3-8 Theo. Max . 

%Thea. 

Comp. #/Ft, 

STATIC IMMERSION 
% 

Additive 

None 

A 
P:S 
RSK 

Sp. Gr. 

Abs. 

Film Retained 
0 Hours 24 Hours 

100 25-
100 95+ 
100 25+ 
100 25+ .... 

SPECIFIC GRAVITY & ABS. 

+ #4 - #4 Comb. 

2.59 2.58 2,58 
1,0 1.2 1 .1 

2.23 2124 2,27 
2.38 2.38 2.36 

3 24 24 132 
150 152 152 

Sand Equivalent 

Soft Partie les 

Fractured Faces 

T-101 Swell 

Sulfate Soundness 

DISTRIBUTION: 
1 

0 %' 

Remarks:--------~---------------

Region Office 

Division Office 
Project Eng. 
Lab. File 
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ROCKY l'iOtJiiTAIH NATIONAL !=>ARK ----------.. 
... . - ..... · ... . . ~ .·.J 

.;::-

SOL.BC3S OF 1:.L4.~"2RL\l.S S.~l.IPLSD AND TBST:SD 

- We st_ern Slope 0 Eastern Slopa GJ 

Pit Number 13-E ::SPR Lab. lTo. 66-880 and 66-881 

4 Photograph 1-5 Flight Strip ---------

LOCAL 1-U.HB, LOCATION 
AND G~N3RAL DESCRIP
TION 

QUANT~TY 

ANALYSIS OF LABOnATORY 
TEST DATA, CONDITIONS 
OF iJSB J.JTD R3COliiTd~N
DATIONS 

Mary's Lake Tunnel Spoil. This ~aterial 
is located above Nary's Lake adjacent 
to Ram's Horn Tunnel Portal. 
Map Coordinates - Colorado Coordinate 
System, North Zone. 

. 366 875 - 1990 875 

Not available for use. 

This material is quite suitable for 
subbase, base, bituminous stabilized 
base, seal coat chips, and bitUniinous 
surfacing aggregates. There is a 
negligible amount larger than 10". 
This pit is no longer available 
:for use, as ordered by the Bureau 
o:f Reclamation in their August 22, 
1967 letter • 

.. _,· 

------------------ r:.. 
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Hole No. 1: 

o-6" 

6"-10 1 

Hole No. 2: 

0-6" 

6"-10 1 

"'-·-. 
,;;.-.-~~-------:--·----;---.,-,. -·- ---------- .. -:; -

Eastern Slope 
n~y 1 s Lake Tunnel Spoil 
13-E 

Log o:r Holes 

Topsoil. 

Gray sand and rock fragments. 

Topsoil. 

Brown and gray sand and rock fragments. 
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U. S.;DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 
Bureau of Public Roads 

Region Nine 

2 1 
SHEET NO. ___ OF~--

REPORT OF TESTS ON SURFACINq AND OIL-MAT MATERIALS 
(Sub-base, Base Course, and Base Stabilization) 

Lab. No: 66-880 1-P Fie!d Sample No: ________ _ ----Date: ---"·t.LT.l.l1J...Ll-(Jy!:...-7H,,__1"-?19.u6c.+7---

Project:Rocky Mmmtain National Pa~k, 1966 Snnr<>y 
Name of 

Submitted by:"-' _ ____.]a[.,.__...c~.__.E1:...~~-~re;:..~o.:.,..L..· .¥t.o~.t- Quantity Rep; __________ Material: Granite Tvnne] Spoi J 

Source: 'Mary's I,ake TJJnne] Spoi 1 

Testfor: Sec. 102, 104, 200 and 217 Tested by: J.D., J.R., A.T .. and D.B. 

WASHED MECHANICAL ANALYSIS,% PASSING 

e 

Sieve 

Size 
3" 
1~" 

1" 

~ .. 
~ .. 

3/8' . 
#4 
#8 
#10 
#40 

#200 

-~ L. L 

P.l. 

Comb. 
Original 

88 

69 

61 ' 

54 

42 

34 

26 

14 

5 

NV 
NP 

CEMENTATION 

P. S. I. Camp. Str. 4 

HUBBARD FIELD 

%Swell 

% Abs. 
Stab. Wet 

Stab. Dry 

% Retained 

L. A. ABRASION 
Grading A 

Sec. 

104 

100 

815 

68 

54 
47 
36 

27 

15 
6 

NV 
NP 

100 R 500 R 

%Loss -- _.3J__ 

Sand Eq. 67 

Sec. 

200 

100 

66_ 

148 

39 
17 

21 

8 

NV 
NP 

Specifications 
De gr. Sec.1 04 Sec. 200 

iOO 

100 100 

.n 
I) I) 10-70 3'5-6'5 

41 

21 

A 0-_1_5 0-10 

NV 0-25 

NP 0-6 0-6 

STABILOMETER 

"R" at 400 P. S.l. Ex. Pressure 

R 82 

% Moisture 3, 1% 
Density 130,3 

Wt./Cu. Ft. Compacted 

Bose Course 

T-180MethodD137.3@ 5.8% 
Subbase 

T-180 Method D(Rev.)140,6@ 4,6% 

Asphalt Mix 

T-167 147 

Soft Particles o.o % 

Fractured Faces 100 % 

OIL DESIGN 

Additive used 
%by C. K. E. 
% used 

%swell 

%absorption 

Stability P. S.l. 

SEE SHEET N0.--'2=---

Wet ••.•••• ___ _ 

Dry ••••••• ----
%retained 

Test data represented on th<~ 
pag" is limited to ihe sa,.,ploi 

from th~ specific locations ~:-...;. .v1l 

and to those locations ai"n~ 

Remarks: ____________________________________ ___ 
DISTRIBUTION: 

1 

-~-----------------------
Region Office 
Division Office 

Project Eng. 

Lab. File 

REPORTED BY: ekt 
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-~· . SHEET NO. ___ OF"·---

Lab. No: 66-880-1-P 

U. S. DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 
Bureau of Public Roads 

Region Nine 

REPORT OF TESTS ON SURFACING AND OIL-MAT MATERIALS 
(Plant-mix and Chips) 

Field Sample No: ______________ Date: July 7, 1967 

Project: Rocky Uountain :Hational Park, 1966 Survey 

Submitted By: 1I!I. C • "Ryerj tt 
Name of 

Quantity Rep. __________ Material: Granite Tunnel Snoil 

Source: Mary's I,ake Tunnel Spoi 1 

Test for: S l'lC • 3:1 3 and 311 Tested by: J • D.' J .R.' A.T., and D.B. 

WASHED M.A.% PASSING OIL DESIGN 

Comb. Sec. Spec's. 120b50 AC 

Additive Used None 1%Lime 1~Acra Original 317 Sec. 317' 
Sieve 
Size 

e 

3" 
1W ' 
1" 

%" 
Yz" 

3/8' ' 
#4 

#8 
#10 
#40 
#200 

L.L 

P.l. 

~~ 

69 
61 
54 

42 
34 

26 
14 

5 

NV 
NP -

HUBBARD 
%Swell 

FIELD 
0 2 

% Abs. 

Stab. Wet 
Stab; Dry 

%Retained 

2.1 
1750 
1980 

88 

100 

66 
48 
39 
37 
21 

8 

NV 

- 'NP 

L. A. ABRASION 

Grading----------

100 R SOOR 
% Loss 

100 

45-65 
33-53 

10-25 
3-8 

0-6 

%by C. K. E. 4.5 
%Used 5.5 
%Swell Q.O 
% Absorption L8 
Stability P. S. I. 

Wet ••••••• :194 
Dry •.•.••• 26:Z 

% Retained 13 
Specific Gravity 

Laboratory 23:1 
Theo. Max. 2.45 
% Theo. 94 

lb/cu.ft. 
compacted 145 
Test data represented an this 
page is limited io the s~mples 

5.3 4r5 
6.3 5.5 
o.o o.o 
LQ o.:z 

318 338 
306 324 
104 104 

234 235 
2.45 2.L15 

96 96 

147 148 

STATIC IMMERSION !ram the sp~~ific lccaticns shown 

% Film Retained an:l to those locations alone. Sand Equivalent 

Additive 0 Hours 24 Hours 

None 

0.5A 
1.;..A 

1-PB 
RS-K 

Sp. Gr. 

Abs. 

100 
100 
100 
100 
100 

95+ 
95+ 
95+ 
95+ 
95+ 

SPECIFIC GRAVITY & ABS. 

+ #4 - #4 Comb. 

2 67 2 66 2.67 
0.7 1.0 0.9 

Soft Partie les 

Fractured Faces 

T -101 Swell 

Sulfate Soundness 

DISTRIBUTION: 
1 

Remarks: ___ --'-:-----:--.,--------------* Section 317 meets the same specs. as 

Region Office 

Division Office 
Project Eng. 

Lab. File 

1 
1 

Section 200 2 
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PiL"C?.K.'!ID3 1IAT8~IALS S1JRVSY 

Western Slope (] Eastern Slope ~ 

Pit Number 14-E BPR Lab. Uo. 66-877-879-P 

6 1-46 . Flight Strip ---------------------- Photograph 

LOCAL N.t.1IE, LOCATION 
AND G~TfSR.t..L DESCRIP
TION 

QTJA.t"'JT~TY 

ANALYSIS OF LABO~ATORY 
T2ST DATA, CO?TDITIONS 
OF ·usE .AlTD R3CG:IM3N
DATIO.LTS 

Common point tunnel spoil, 7 miles east of 
Estes Park. , 
Nap Coordinates - Colorado Coordinate System, 
North Zone. 

80,000 cubic yards 

This material is suitable for subbase, base, 
bituminous stabilized base and surfacing 
aggregates. It ls borderline material for 
seal coat chips; and it is not reco~mended 
for concrete aggregate because of·the heavy 
washing that wouJd be required. In making 
·the gradation for surfacing ·19% of the 
total pit was washed •. This_pit is on 
private land, refer to :Bureau of Reclamation 
August 22, 1967 letter. 

I· 
\ 

\ 
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U. S.-~DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 
·Bureau of Public Roads 

Region Nine 

/ 
SHEET NO. _......Jj...__ OF__.:;'J_~ 

REPORT OF TESTS ON SURFACING AND OIL-MAT MATERIALS 
(Sub-base, Base Course, and Base Stabilization) 

Lab. No: 66-877-9-P Field Sample No:_~--------~----Date: July 21' 1967 

Project: __ --=.R:.oo'-'c""lG"'-'-r-'Th"""["""o-"'un"'-"-'t=a=i..,n'-"--'N=a'-"t""i'""o:..:n=a=l=-..cP=-=a=r.:=:k=..,--'1'--9"-6=-7-L-.=S..::u==rv:..:..::e::...Y'-------------------
Name of 

Submitted by:"-' _...::11,_[~,C><..S.,----"'E'-"v-"e"-"r,_,i=..t_,_t_,_ __ Quantity Rep. __________ Material: Tu_l'lnel Spoils 

Source: ___ C::..o.:::.mm=:..::oc:.n=-=P'-'o""l~-n::.=--:.t-=T-=u""n=nc=..e:::..l=--"-S-"p-=o-"i;_:l::..:.s:;__ _________________________ ~_._ 

Test lor: Sec • 104-200-217 Tested by: J.D., J .R., A.T. and D.B. 

WASHED MECHANICAL ANALYSIS,% PASSING 

Sieve Comb. Sec. 
·size Original 10LI. 

~·· 86 
1W' 70 100 
1" 61 8? 
~ .. E)T· 67 

l-2" 76 
3/8" 4t) c:;o 
#4 36 40 
#8 - #10 
#40 

28 33 
16 20 

#200 6 8 

L. L. NV NV 
P.l. l'TP NP 

CEMENTATION 
4 P. S. I. Comp. Str. ____ _ 

HUBBARD FIELD 
%Swell 

% Abs. 
Stab. Wet 
Stab. Dry 
% Retained 

L. A. ABRASION 
Grading __ A __ 

100 R 500 R 
%Loss· __ _4Q_ 

Sand Eq. 

Sec. 

200 

100 

61 

44 

34 
19 

8 

NV 
NP 

Spedfications STABILOMETER 
Degr. Sec. 10LI. 

100 

100 

flO 
55 30-70 

Ll.1 
22 

9 0-1E) 

. NV 

NP 0-6 

Additive used 
%by C. K; E. 
%used 
%swell 
% absorption 

Stability P. S.l. 
Wet ••••••. 
Dry •.••••• 

%retained 

lbs/cu.ft. 
compacted 

None 

L1.5 
5-5 
.01 

1.5 

249 
251 

99 

146 

Sec. :::>00 "R" at 400 P. S.l. Ex. Pressure 

100 

R 
%Moisture 
Density 

Wt./Cu. Ft. Compacted 
Base Course 

83 

1 3LI.. 6 

3E)-6t:; T-180 Method D 138.7 @ 5.8% 
Subbase 

T -180 Method D (Rev.) 1 39,1 @ 5 0 4;:~ 

0-10 

0-2_5 

Asphalt Mix 

T -167 147 

% 

0-6 
Soft Particles 

Fractured Faces 100 % 

OIL DESIGN200 

120,/150 AC 
Lim~ Acra 

5.3 4.5 
6. 3 _s_L5_ 
0 0. 0 d n •his 
0 5 0 lest data represente o . 

• --""-- e is limited to the samples ., 
pag Tc locations shown -
from the spect 1 

h . localions alone. 
11nd to I ow 329 315 

302 281 
109 112 

Remarks: _______________________________ _ 
DISTRIBUTIO.N: 

· Region Office 1 
Division Office __ ___:.1 __ _ 

Project Eng. 1 
Lab. File 2 

REPORTED BY: ekt 

GPO 838·02.4 
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u.s·. DEPARTMENT oF TRANSPORTATION SHEET NO •. ___ OF-__ _ 

Bureau of Public Roads 
Region Nine 

REPORT OF TESTS ON SURFACING AND OIL-MAT MATERIALS 
(Plant-mix and Chips) 

--------- -~---- --
Lab. Na: __ 6_6_-_8...;7...;7_-_:9_-_P ___ . Field Sample No: _____ ....:_---'------_-_-_-. __ Date: .Tuly 21 ' 1 967 

Project· Rocky Mountain National Park, 1967 Survey 

Name of Tu 1 · 
Submitted By:_M_._C_._Ev_e_r_l_· t_t ____ Quantity ReP·---------- Materia I : ___ nn __ e __ S..:.p_o_i_l_s _ __:::'"-::-

Source: __ C_omm __ o_n_P_o_i_n_t_T_u_n_n_e_l_S-=.p_o_i_l_s _________________________ _ 

Test for: __ S.:..e.:..c..:....:..• --=:3_;_1,..!_7 __________ _ 

e 

Sieve 
Si:z:e 

3" 

1~' . 
1" 
%" 
~ .. 

3/8' . 
#4 

#8 

#10 
#40 
#200 

L.L 
P.l. 

WASHED M.A.% PASSING 

Comb. *-~Sec. Spec's. 
Original 1,1 7 Sec.1,17 

86 
70 
61 

57 100 100 

45' 68 
36 47 45-6~ 

33-5 
28 33 
16 18 1 0-2~ 

6 7 1CS 

NV NV 
NP NP 0-6 

Tested by: .r .D.' J .R.' A.T., and D.:B. 

OIL DESIGN 

120/150 AC 
I 

Additive Used None 1%Lime 1%Acra 

%by C. K. E. 4.4 s.o 4.4 
%Used *** 5.4 6.0 5.4 
%Swell .03 .01 .002 
% Absorption 2.Q :1.0 1. 5 
Stability P.S.I. 

Wet ....... 231 325 302 
Dry ....... 325 307 285 

% Retained 13 106 106 
Specific Gravity 

Laboratory 2. 32 2.35 2.34 
Theo. Max. 2 • .15 2.42 2.45 
% Theo. 96 9.1 26 

lbs./cu.ft, 
compacted 142 148 148 

lest data represented on this 
page is limited to ihe sampl"1 

HUBBARD FIELD 
%Swell 0.2 

STATIC IMMERSION from the specific locations sho""" 

R . d t~nc:l to those locations alona. S d E . ·~ I eto1ne on qu1vo ent 
% Abs. 2,1 

% Film 

Stab. Wet 1 680 
Stab. Dry 21 30 
%Retained · ___ __,_7.<:..9_ 

L. A. ABRASION 
Grading ______ _ 

100R SOOR 
%Loss __ _ 

Additive 
None 

:-,{)
1
5-A 

:1-A 
1-P:B 

RSK 

Sp. Gr. 
Abs. 

0 Hours 

100 
100 
:100 
100 
100 

24 Hours 

95-
95+ 
95+ 
95+ 
95+ 

SPECIFIC GRAVITY & ABS. 

+ #4 - #4 Comb. 
68 2 66 2 67 
0.8 1 • 3 1 .1 

Remarks =-----=-----=-~--=--...,.,----------:--::--:1,.,..--
** Wasted 40% of -4 and recrushed 1o% 

~- +4 to obtain this gradation, 
~----'------'~_.;___-

*** Percent oil by Rice Vacuum 

Soft Partie les 

Fractured Faces 

T-101 Swell 

Sulfate Soundness 

DISTRIBUTION: 
Region Office 
Division Office 
Project Eng. 
Lob. File 

REPORTED BY: 

1 
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69 
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GE:NERAL GEOLOGIC DISCUSSION 

ROCKY li:DUNTAIN NATIONAL PA...-qK - ]D\T.8_iHALS SURVEY 

(Western Slope Area) 

By 

R. 0. Burdick 

January 1965 



a -

This report covers the area west and south of the Trail 

Ridge Area. In general this is the Colorado River - Granby 

Lake Area covered by flight strips 28 thro-.!gh 39. The elevations 

through this area range from 8,000 ft. to 10,500 ft. Average 

annual precipitatior_J. is 18" - 24". 

This western slope area will be characterized mainly by 

volcanic features, glacial deposits, and large areas of metasediment 

rocks rather than the igneous rock to the east. In recent years, 

several dam-building projects have changed the economic character-

istics of the Colorado River Valley to those dealing with tourism. 

For this reason, although aggregate potential is fairly high, 

the acquisition of pit areas may require considerable reconnaissance, 

particularly in those areas near the Park Boundary, to develop 

sites acceptable to all concerned. 

The northern portion of this area is flanked by the 

volcanic areas at the summit of the Never Summer Range, and 

Specimen ~untain. These volcanic materials as described for 

Specimen Mountain are of two main types: 

(a) The lovrer portions a:.re of quartz latite and its 
associated ash. 

(b) The upper portions are of rhyolite and its ash deposits. 

The upper flows have considerable amounts of bentonite associated 

with them, and this material may be encountered in either moraines 

or terraces through the Colorado River Valley. It is expected that 

the latites will furnish good aggregates while the rhyolites or 

breccias will be of lower quality. 
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The Central portions of this area lie primarily in schists 

and, except for tributary streams ~ising high to the east, such as 

Tonahutu Creek or North I~let Creek, the aggregate potential is 

rather low. The two creeks mentioned head in granite areas and 

may afford good aggregate. It has been noted that the area to 

the West of Grand Lake is of tertiary age rock composed of 900'± 

interbedded sandstones and shales with basalt layers. Also there 

is a large area of poorly cemented conglomerate of pliestocene 

age in Stillwater Creek Valley that is up to 100 ft. deep and 

about 1 mile wide. These formations, the Table Mountain and 

Porphyry Peaks respectively, will probably not be of much value 

from a materials standpoint. 

The southern portion of the area will be characterized by 

moraine and outwash materials from the Continental Divide area to 

the east, and bedrock formations which range from pre-Cambrian 

to quaternary in age. The morainal materials occur mostly along 
I 

Arapaho Creek and are composed prirrarily of metamorphic rocks 

(the batholith intrusion is missing from Copeland MOuntain South 

through the Arapaho Peaks, and schists 2,000 ft. - 3000 ft. thick 

are shovm in this area) and their. quality or that of the outwash 

materials will probably be low. 

The bedrocks shovm are described as follows: 

(a) Pre-cambrian gneiss and schist, Idaho Springs fm., form 
most-of the surface east of the Colorado River. 

(b) Pre-cambrian pegmatite, granite and ·schist, Green Ridge 
Pegmatite, forms a ridge 7 miles long and more than 1 
mile wide west of the Colorado River benveen Shadow 
1~untain and Granby Lakes. It is composed largely of 

L, 
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pegmatite, but contains inclusions of granite and 
schist. Mica and beryl are present in noticeable amounts. 

(c) Tertiary sandstone, shale, and basalt flows, Table Etn. fin., 
sediments of lacustrine origin with interbedded basalts. 
These deposits occur mainly west of the Colorado River. 

(d) Quaternary conglomerate, Pornhyr_y Peaks, occurs in the 
Stillwater Valley west of the Colorado River. This poo~ly 
consolidated w~~erial occurs in two layers separated in 
places by cross-bedded sand. 1.Iost of the large boulders 
are gray prophyry from a dike near Pory Park. The 
top of the conglomerate is veneered with injection 
gneiss fragments from nearby moraines. 

The literature shows five glacial ages in this area. These glacial 

ages seem to correlate with the ones on the eastern slope • 
. - ·- -

:Moraine one, from Eonarch to Colorado River along Arapaho :Creek.· 

Forms a prominent lateral ridge 900 ft. above the present valley. 

The material is highly weathered and probably of no value as 

aggregate. (:Material may be similar to Old Moraine Remnants on 

. Eastern Slope.) 

MOraine two, lies inside of moraine one. bRterial less severely 

weathered, schists decomposed but other ~aterials sound. 

lVforaine three and four, show individual terminal moraines but 

laterals merge upstream. (~braines two, three and four may be 

similar to Park Boundary moraines on east slope). 

Thbraine five, fairly recent origins, however, some of the schists · 

and granites are badly weathered due to locally humid climate (may 

be similar to upper valley moraines.) 

The literature cites the presence of landslides in the area and 

also the presence of extensive peat beds in the higher basins. Lmver 

Arapaho Creek Valley contains several wet meadows of organic deposits 

mixed with fine alluvium. 
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PHOTOGRAPHIC INFORMATION 

3-48 3-56 (8/65 date flo~vn) Flight Strip 27 Photographs thru 
Flight Strip 28 Photographs 2-2 thru 2-15 (8/65) 
Flight Strip 29 Photographs 2-19 thru 2-31 ~8/65) 
Flight Strip 30 Photographs 2-32 thru 2-52 8/65~ 
Flight Strip 31 Photographs 2-61 thru 2-74 (8/65 
Flight Strip 32 Photographs 2-54 thru 2-60 ~8/65~ 
Fl:ight Strip 33 Photographs·2-77- thru 2-95 8/65 
Flight Strip 34 Photographs 5-2 thru 5-7 (9/65) 
Flight Strip 35 Photographs 5-10 thru 5-16 ~~/~§~ Flight Strip 36 Photographs 5-17 thru 5-25 
Flight Strip 37 Photographs 5-27 thru 5-34 (9j65~ 
Flight Strip 38 Photographs 5-36 thru 5-47 (9 65 
Flight ~trip 39 Photographs 5-50 thru 5-57 (9/65) 

Scale: 1:9600 (800 feet to one inch) 

Width of flight strips: Approximately 7200 feet 

Type of film: Agfa Color 

GEOLOGIC REFERENCES 

Little detailed geologic mapping of the western portion of 

Rocky Mountain Natinnal Park has been accomplished. The following 

few references represent mapping that has been done in portions of 

the area represented by this report. They are listed in order of 

general importance to this section of the materials survey. 

1. Ives, R. L., "Glacial Geology of the Monarch Valley, 
Grand County, CoiJ..orado", Bulletin, Geological Society 
of America, Vol. 49, pp. 1045-1066, July 1938. 

2. Spook, L. E., Jr., "Geological Reconnaissance of Parts 
of Grand, Jackson, and Larimer Counties, Colorado", 
Annals, New York Academy of Science, Vol. m, pp. 177-
261,. 1928. ' 
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Gr 
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3. Wahlstrom, E. E., "Structure and Petrology of Specimen 
Mountain, Colorado", Bulletin, Geological Society of 
America, Vol. 55, pp. 77-90, .January, 1944. · 

.4• Gorton, K. A., "Geology of the Cameron Pass Area, 
Grand, Jackson, and Larimer Counties, Colorado," 
Guidebook, Eighth Anr:ual Field Conference, Wyoming 
Geological Association, pp. 87-98, 1953. 

MAPPING SYMBOLS 

Alluvium. Generally too fine-grained and pQorly graded 
to be classified as sand and gravel. 

Basalt. 

Undifferentiated bedrock. 

Colluvium, generally poorly graded from clay size 
through angular boulders. 

Alluvial fan. These cienosits have been differentiated 
from sand and gravel (SG) becuuse they generally are 
more poorly graded. Occasionally these fans are com
posed partially of colluvial detritus in addition to 
alluvium. 

Gneiss. The gneisses in this area often locally grade 
into schists, and it is not possible to differentiate 
between them in mapping on this scale. Where both 
rock types are present, the symbol for gneiss is used 
where gneiss predominates. 

Granite. 

Glacial moraine. In most cases this can be classified 
as till, but locally it may contain deposits of water
worked material too small or indistinct to be differ
entiated in mapping. 

Mo/Gn Thin glacial moraine (generally less than 10 feet 
thick) over gneiss bedrock. 

Mo/Sed 

0 

Thin ~lacial moraine (generally less than 10 feet 
thick) over sedimentary rocks. 

Organic material (peat and muck). Where these deposits 
contain considerable soil, they are suitable for use 
as topsoil. IVhere the material is mostly peat and 
contains only a minor percentage of soil, it is suitable 
for mulch or as a soil conditioner. 

- ....... - ·------- ·----.·-·. ·-- ----- .. , r·· .. 



Sand 

Sch 

Sed 

SG 

Ta 

TS 

Vol 

Waterworked material c~ntaining practically no 
gravel. 

Schist. When schists and gneisses are both present 
locally, the symbol for schist is used where schist 
predominates. 

Sedimentary rocks. Generally soft shales, siltstones, 
sandstones, and conglomerates, undifferentiated. 

Sand and gravel. 

Talus deposits. 

Areas with potential for topsoil borrow. 

Undifferentiated volcanic rocks. May be either 
flows or pyroclastics. 
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DESCRIPTION OF UATERIAJJS 

Flight Stri~ 27, Photogranhs 3-48 thru 3-56 
Flight Directio~ North to South 

Photogranhs 3-48 and 3-50 

Sand and gravel (SG) in terrace remnants between Long Draw 

Reservoir and La Poudre Pass is generally clean and of good 

quality. Hovrever, this material is short on gravel sizes, i.e., 

most of it will pass the #4 sieve. The two large terrace remnants 

on the southern edge of Photograph 3-48 and the northern one-half 

of Photograph 3-50 rise to 20 to 30 feet above the creek level 

and would make good sources of base course material. This material, 

which lies in Roosevelt National Forest, was not sampled because 

its location on the north side of La Poudre Pass precludes its 

use on existing roads in Rocky Mountain national Park. 

The bedrock in this area is predominantly gneiss (Gn), with 

some schist (Sch), and generally is of too low quality for use 

· ·in construction. It is lacking in strength, abrasion resistance, 

and resistance to weathering. 

The organic (0) areas on these photographs show as much as 

8 feet of peat in stream cuts. Some of these organic areas are 

possible sources of an organic topsoil. 

Photographs 3-52, 3-54, and 3-56 

The sand and gravel (SG) in the valley bottom of the Colorado 

River on Photographs 3-54 and 3-56 is a clean vrell graded rhyolitic 

aggregate derived from the volcanic bedrock comprising the valley 
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wall. Since this is a quality material and is rather limited 

in quantity, it probably should be consitered only as a source 

of surfacing material or concrete aggregate. :Before being used 

as a surfacing material it should be checked for stripping char-

acteristics, and the possibility of alkali-aggregate reaction 

should be considered if it is to be used as concrete aggregate. 

The fans (Fan) on Photogra~h 3-56 (site of Lulu City) are 

com~osed of dirty, angular, gneissic material. They contain an 

abundance of angular gneissic cobbles and boulders. This material 

would be suitable for common borrow or possibly for subbase. 

The bedrock in the area covered by these photographs consists 

of volcanics (Vol) and gneiss (Gn). The volcanics are comprised 

mainly of rhyolite which in general is not of high enough quality 

to warrant quarrying. However, some of the rhyolite on the east 

valley wall consists of talus (Ta) which could be used as borrow. 

·Schist is locally associated vnth the gneiss; neither material 

is of high enough quality to warrant quarrying. :Both are lacking 
I 

in strength, abrasion resistance, and resistance to weathering. 

Photogranh 2-2 

See description for Photographs 3-54 and 3-56, Flight Strip 

Photof.rraphs 2-4 and 2-6 

The sand and gravel (SG) and the fans in the northern ~ortion 
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.of Photograph 2-4 are described for Photographs 3-54 and 3-56, 

Flight Strip 27. 

The very large heavily wooded fan (Fan) on these photo

graphs is composed of dirty, angular, gneissic material. It 

contains an abundance of cobbles and boulders. This material 

would be suitable for common borrow or possibly subbase. 

The alluvium (All) on Photograph 2_-4 is a possible source 

of topsoil, 

The bedrock on these photographs is gneiss (Gn) with some 

schist. It generally is not of high enough quality to warrant 

quarrying for use as a construction material, However, the 

gneissic talus (Ta) at the south edge of Photograph 2-6 could 

be worked more cheaply and might make suitable base material, 

especially if protected by a bituminous surface to prevent 

weathering. 

Photogra-Ph 2-8 

The fans (Fan) in this photograph are comprised of dirty, 

·• angular, gneissic material. There is an abundance of cobbles 

and boulders. This material \Vould be sui table for common borrow 

or possibly subbase. 

The small terrace remnant (SG) in the southern half of the 

photograph is made up of a somewhat dirty fine sand and gravel. 

~his material would be suitable for subbase or possibly base 

course use. 
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The alluvium (All) on the photograph is a possible source 
I 

of topsoi 1. It is too fine-grained for any' other use but common 

borrow. 

The bedrock consists primarily of gneiss (Gn) on the lower 

valley walls. This gneiss grades into schist ·(Soh) on the upper 

east valley wall. Neither of these is suitable for quarrying for 

constructinn purposes since both are generally lacking in strength, 

abrasion resistance, and resistance to weathering. 

'The organic matter (0) in this area would be suitable for 

mulch or soil conditioner, and in some places may contain enough 

soil material to be used as topsoil. 

Photo_grauh 2-10 

The sand and gravel (SG) near the south edge of the photo-

graph is a fairly clean sand and gravel suitable for base course or 

possibly surfacing material. The alluvial fans (Fan) are comprised 

of dirty angular sand and gravel with large numbers of gneissic 

cobbles and boulders. The fan material might be suitable for subbase. 

The morainic material (Mo) near the south edge of the photo-

graph is primarily a coarse till. This material would be suitable 

for use as subbase or possibly base course. 

The alluyium (All) in the stream bottom is generally too 

fine-grained to be suitable for anything but common borrow, but it is 

a possible source of topsoil. 

The bedrock in this area consists of gneiss (Gn) which locally 

grades into schist. Neither of these materials is of high enough 

quality to warrant quarrJing as both are lacking in strength, abrasion 
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resistance, and resistance to weathering • 

• 
Photograph 2-12 

The terrace remnants (SG) on both sides of the valley are 

comprised of fairly clean sand and gravel suitable for use as base 

course and possibly for surfacing aggregate • 

. The moraine (Mo and Mo/Gn) is coarse-grained till of varying 

depth. This material would be suitable for use as subbase or possibly 

base course material. 

Photo_g_!2ph 2-14 

See Photographs 2-20 and 2-22, Flight Strip 29. 

Flight Stri~ 29, Photogranhs 2-19 thru 2-31 
Flight Direction: North to Sou1P 

~ Photograph 2-20-

The sand and gravel terrace remnants (SG) on both sides of 

the valley are comprised of fairly clean sand and gravel suitable for 

subbase or base course, and possibly for surfacing material. 

The sand and gravel (SG) on the floodplain of the Colorado 

River (southern edge of photograph) is not generally as good a 

material as the higher terrace gravels. It often is interbedded 

with silty alluvium. In addition, most of this material lies below 

the ground water table which would necessitate a wet operation if the 

material were to be used. Locally, topsoil could be obtained from the 

surface of these deposits. The topsoil is about one foot thick. 

The moraine (Mo and Mo/Gn) is primarily coarse til suitable 

for subbase and possibly base course use. 
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Photog;r-anh 2-22 

The sand and gravel (SG) in terrace remnants at the north 

and south edges of this photograph is fairly clean sand and gravel 

which generally should be suitable for base course and possibly for 

surfacing material. 

The sand.:and gravel (SG) on the river floodplain is fairly 

fine-grained and often is interbedded ~nth finer-grained silty 

a.lluvimn. The sand and gravel probably varies j_n gradation locally 

from material suitable only for subbase to material suitable for 

base and possibly surfacing. Since most of the material lies 

beneath the water table, dredging would be necessary to obtain the 

material. Locally about one foot of topsoil could be stripped from 

. e these deposits. 

The sand an~ gravel (SG) in the large fan near the center 

of the photograph is poorly graded, angular, and gneissic. It 

contains an abundance of cobbles and boulders·. This material would 

be suitable for common borrow or subbase. 

The moraine (Mo) is a coarse till suitable for use as sub-

base or possibly base course material. 

The bedrock in this area is mainly gneiss (Gn) and is not 

generally of high enough quality to warrant quarrying. 

Photogranhs 2-24, 2-26 and 2-28 

The best material on these photographs is to be found in 

the sand and gravel terrace remnants (SG) along the sides of the 

valley. This material is a fairly clean to somewhat dirty sand 
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and gravel which is generally suitable for subbase and base course, 

and possibly for surfacing material. 

There are large amounts of sand and gravel (SG) in the 

floodplain of the Colorado River here. This material varies in 

quality locally. Near the surface this sand and gravel is locally 

interbedded with silty alluvium. At depth this interbedding is 

probably less likely to occur. Where the sand and gravel is free 

of this alluvium, it probably is suitable for use as base course 

and possibly surfacing. Since most of this material lies below 

the water table, the pit operation would be a wet one. If this 

material were used, the pit could be made to look natural after 

the operation ended by leaving it as a small lake. Approximately 

e one foot of topsoil could be obtained by stripping the· surface of 

this deposit. 

Undoubtedly, sand and gravel can be found under the low-

lying areas noted as being organic (o). Most of the organic material 

is from 2 to 5 feet thick. However, these deposits would be more 

difficult to operate than those in areas without so much organic 

cover. The organic material would.be useful as a mulch or soil 

conditioner. 

· The fan (SG) on Photograph 2-26 is comprised of poorly 

graded, angular, gneissic material. This material would be suit-

able for common borrow or subbase. · 

The moraine (Mo) on these photographs is a coarse-grained 

till. It is suitable for subbase and possibly base course material. 
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. 
In places gneiss (Gn) can be found at the surface in the 

Mo/Gn area. This gneiss is not of high enough quality to be 

quarried. 

Photograph 2-30 

See Photograph 2-34, Flight Strip 30. 

!.lie;ht Str.i_p 30, PhotOfE_~'Phs 2-32 th_EE__?.=,2~ 
Flight Direction: North to South 

Photogr.§:J>h 2-32 

See Photograph 2-38, Flight Strip 29. 

Ph o .!9£:.Ea ph ., . .2:J4. 
Basalt bedrock (Bas) adjacent to the existing gravel pit 

·~ at the east edge of the photograp~ is a high quality·material suit-

able for crushing, for use as base course or surfacing material. It 

. probably also could provide barrier stone. A quarry could be set 

up here and not be within sight of the highway. 

The sand and gravel (SG) in terraces along the edges of 

the valley is a fairly clean to somewhat dirty fine sand and gravel 

suitable for subbase or base course. ·The existing pit on the east 

edge of the photograph has been extended about as far as is possible 

without being visible from the highvmy. 

The sand and gravel (SG) in.the floodplain of the Colorado 

-River is locally interbedded with alluvium. Where· such interbedding 

does not occur, this material would be suitable for base course and 

possibly surfacing. Operation in this material would necessitate 

dredging. The pit could be made to look natural after such an. 
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opera.tion by landscaping it as a small lake. Topsoi 1 could possibly 

be obtained by stripping a thin layer, about one foot thick, from 

the surface of this floodplain gravel. 

At the little bridge over the Colorado River in: the south-

east quarter of this photograph the floodplain profile shows one 

foot of topsoil over three to four feet of dirty gravel above the 

water table. Probably the sand and gravel are cleaner at depth, 
( 

but as noted previously, it would be a wet pit. 

The moraine (Mo) in this area is a coarse till suitable 

for subbase or possibly base course use, 

Photograuh "2-32_ 

The best possibility for material on this photograph is 

. e probably the timbered sand and gravel terrac.e (SG) on the west 

side of the valley in the northern half of the photograph. This 

sand and gravel is fairly clean to somewhat dirty and should be 

suitable for subbase or base course material,· and possibly for 

surfacing material. 

The other materials on this photograph are the. same as 

those described for Photographs.2-38 and 2-40. 

Photograuhs 2-38 and 2-40 

.The main source of material on these photographs is the 

sand and gravel (SG) in the floodplain. This appears to be inter-
-

_pedded locally near the surface with silty alluvium. W'nere this 

alluvium is not present the sand and gravel should be suitable for 

base course and possibly for surfacing. Since most of this material 

is to be worked. Such a pit could be made to look naturaa after 

I 
I 
I 

I 
I 
I 
! 
I 
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such.an operation by landsc~ping it· as a small lake. Thin 

topsoil, about one foot thick, could be obt~ined by stripping 

the surface of these floodplain deposits. 

The organic areas (0) on these photographs lie in the 

lower portions of the' s~nd and gravel floodplain. Sand and gravel 

could undoubtedly be obtained by stripping away the organic matter, 

but this would generally be economically unfe.asible since there is 

so much sand and gr~vel available nearby which has little, if any, 

organic cover. The organic matter itself is comprised mainly of 

peat and muck; where its soil content is high it may be suitable 
c 

for use as topsoil, otherwise it could serve as a mulch or soil 

conditioner. 

The moraine (Mo) in this area is a coarse till suit~ble 

for subbase or possibly base course use. 

The bedrock is gneiss (Gn) which probably is not of high 

enough qu~lity in this area to warr~nt quarrying. 

Photograuhs 2-42, 2-44 and 2-46 

The best sand and gr~vel (SG) deposit along the Colorado 

River in Rocky Mountain Uational Park is the high terrace which 

begins in the southern one-half of Photograph 2-42 ~nd extends 

south through Harbison 1·1eadow nearly to the south edge of Photo-

graph 2-46. The existing pit on Photograph 2-44 shows 30 feet of 

fairly clean, well-graded sand and gravel suitable for base course 

or surfacing. If washed, the material could be used for concrete 

aggregate. ·At the time of field study (July 1966), no water was 
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present in the bottom of the pit. 

This pit could be extended to the south or southwest 

without being brought into view from either the highway or the 

river. Pits in other parts of this terrace would also yield a 
-

high quality sand and gravel, but there is probably little reason 

to open such pits since extension of the existing pit would yield 

all the gravel needed for a·reasonable period of time. 

This same terrace level extends across to the west side 

of the Colorado River in the vicinity of Sun Valley Ranch. This 

deposit on the west side of the river is discussed in conjunction 

with Photograph 2-66, Flight Strip 31. 

The areas delineated as sand and gravel (SG) grade into 

e. those mapped as organic material (0) which lie at slightly lower 

elevation. Sand and gravel could be obtained from these organic 

areas by stripping away the organic matter, but this would generally 

be economically unfeasible since there is so much sand and gravel 

in the area with no substantial organic cover. The organic matter 

itself is comprised mainly of peat and muck; where its soil content 

is high it may be sui table for use. as topsoi 1, otherwis.e it could 

serve as a mulch or soil condtioner. 

The moraine (Mo) shown on these photographs is a coarse till 

suitable for subbase and possibly base course. 

______ T~e __ be~?_c~-~~ _e;neiss (Gn) ~hich is probably not of high 

enough quality to warrant a quarry in this area. 

. ·r-
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• Photograph 2-48 

The sand and gravel (SG) on this photograph, except for 

the small area of Harbison Meadow at the northern end of the photo-

graph, is an area of sand and gravel higher in elevation than the 

terrace gravels shown on Photographs 2-42, 2-44 and 2-46. This 

higher material is not as good quality as that· found in the afore-

mentioned terrace, As shovm in the existing pit some 2,000 feet 

northwest of the Park Service maintenance building, this material 

is a fairly clean to somewhat dirty sand and fine gravel with a 

low percentage of gravel. Some of the best looking material in this 

deposit was noted in the Grand Lake Cemetery; this material also 

consisted of sand and fine gravel with a low percentage of gravel, 

~ The material in this deposit would be suitable for subbase and 

possibly base course use. 

The boundary between sand and grave 1 ( SG) and moraine (Mo) 

is very hard to delineate here since there seem to be local dis-

continuities and because it sometimes is difficult even in the 

field to distinguish betv1een the two materials in this area, The 

till is slightly more plastic than the sand and gravel; it should 

be satisfactory for subbase and possibly for base course. 

The alluvium (All) just south of the.N.P.S. shop area is 

a possible source of topsoil, although boulders would have to be 

removed from the soil before it could be used, The organic material 

(0) in the photograph also could be used as topsoil where its soil 

content is highJ where it consists of highly organic peat, it would 
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serve better as a mulch or soil conditioner. 

f_hot<?.B',r_a;_p_hs 2-50 an9:.,_~52 

The sand and gravel (SG) in these photographs consists of 

'material deposited between morainal (Mo) ridges along the north 

shores of Grand Lake and Shad.ow Mountain ReserYoir. These sands 

and graYe ls are not of particularly high quality and sometimes 

are hard to distinguish from the coarse till in the moraines. 

The sand and graYel would be suitable for subbase or possibly 

base course, but because of the location of these deposits in the 

town of Gr~nd Lake, this material wi 11 probably never be used. 

The moraine (Mo) on these photographs is a coarse till 

which makes up morainal ridges along the shores of Grand Lake and 

ShadowMountain Reservoir. This material would be suitable for 

subbase or possibly base course use. 

The bedrock in this area is a medium-: to coarse-grained 

granite (Gr) which would be a better source of crushed material, 

riprap, or barrier stone than the gneisses which make up the bed

rock to the north. This rock is susceptible to weathering d~~age, 

but apparently is resistant enough to g~ve fairly good performance 

especially when protected from the elements by a relatiYely im

permeable surface. 
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Flight Strin 31, ~otograph~ 2-61 thru 2-74 
Flig:ht Direction:._ North to ~I:, 

Photogra~s 2-62 and 2-j_4 

The sand and gravel (SG) on these photographs occurs in 

the floodplain of the Colorado River and as a terrace plastered 

along the valley wall adjacent to the floodplain. All this 

material is on private land. 

The long narrow terrace probably provides the best source 
'~ 

of sand and gravel on these photographs. The material is a slightly 

dirty sand and gravel which would be suitable for subbase and 

probably for base course material. 

The sand and gravel (SG) in the floodplain is typical of 

the floodplain deposits noted on Flight Strip 31. It generally is 

·overlain by a foot or so of topsoil and often is interbedded or 

mixed with fine alluvium. The quality of the sand and gravel 

probably improves with depth, but a wet pit would be necessary to 

get at this material. The topsoil could be obtained by stripping 

the surface. 

The areas delineated as sand and gravel (SG) grade into 

those mapped as organic material (0) which lie at slightly lower 

elevation. Sand and gravel could be obtained from these organic 

areas by stripping away the organic matter, but this would generally 

be economically unfeasible since th~re is so much sand and gravel 

in the area with no substantial organic cover. The organic material 

itself is comprised mainly of peat and muck; where the soil content 

is high, it may be suitable for use as topsoil, otherwise it could 
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serve as a mulch or soil conditioner. 

The surfaces of the hills to the west of the valley floor 

have been mapped as moraine (Mo). This involves some guess-work 

since the area is under a fairly heavy timber cover. Field check-

ing showed till all along the hillside above the existing road, 

---and this information was extrapolated further up the hillside. 

This till is coarse-grained and would be suitable for subbase and 

possibly base course material. 

Photogr...§:_-phs 2-66_ and 2-6?._ 

The sand and grave.l deposits (SG) on these photographs in

clude both'terrace and floodplain deposits, The ~"o types of de-

posits have not been separated by boundaries on the photographs 

41t because the physical separation is not too distinct, Generally, 

however, the higher deposits with surfaces 10 to 30 feet above 

river level can be considered to be terrace gravels and the lower 

deposits to be floodplain gravels. 

In general the terrace sands and gravels are clean and well 

graded and are suitable for use as base course or surfacing materials. 

These sands and gravels are best shown in the Weber Sand and Gravel 

'Company pit at the east edge of Photograph 2-66. This pit is in 

15 to 20 feet of very good sand and gravel and looks as though it 

could be extended considerably deeper without encountering water•-

_ The floodplain sands and gravels on these photographs also 

appear to be of good quality, but probably have some ·silty alluvium 
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in the upper few feet. If these deposits are to be utilized, 

dredging will be necessary. Most of these floodplain gravels 

are covered by about a foot of to~soil which could be obtained 

by stripping. 

The sand and gravel (SG) in the timbered terrace in the 

southeast corner of Photograph 2-68 does not appear to be of as 

high quality as that in the terraces around Sun Valley Ranch to the 

north (on Photograph 2-66). These sands and gravels vnll be 

more fully described on Photograph 2-70. 

The organic material (0) on these photographs is very 
e' 

similar to that described for Photographs 2-62 and 2-64. 

The moraine (Mo) in this area is a coarse till suitable 

.· e for subbase or possibly base course use. Because of timber cover 

and lack of access, it was impossible to ascertain how far west 

the moraine on Photograph 2-66 extends. 

Photograph 2-70 

The northern one-third of this photograph consists of 

floodplain sands and gravels (SG) which are part of the same flood-

plain deposits described for Photograph 2-68. 

The sand deposits (Sand) to the ·north and northvtest of 

Columbine Lake contain ve~r little material larger than the.#lO 

sieve. This fairly clean, water-deposited sand probably could not 

be used either as subbase or base without some sort of stabilization 

treatment. It would be suitable for any specialized use requiring 

sand such as soil cement, filter beds, or blending purposes. 
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To tne east and northeast t?is sand grades into a some-

what coarser material which has been designated SG on the photograph. 

This is a deposit of sand and fine gravel which is suitable for use 

as subbase and possibly base course material. 

It is difficult to establish a boundary between the afore

mentioned sand and gravel (SG) and the moraine (Mo) at the southern 

edge of the photograph. For this reason a question mark has been 

added to the SG symbol near the boundary and a similar mark has been 

used with the sand notation. The moraine (7:/fo) is a coarse ti 11 

suitable for use as subbase and possibly as base material. 

Photograuhs 2-72 and 2-74 

The sand and gravel (Sand and SG) deposits on Photographs 

~ 2-72 and 2-74 are described for Photograph 2-70. 

., 

The moraine (Mo) which covers most of the area of these 

photogr~phs is a coarse till suitable for use as subbase and possibly 

as base course material. Close to the shoreline of ShadowMountain 

Reservoir the cover of moraine over sedimentary rocks is only a 

few feet thick and has thus been designated as Mo/Sed. No distinct 

boundary is present. The underlying sedimentary rocks are soft 

shales, siltstones, and conglomerates and are of little use as 

construction materials. 'They are generally soft enough to be 

excavated with povrer equipment. 

- .. ~--.--~. --~~ --
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Photog-raphs 2-54 and 2-56 

The fans noted along North Inlet Creek are comprised of 

poorly graded, angular, granitic sand and gravel (sg) with an 

abundance of cobbles and boulders. This material is suitable 

for use as subbase, 

The sand and gravel (SG) near the dovmstream (south

western) edge of Photograph 2-56 is a terrace composed of a 

somewhat dirty sand and fine gravel. This material would be suit-

able for use as subbase, but probably not base course, 

The organic material (0) in this valley consists mainly 

of peat and muck suitable for use only as a mulch or soil condi-

tioner. Locally, however, the soil content of this material is 

high _enough so that it could be cnnsidered for use as topsoil. 

The bedrock in this area is a medium- to coarse-grained 

· granite ( Gr) with only moderate resistance to weathering. In 

spite of its lack of weathering resistance, this granite could 

be successfully used for highway purposes, particularly in sit-

uations where it is protected from the weather by a bituminous 

surface course, Granite for use as crushed stone, riprap, or 

barrier stone could be quarried from the valley wall on the 

northwest side of the valley. The talus (Ta) in these photo-

graphs is of the same quality as the granite bedrock. 

The break between granite (Gr) and moraine (Mo) along the 

southeast valley wall on Photograph 2-56 is poorly defined in the 
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1 __ _ 

field. This accounts for the question marks and lack of boundary 

between moraine and granite on this photograph. 

Photogr~h 2-58 

The sand and gravel (SG) along North Inlet Creek is a 

somewhat dirty sand and fine gra-v-el which in places is interbedded 

with silty alluvium. This sand and gravel would probably be suit-

able for use as subbase but not base course. 

The alluvium (All) in this valley is very silty and probably 

good for nothing but c:ommon borrow. This alluvium is capped by 

about a foot of topsoil. 

The organic material (o) in this valley consists mainly 

of peat and muck suitable for use onJy as a mulch or soil conditioner. 

• Locally, however, the soil content of this material is high enough 

so that it could be considered for use as topsoil. 

., 

The granite (Gr) is the same as that described for Photo-

graphs 2-54 and 2-56. 

Photograph 2-60 

Sand and gravel (SG) occurs on this photograph as (1) a 

terrace along North Inlet Creek, (2) a fan at the mouth of North 

Inlet Creek, and (3) a band of glacial gravel located between two 

morainal ridges in downtown Grand Lake. Of these, only the terrace 

on North Inlet Creek has any possibility of actual use as a source 

because the other two deposits are located in to\vn. This terrace 

is made up of slightly dirty sand and fine gravel suitable for 

subbase and possibly for base course use. 

The organic material (0) on this photograph is the same as 
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that on Photograph 2-58. 

The moraine (Mo) on this photograph is a coarse till 

suitable for subbase and possibly base course use. Locally 

this moraine provides only a few feet of cover over the under-

lying granite. 

The granite (Gr) here is of the same quality as that 

described for Photographs 2-54 and 2-56. 

Flight ~i;:"tP--)3, Photo~ra-phs_2-77 thry, 2::_9_2 
~Flight Direction: ~ortheast to So~~ 

Photograph 2-78 

.The only construction material on this photograph is 

moraine (mo). This material is a coarse till suitable for use as 

subbase or possibly as base course. In some places along u.s. 

Highway 34 there is ress than 10 feet of till over the underlying 

soft shales, siltstones, and conglomerates (Mo/Sed) but no clear 

boundary between this and deeper till is mappable. 

Photo~~hs 2-80 and 2-82 

The best construction material on these photographs is the 

sand and gravel (SG) to be found in the terrace along the east side 

of the Colorado River. Existing pits in this terrace show 10 to 

15 feet of fairly clean sand and gravel which should be satisfaotorJ 

for use as subbase or base material. 

Probable sand and gravel terraces on the west side of the 

river on Photograph 2-82 were not field checked and may be mis

identified. If these areas (marked with SG?) a~e terraces as 
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thought, the quality of the material should be similar to that 

found in the terrace on the east side of the river. 

There also are small patches of sand and gravel (SG) in 

the floodplain of the river. The sand and gravel in these deposits 

is interbedded with silty alluvium and probably is good only for 

common borrow or possibly for subbase material. 

The alluvium (All) in the floodplain is of little value 

as a construction material, but it is covered by about one foot 

of topsoil which could be utilized by stripping. 

The areas mapped as organic (0) on Photograph 2-80 are 

made up of~peat and muck which is encroaching on shallow vegetation 

choked ponds. This peat and muck would be suitable for use as a 

mulch or soil conditioner• 

The moraine (Mo) on these photographs is a coarse till 

suitable for use as subbase or possibly base course material. This 

till is underlain by soft sedimentary rocks. Although it.was not 

possible to field check, it is probable that the area mapped as 

undifferentiated bedrock (BR) is an area where this sedimentary 

rock is at the surface. 

Photographs 2-84, 2-86 and 2-88 

The alluvium (All) shown on these photographs is probably 

too silty to be good for anything other than common borrow. However, 

the approximate one foot of soil cover on top of the alluvium could 

serve as a source of topsoil. 

The sand and gravel (SG) in the southeastern corner of Photo~ 

graph 2-88 is part of a larger deposit described for Photograph 5-6, 
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Fligp.t Strip 34. This material would be suitable for use as 

subbase and possibly base course. 

The moraine (Mo) is a coarse till and is probably the 

best potential source of construction materials on these photo

graphs. This till would be suitable for subbase and possibly 

base course use. 

In.the area shown in Photograph 2-88 no clear break was 

noted in the field between moraine (Mo) and soft sedimentary 

rocks (Sed) in the northwest quarter of the photograph. For this 

reason one boundary between these two has been omitted and a few 

question marks have been used. 

The granite (Gr) is medium- to coarse-grained and is sus-

·Ceptible to weathering. If quarried, this material could be used 

as crushed stone, riprap, or barrier stone. However, it would 

perform most satisfactorily as subbase or base material protected 

from weathering by a bituminous surface. 

Photographs 2-90, 2-92 and 2-94 

There are no good construction materials in the area covered 

by these photographs. The best is a deposit of fairly clean sand 

and fine gravel (SG) :ln the north-central part of Photograph 2-90. 

This material is suitable for subbase and possibly base course use. 

There is also a small area of sand and gravel (SG) in the north

eastern corner of Photograph 2-90. This deposit has been described 

for Photograph 2-88. 

v-. 
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Two smaller deposits of sand and grav-el (SG) on u. s. 

Highway 34 on Pnotographs 2-92 and 2-94 have already been worked 

for local us~. Both of these deposits consist of silty sands 

and fine gravels. The best material has already been removed from 

both deposits, and neither should be considered a potential source 

of sand and gravel. 

The alluvium (All) on these photographs is too silty to 

be used for anything but common borrow. It could serve as a source 

of topsoil (depth of about one foot), however. 

A large mass of medium- to coarse-grained granite (Gr) in 

Photograph~ 2-90 and 2-92 could be quarried for riprap, barrier 

stone, or crushed stone. The weathering resistance of the finished 

. ~ product would be fairly low, but probably not low enough to preclude 

its use, especially as base or subbase material which could be 

protected by a bitlli~inous surface. 

The colluvium (Cell) on Photographs 2-90 and 2-92 is a 

poorly graded detritus derived from the granite bedrock. It is too 

dirty for any construction use except common borrow. 

The sedimentary rocks (Sed) shown consist of soft shale, 

siltstone, and fine-grained conglomerate. This rook has little 

value as construction material. 
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Flight Stri-p 3_i,_j'hotO!E,a.:J?_hS 5-2 to 5-7 
Fl~ht Direction: :Horthesst to Southw·est 

Photo~ranhs 5-~ and 5-4 

The only sand and gravel (SG) on these photographs is a 

smear of material adjacent to morainal ridges along the south 

shore of Shadow Mountain Reservoir. Most of this sand and gravel 

appears to be wate~vorked till and in some places is difficult 

to differ~ntiate from the adjacent morainal material. The sand 

and gravel is fairly clean and well graded and is suitable for 

use as subbase and base course material, and possibly for sur-

facing material~ 
:-

The morainal material (Mo) is a coarse till which is 

suitable for subbase and possibly for base course use. 

The alluvium (All) on these photographs is too silty for 

any use but common borrow. Topsoil, depth about one foot, could 

be obtained by stripping the surface of the alluvium. 

The gneiss (Gn) in the southeast corner of Photograph 5-4 

is described in conjunction \7ith Photograph 5-6. 

Photograph 5-6 

The sand and gravel (SG) on this photograph varies from a 

fairly clean well graded sand and gravel to a somevrhat silty sand 

and gravel. The boundary between sand and gravel (SG) and moraine 

(Mo) is difficult to establish because of similarity between the 

sand and gravel and the till. The best sand and gravel is located 

close to the shore of the reservoirJ this material would be satis-

factory for base course and possibly surfacing use. The poorer 
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sand and gravel which is closer to·the boundaries with morainal 

material and sedimentary rocks would be satisfactory for subbase 

and possibly base course. 

The moraine (Mo) is primarily a coarse till suitable for 

use as subbase and possibly base course material. 

The alluvium (All) is too silty for any use but common 

borrow. 

Although the gneiss (Gn) on the west side of Rocky Moun-

tain National Park to the north of here (from about Holzwarth's. 

Ranch north) was generally found to be of too low quality to be 

used as a ·construction material (it generally is lacking in 

strength, abrasion resistance, and resistance to weathering), tne 

gneiss in this area is of higher quality, and could possibly be 

used as crushed stone, riprap, or barrier stone. It would perform 

most satisfactorily as subbase or~ase material protected by a 

bituminous surface. An existing quarry in fairly f:resb,,grleiss 

with a coarse jointing pattern lies just of.f ·the northeast edge 

of this photograph and is indicated by an arrow on the photograph. 

The sedimentary rocks (Sed} in this area are too soft to 

be used as construction material. 

I 
I 
I 
i 

I 
! 
i 

I 
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Flight Strip 35, Photo~auhs 5-10 thru 5-16 
Flight Directipn: Northwest to Southwest 

~ograp.h_s 2.:-1.9J_5-12 and 5-14 

The best source of quality construction material on these 

photographs is the large basalt (Bas) flovr forming the top of 

Table Mountain. In spite of the height of this deposit, access 

would not be too difficult froQ the west side. This material would 

be suitable for riprap or barrier stone, and if crushed, would make 

excellent surfacing aggregate. 

The basalt (Bas) in the southeastern corner of Photograph 

5-14 is part of a larger flow of excellent material which if fully 

described for Photograph 5-18, Flight Strip 36. 

The sand and gravel (SG) in the small pocket on Photograph 

5-10 is a silty sand and fine gravel. Much of the best material 

in this deposit has already been removed for local use. The re-

maining yardage is not sufficient for this to be considered a 

worthwhile source. If the material were to be used, it would be 

satisfactorJ for subbase or possibly base course. 

The sand and gravel (SG) in the southeastern corner of 

Photograph 5-14 is part of a large deposit of very good material 

which is fully described for Photograph 5-18, Flight Strip 36. 

The alluvium (All) .on Photographs 5-10 and 5-14 is too 

silty to be used for anything but common borrow. However, these 

deposits could possibly be stripped to a depth of about one foot 

to obtain topsoil. 
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The gneiss (Gn) at the south edge of Photograph 5-14 is 

fully described for Photograph 5-20, Flight Strip 36. 

The sedimentary rocks (Sed) on these photographs are 

shales, siltstones and fine-grained conglomerates, all of which 

are too soft to be of use as construction materials, 

Ph ot ORE.e.P h 5..::12, 

The materials on this photograph are described for Photo-

graph 5-20, Flight Strip 36, 

F!Jg_ht Stri_;£ 36, Photogra12:~ 5-ll. thru 5-25 
Flight Directipn: Northeast to Sou.tl}.:vest 

Photographs 2-18, 5-20 

The large sand and gravel (SG) deposit which comprises 

Sunset Point and vicinity is one of the best deposits in the Roclc,y 

Mountain National Park area. It has already been worked extensively 

for use in const~~ction of Granby Reservoir, and much of the exca-

vation scar has healed enough so that it is barely recognizable 

from the road, However, considerable further yardage could be 

removed along the eastern edge of the deposit in a position which 

is hidden from the road. The best approach would be to extend the 

existing pit which is located just south of Granby Dam, The material· 

is suitable for base course or surfacing, and, if washed, could be 

used for concrete aggregate, 

The basalt (Bas) adjacent to this sand and gravel deposit 

f 
i 
l 

I 
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would be an excellent source of crQshed stone, riprap, or barrier 

stone. Existing quarries, on the govern~ent road along the river, 

show a very hard, excellent rock with a joint pattern suitable for 

the production of riprap or barrier stone. 

There is also. some sand and gravel (SG) shown in terraces 

along the Colorado River and in a small tributary valley in the 

southeastern part of Photograph 5-18. The Colorado River terraces 

are composed of fairly clean sand and gravel suitable for subbase, 

base, and possibly surfacing. The tributa1·y gravels appear to be 

somevn1at more silty and would be suitable for subbase and possibly 

base course use. 

Near the southern edge of Photograph 5•20 there is a small 

. e deposit of sand and gravel (sa) on the west side of t:Q.e road which 

could provide some good aggregate if the road were straightened 

or the slope laid back. This deposit consists of a fairly clean 

sand and gravel suitable for use as subbase or base. 

The silty alluvium (All) on these photographs is overlain 

by about one foot of topsoil vrhich could be obtained by stripping. 

The alluvium is sui table only for common borrow. 

The gneiss (Gn) in this area could possibly be·-used for 

purposes such as riprap or crushed stone, but it has a fairly low 

resistance to weathering. There probably would be little reason 

to quarry it with the excellent deposits of basalt and gravel being 

so near. The same probably also holds true for the small deposit 

of gneissic talus (Ta) next to the road in the southeastern portion 

of Photograph 5-20. 
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The colluvium (Coll) at the· southern edge of Photograph 

5-20 is a poorly graded detritus derived from the gneiss bedrock. 

This material is too dirty for use for anything but common borrow. 

The sedimentary rocks (Sed) on these photographs consist 

of shales, siltstones, and fine-grained conglomerates which are 

too soft to be used as construction materials. 

This area has large excellent deposits of sand and gravel 

(SG). The most readily accessible deposit is in the low terraces 

which make up the valley floor of the Colorado River. The top of 

this terrace level generally lies about 15 feet above the level 

of the stream. The existing pit at the center of_ Photograph 5-24 

e shows about 15 feet of fairly clean well graded sand and gravel 

suitable for base or surfacing aggregate. If washed, this material 

would probably be suitable for use as concrete aggregate. 

The terrace remnant in the southwest corner of Photograph 

5-24 {continues on to 5-22) rises to aheight of nearly 200 feet 

above the river. This is a tremendous source cf sand and gravel 

which appears to be of good quality. Exposures at the edge of 

the timber near the top of this deposit at the southern edge of 

Photograph 5-~4 show a fairly clean sand and gravel up to six 

inches in size. This material would be suitable for subbase or 

base course and probably for surfac:!.ng. 

There is a small deposit of volcan:c rock (Vol) on Photo-

graph 5-24 which woul<i be suitable for quarrying. This rock is 
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similar to basalt, and could be su~table for crushed stone or 

riprap and possibly for barrier stone. 

The colluvium (Coll) and alluvium (All) on Photograph 

5-22 are both poorly graded and are good for little else but 

common borro·w. 

The gneiss (Gn) on Photograph 5-22 has been described for 

Photograph 5-20. 

The sedimentary rock (Sed) on these photographs consists 

of shale, siltstone, and fine-grained conglomerate ~hich are too 

soft to be used as construction materials. 

Photogra.:p_h 2-2t?_ 

The materials in the northern half of this photograph are 

described for Photograph 5-20, Flight Strip 36. 

The sand.and gravel (SG) extending across the photograph 

to the base of Dike No. 3 (Kamloop Cove) appears to be till that 

has been re~orked by water. It consists of a poorly graded sand 

and gravel V'.ri th large boulders on the surface. It does not appear 

to be a very good source of construction material. 

The potential volume of basalt (Bas) on the hillside ad-

· -·-ja.cent to the above sand and gravel (SG) deposit is di:Ificult ·to 

evaluate since bedrock only peeks through a thin colluvial cover. 



This bas_alt would be satisfactory for crushed stone, riprap, 

and possibly barrier stone. There would be little reason to 

open a quarry here, however, when excellent material can be 

taken from existing quarries just across the Colorado River to 

the northwest (see Photograph 5-20, Flight Strip 36). 

The moraine (Mo) on this photograph seems to be a little 

·more plastic than that found to the north in Rocky l~ountain 

National Park. However, this till still is suitable for use as 

subbase or possibly base course material. 

The gneiss (Gn) is similar to the other gneiss in this 
.~ 

area. It is medium-grained and not highly foliated, but has 

only moderate resistance to weathering. ~~ile it possibly would 

be suitable for use as crushed stone, riprap, or barrier stone, 

such use is probably not feasible because of the existence of 

much better material in the area. 

Photo~ranh_5-32 and 5-32 

There are no materials of particular interest on these 

photographs. The alluvium (All) is too silty for any use but 

common borrow, or as a possible source of topsoil which comprises 

the to~ foot or so of the alluvium. The other materials are 

essentially the same as described for Photograph 5-28. 

Photo_E.!a-nh 5-34 

This area has not been mapped because of its relative in-

accessibility and because it is on private land. 



Photographs 5-46 and 5-14 

The main potential source o~ material on these photographs 

is the deposit of sand and gravel (SG) lying along the road and 

lakeshore. This material appears to be lateral moraine which has 

been reworked by water. It varies in quality from a ~airly clean 

well graded sand and gravel to a more silty, poorly graded sand 

and gravel which cannot easily be distinguished from the adjacent 

till 0Ko). Many large gneiss boulders are scattered over the 

surface. This sand and gravel generally is suitable for subbase 
r 

and base course use. 

A small area of good topsoil (TS) is noted near the eastern 

.~ edge of Photograph 5-46. This area has one to two feet of very 

good topsoil. It is well hidden in the trees where it could be 

strtpped off without being exposed to the public. 

The moraine (1~o) which comprises much of the area sho,vn 

in the photograph is a slightly plastic coarse till which would 

be suitable for subbase and possibly for base course. 

The materials in the western portion of Photograph 5-46 

are described for Photograph 5-28, Flight Strip 37. 

Photo~ranhs 5-42 and 5-40 

The fan (SG) in the center of Photograph 5-40 is the best 

potential sand and gravel source on the flight strip. This large 

fan is composed of fairly clean. sand, gravel, cobbles and boulders 

up to about two to three feet in diameter. The material is suitable 

~·~--
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for use as subbase or base course and possibly as surfacing 

aggregate. A pit could probably be hidden in the trees above 

the road. Some material could also be obtained by laying back 

the large road out to a flatter slope. Also, this fan continues 

out under the water in the reservoir, and this same material 

could be obtained by dredging below the waterline or by working 

an open pit during periods of extreme low water level, 

In spite of being only moderately resistant to weathering, 

the gneiss (Gn) in this area probably would be satisfactory for 

c~~shed stone, riprap, or barrier stone. It would perform best 

as base co.urse under a bituminous surface which would protect it 

from the elements. The material could be quarried at several 

sites along the exist:i_ng road by widening the roadway, flattening 

the side slopes, or putting in a parking area. 

The SG and Mo at the west end of Photograph 5-42 are 

described under Photograph 5-44. 

Photogranh 5-38 and 5-3~ 

There is considerable sand and gravel (SG) along Arapahoe 

Creek~ This material is a fairly clean to silty sand and fine 

gravel which would be suitable for subqase or possibly base course 

use. Unfortunately all this materru is located in a prime rec-

reational area. 

The small fan (Fan) is comprised of poorly graded angular 

gneissic fragments up to boulder size. This material would be suit-

able for subbase. 

I 
I 
I 
I 

I 



The gneiss (Gn) on these photographs is similar to that 

on Photographs 5-40 and 5-42. It could be most easily quarried 

along the north wall of the valley. The gneissic talus (Ta) along 

the north valley wall is the saQe rock; it exists in blocks up to 

about six feet in size. This talus could be worked at lower cost 

than the gneiss bedrock if it is clean enoughe 

!'.l.ight S!!_ip 39, Phot.Q_~phs 2::::5_0 t.!!_ru 5-51 
Flight Direction: 1'iortni7est to South~~a~ 

Photogra~s_5-50 and 5-52 

The materials on these photographs are described for Photo-

graph 5-36, Flight Strip 38. 

Photograuhs 5-54 and 5-26 

The sand and gravel (SG) and talus (Ta) on Photograph 5-54 

- are described for Photograph 5-36, Flight Strip 38. 

The moraine (Mo) on these photographs is a fairly thin 

coarse till. In parts of the area it is very difficult to sketch 

. a boundary between the ti 11 and the adjacent gneiss ( Gn). This 

accounts for the question marks on Photograph 5-56. This coarse 

till could be used for subbase and. possibly base course. 

The gneiss (Gn) on these photographs is stmilar in quality 

to that described. for Photographs 5-49 and. 5-42, Flight Strip 38. 
- • -% 

It could be effectively quarried in several places along the north 

---side of the valley. 
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MORAINE THREE li!:;,;m::l NOT CLASSiriED 
>-



·e-

-.. , .. .... 
.;;· 

P .ARKYID3 r.iATBRIALS S'LJRiJ3Y 

Western· Slope 00 Eastern Slope [] 

Pit Number . ___ .]:W BPR Lab. No~ 67-504 through 67-508 anQ67=-)1o ____ _ 

Flight Strip __ __,3..9"-. _____ _ Photograph ----=5-52 

LOCAL N_1l1E, LOCATION 
AND G~NERAL D~SCRIP
TION 

QUA...'!IJTITY 

ANALYSIS OF L~~OnATORY 
TEST DATA, CO!'TDITIONS 
OF US 8 AJ.\fD R3C O::TI1I"SN
DATIONS 

Arapaho Bay Pit, the area below high 
water on Lake Granby west (dovmstream) 
of_the proposed Arapaho :Bay Dam. 

])lap Coordinates - Colorado Coordinate 
System, North Zone. 

290 000 - 1923 625 

245,000+ cubic yards. . ... ; 

'Th1s material J.S suitahle !or suooase, 
base, bituminous stabilized base, 
surfacing, seal coat chips, and 
concrete aggregate. The depth of 
the overburden is up to 3' of silt 
and silty sand. The material that 
is available in the dry is dependent 
upon the level of the lake. Less 
than 5% of material i~ in excess of · 
10" diameter vrith a maximum size of 
24". Removal of material will be 
governed by Bureau of Reclamation's 
letter· of August 22, 1967. 
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.... 

Hole No, 1: 

0-6" 

6"-3' 

3-11-fa' 

Hole No. 2: 

Q-4" 

. 4-8" 

8"-8' 

Hole No. 3: 

o-6" 

6"-11' 

~ . 

Log of' Holes 

Light brovr.a sandy silt, f'ew roots, 

Light brovn1, slightly clayey sand, 

Western Slope 
Arapaho Ba;y- P1 t 
7-W 

Gray-brown, slightly clayey sand and gravel, 
Cobbles are sub-rounded to rounded, Gray, 
silty f'ine sand f'rom 6-7'. 

No oversize, 3-4" I!'.ax:imum size, 

Coarser gravel and sand below 7'. Cobbles 
are sub-rou..."'lded to sub-angular, 

No oversize but maximum is 8-10". 

Dark brown silty clay, f'ew roots, (topsoil). 

Buf'f' sand. 

Gray-brown, slightly clayey sand and coarse 
gravel •. Cobbles are sub-angular to sub-rounded, 
Water at 7'. 

5~ oversize to 24", and 5% to 8-10". 

Light brown clayey sand, f'evi roots in top. 

Gray-brown, slightly clayey sand and gravel, 
Cobbles are sub-rounded to sub-angular. 
Water with depth. 

Less than 5% oversize to 12". 

'.i" 



.. -----

-~· 

Hole No. 4: 

0-1' 

1-10i' 

Hole No. 5: 

0-1' 

1-11 1 

Hole No. 6: 

-' '. ' . 

Arapaho :Bay Pit 
(continued) 

Light brown clayey sand, roots in top few inches. 

Light brmvn, slightly clayey sand and coarse 
gravel. Lens of silty sand from 2~ 3-~'. 
Cobbles are sub-rounded to sub-angular. 
Sandier from 8-9'. 

5% oversize t~ 18", and 5% 8-10". 

Light brmvn silty sand, few roots at top. 

Gray-brown slightly clayey sand and coarse 
gravel. Cobbles are sub-rounded to sub-angular, 

5% oversize to 18", and 5% 8-10". 

0-4" Gray silt, roots, (topsoil). 

4"-11' Orange-brovm silty sand. 

Gray-brown clean sand and coarse gravel. 
Cobbles are sub-row..ded to sub-angular. 

Less than 5% oversize, but 5-10% 8-10" • 

I 
I 
I 
1 



Form PR-9-230 
April 1965 

- U.~.DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE 
·-Bureau of Public Roods 

Region Nine 

SHEET N0.__,_1 __ 0F _3__ 

REPORT OF TESTS ON SURFACING AND OIL-MAT MATERIALS 
{Separate Test Hole Gradation_, L. L., and P. 1.) 

Lab. No:67-504-508&518- P Field Sample No: Date: May 7' 1968 
----------~~-----------

Project: ___ R_:o_:o_:ky_!!__:_M_o_:u..:..n_t.:...a_:i::..:nc:..::.N;_:B..:...t..:..l_· o-'-n""a_;_;__:::;_l_P--"'-a_r_k~' _1--"-9_6_,__7_S_u..:..rv~e~y ________________ _ 

Name of 
Submitted by: __ R_u_n_;y::...a_n _________ Quantity Rep.----------- Material ___ G_r..,.a_v_e_l ____ _:_ 

Source: __ A_r_a_;p:_a_h_o_e_B_a_;y~P_i_t ____________________ '-------------

Gradation, L.L. & P.I. T db D.G., K.R., R.G., P.B., A.T., Test far: _________________ este y: -------------------

Sieve 
Size 

3" 
1~" 

1" 

%" 
~" 

3/8" 
#4 

#8 

- #10 
- #40 

. #200 

. - L.L 
P.l. 

REMARKS: 

67-504 
Hale #1 

90 
73 
67 
65 

')-( 

)'I 

38 
13 

4 

-
NP 

67-505 6 
WASHt:D MI;CHANICAL

6
ANAL '(SIS,,% P,.AS.SING 

7-506 67-507 7-50o D7-)1o 
Hole #2 Hale #3 Hole #4 

80 89 82 
72 . 84 66 

65 75 56 
59 66 51 

49 52 41 
4V 40 j~ 

26 28 25 
6 8 8 
2 2 1 

- - -
NP NP NP 

Jest data rep~~s~n:2d on this 
page is lic-:i:d ~o ;he s.;mples 
from tlw sp":iiic bc:olions shoW!~. 

and to those lccation:; alone. 

Hole #5 Hole #6 Hole #7 
84 75 
63 62 
59 57 
54 52 

43 44 
34 37 

26 27 
9 5 
2 1 

-- -
1-TP NP 

Hole #8 Comb. 
83 
69 
62 
57 

46 
)1 

28 
9 
2 

-
NP 

DISTRIBUTION: 
Region Office 1 
Division Office -----
Project Eng. 1 
Lab. File 2 

REPORTED BY: ekt 

GPO 849-460 



Rev. Apri I 1965 

U. $.-·DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 
·Bureau of Public Roods 

Region Nine 

SHEET NO. _,_,_2_oF __ 3...._ 

REPORT OF TESTS ON SURFACING AND OIL-MAT MATERIALS 
(Sub-base, Bose Course, and Bose Stabilization) 

Lab. No: 67-504-508 &518-IField Sample No: __ '-...::..==-.c.-----'-----Date: Mrn.y 7' 1968 

Project: ---'-.R_o_c_ky--"-. _M_• _o_u_n_t_a_2_· n __ N_a_t_i_o_n_a__;;;.l_P_a-'r'-k-'''--1_9"--6_,_7_S_urv __ e-'y"--------------------

Name of 
Submitted by::...' ....:.R=.:un.=.:='-'Y..::a:..::n.::;__ ______ Quantity Rep. __________ Mote ria 1 : ___ G_r_a_v_e_l ______ _ 

Source: ______ A_r_a_,p~a_b __ o_e_B_a~y_P_l_·t __________________________________ _ 

Test far: ___ S_e_c_._1_0_4_,_2_0_0 _________ Tested by:_D_._G_._,_K_._R_. _, _R_._G_._,_P_._B_._,_A_._T_. -----

WASHED MECHANICAL ANALYSIS,% PASSING 

· Sieve 

Sixe 
3" 
1~" 

1" 

3/8' 

#4 
#8 

. 

a #10 
.#40 

#200 

L. L. 

'P.l. 

Comb. 
Original 

83 

69 
62 

57 

46 

37 

28 

9 
2 

-
NP 

Sec. 
104 

100 

83 
68 

49 
38 

28 

9 
2 

-
NP 

CEMENTATION 
16 P. S. I. Camp. Str. ____ ___ 

-HUBBARD FIELD 
% Swell 
% Abs. 
Stab. Wet 
Stab .. Dry 

%Retained 

L. A. ABRASION 

Grading ----

100 R 

% Loss 

Sand Eq. 84 

Sec. 
200 

100 

70 

51 

40 
13 

4 

Specifications 
De gr. Sec. 1 OL1 Sec. 200 

100 

100 100 

76_ 
60 30-70 35-65 

42 
18 

6 0-15 1-10 

·-
NP 

STABILOMETER 
"R" at 240 P. S. I. Ex. Pressure 

R 80 

%Moisture . 5.8 
Density 129.0 

Wt./Cu. Ft. Compacted 

Base Course 

T -180 Method D 138.3©5.9% 

Subbase 
T-180 Method D(~)140.5 @ 7.2% 
Asphalt Mix 

T -167 

Soft Particles 

Fractured Faces 

0 % 
100 % 

.. OIL DESIGN. 

Additive used 
%by C. K. E. 
%used. 

%swell 
%absorption 

Stability P.S.I. 

SEE SH.c!.8'1' N 0. 3 

Wet .•••••• ___ _ 

Dry •••• · ••• 

% retained 

Test "data rel'resented on this 
page is limited to the . S;Jmples · . 
from the spacifi: locatlc"s sttown 

d to those locations. alono. an _ 

Remarks:--------------~-:-----~--.---~---- DISTRIBUTION: 
1 Region Office 

Division Office 
Project Eng. 
Lab. File 

1 
1 
2 

REPORTED BY: ekt 

GPO 838 ·024 



Form PR-9-232 
April 1965 '. 

U.s: DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 
Bureau of Public Roods 

SHEET N0.,_3..___0F. 3 

Region Nine 

REPORT OF TESTS ON SURFACING AND OIL-MAT MATERIALS 
(Plant-mix and Chips) 

Lab. No: 67-504-508, 518-PField Sample No: ___ --'=-----------Date:; __ ...:M!:.a~y......l.7...zt--.!1~9~6o.;:8~-

Project •. ;_: __ ...:R:.:.o::.c::.ky::.::.r._M:::...::o:..:::un:::.:...:t:.::a:.:i:.:n~Ii:.:.;~a::.t.=.=.i.=.o.:..:n=a-=l:....::.P:..:::a:..::r:..:k.=.;,~1:....,9~6.:...!..7-=.S..::ur=..:.v...:e.!Ly ________________ _ 
-' 

Name af 
Submitted By:_..::;R::..::u~n.:.c;ara<...:::.:n:.:.-______ Quantity Rep. __________ Materia I: ___ G_r_a_v_e_l _____ _ 

Source: ___ ~A~r~a~p~a~h~o~e-=B~a~v~P~i~t~-------------------------------

Test for: Oi 1 Design, etc. 

e 

Sieve 
Size 

3" 

lW . 
1" 

*" 
}S" 

3/8' . 
#4 

#8 

#10 
#40 
#200 

L.L 
P.J. 

WASHED M.A. % PASSING 

Comb. Sec. Spec's. 

Original 200 Sec. 200 

~3 

69 
62 

57 100 100 

46 70 

37 51 35-65 

28 40 

9 13 
2 4 0-10 

-
.NP 

Tested by: __ __:D::..•:..G::...=...• z:..' .....:..:K~ • .::R:.!.L' ~R.:..:•:...:G:l'---.:p:...:•:.:B=.c,.!:..'~A::..:.• ..:T..::_• ___ _ 

Olf DESIGN 
120 150 AC 

Additive Used None 1%Acra 1%Lime 

%by C. K. E. 4.4 4.4 4.9 
%Used * 6.4 b.4 b.9 
%Swell o.o o.o 0.1 
% Absorption 2.4 1 • b 1.2 
Stability P. S. I. 

Wet ••••••• 187 251 243 

Dry •....•• 239 270 23~ 
% Retained 78 93 105 

Specific Gravity 
Laboratory 2_.26 2.27 2. 31 
Thea. Max. 2144 2.44 2.44 
%Thea. 23 23 95 

wt./cu.f't. 
144 com-pacted 143 146 

HUBBARD 
%Swell 

FIELD 
1 .1 

T€<1! data «•presented on r!-.:1 
I'";'J" i~ :;,·~ited to lh·~ SAmol--1 

STATIC IMMERSION fro.T& th>; specific lcca:ion' •"a·-_.. 

% Abs. 

Stab. Wet 
Stab. Dry 

%Retained 

900 
740 
~ 22 

L. A. ABRASION 
Grading ______ _ 

100 R 500 R 
%Loss __ _ 

% 

Additive 

None 

0~2-A 
:1-~ 

Ct-P.B 
BS_;.K 

Sp. Gr. 

Abs. 

Film 
0 Hours 

100 

100 

HJO 
100 

H>o 

Retained ond !Q jb_Q~ lo~l_ions alano. Sand Equivalent 
24 Hours 

95+ 
Q5± 
95+ 
95+ 
95+ 

Soft Partie les 

Fractured Faces 

T-101 Swell 

Sulfate Soundness 

DISTRIBUTION: 

1 
Re-marks:_-____ *_.P::.....::<.e=.r.::<c--"'e~n'-'lt:......=u~sa..;e"""d=--b><..y~R~i"""c"""'e----'-Y-"'a'""c'""u"--'um~---------

Region Office 

Division Office 
Project Eng. 
Lab. File 

1 
1 
2 

REPORTED BY: ekt 

0.3 % 

1.0 % 

GPO 838 • 024 
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FOR·-1115 
(2·62) 

100 

90 

80 

70 
I L 

(!) 

~ 60 
(/) 
(/) 
<( 
a. 
~50 
z I I 
w 

i _1 

I I 

L 

I 

0" I I I I L 
C::' w 40 
a. 

30 

20 

10 

0 
0 

I 
I 

I I 

I 
I 

If 

...ll 
')(_ 
I 

I 

I I 
1/ I 

i/ 
~ 

/ 

/' 
...!-" . . . 

No. 200 100 50 30 
5j.l 20j.l No.BO 40 

A THIS SYMBOL 
IDENTIFIES SIMPLIFIED 
PRACTICE AND 
COMPATIBLE SIEVE SIZES 

I 

20 

-·- . .., . I I /' 
/ 

/ 
v 

/ 
/ 

/ 
/ 

',/ 
/'. ! 

/A 
/ "f' 

/ 
/ I 

I 
L 

I 

I 
I 

I I 
I 

I 

. . 
16 8 4 

10 6 

.., e 
GRADATION 1 CHART 
-·--- ... ··--- . - -· ·- . - .. -·. 

I 

I 

I 

A.- .... ,.,a.no '"\d 
.J 

i 

31eiN. 
1
121N. 3;41N. 

~41N .. 

SIEVE SIZES 

,--

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF CO,ERCE 
, BUREAU OF PUBI.IC ROADS 

I 

I 

I 

I 

_L 

! 

I 

1-': + . 

I 

100 :· 

90 .' 

80~ ·, 

70' 
\ -~ 

,1•' .. , 
·(!) 

60 ~ 
(/) 
(/) 

~ 
50 1-

z 
w 

·o 
40~ 

a. 

30 

20 

10 

liN. 

0 
11

/21N. 
1~41N. 

I""; .. ,,.,."'"'"""' ----- --------- I Sheet No. 

Dote 

,·, USCOMM·DC 40822·P62 
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FIGURE 16 

Arapahoe Bay Pit . Looking northeasterly over Arapaho Bay 
portion of Lake Granby. Holes 1, 2 , 3, 4, 5, and 6 are 

indicated . 

e 
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. ROCl':Y MOill·J'Il.ADf HATIONAL P~RK -----------·---------· 
:) . 

. ;;:· · .. 
PARKHD3 MAT"SRIALS SURV"SY 

. · SOl.T3.C~3 OF EAT3RI_t._LS SPJviPLED Al.'ID TBST:SD ...,-----------... ---------

Western Slope GQ Eastern Slope [] 

Pit Number _ji_-:JL__ _______ BPR Lab. No. Ql-509 tlg_ggg_h.67-::51L 

Flight Strip _____ ]L_ ____ __ Photograph ·5-52 

LOCAL l'Ultl"E, LOCATION 
AND G3N3RAL DESCRIP
TION 

QUA..-ril"TITY 

ANALYSIS OF LABOD.ATORY 
T~ST DATA, CO:!ITDITIO.NS 
OF USE .A.1'rD R3COi\I;-;ISN
DATIONS 

: . . ·-: 

Arapaho Creek Pit. The area below 
Lake Granby high water, upstream 
from the proposed Arapaho Bay Dam. 
1\/Tap Coordinates - Colorado Coordinate 
System, North Zone. 

288-500 - 1925 875 

222,000 cubic yards. 

lVateriai is suitable f'or subbase, base, 
bituminous stabilized base, surfacing 
and se~l coat, aggregates. However, 
overburden stripping consists of up 
to 5' of gray silty clay on south-
side and 1!' on the north side. There 
is less than 5% ~eater than 10 11 

diameter with a maximum· size of 15". 
Removal of material will be subject 

. to the terms of the Bureau of Reclamation 
letter dated· August 22, 1967 •... 

. 
-~ 

I 
i 
l 
I 
I 

I 
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Hole No. 1: 

0-1~' 

1~ 5' 

5-8' 

8-10 1 

Hole No. 2: 

... · 

Log of Holes 

Western Slope 
Arapaho Creek Pit 
8-W 

Tan clayey sand and fine gravel, few angular 
oversize cobbles. Roots in top few inches. 

Gray, very silty clay. 

Yellow-brown slightly clayey sand. 

Yellow-brown, damp, clayey sand and gravel. 
. Nothing over 2" until two oversize boulders 
at 10 1 • 

0-4' Gray silt, roots. 

4-7' Gray-brown, slightly clayey sand and gravel. 

Hole No. 3: 

1~ 3' 

3-11i' 

Hole No. 4: 

Cobbles are sub-rounded to sub-angular. Water 
at 4'. Very silty fine sand at 6 1 • 

Less than 5% oversize to 15". 

Tan silt, roots in top few inches. 

Gray very silty clay. 

Yellow-brmvn, slightly clayey sand and fine 
gravel. Nothing over 2" in size to 7'. Below 
8 1 lenses of fine sandy clay to clayey fine sand 
occur. Water at bottom. 

Less than 5% oversize to 15" below 7'. 

Light brown slightly clayey sand, few roots at top. 

Gray-brown with rust streaks, slightly clayey sand 
and gravel. Cobbles are sub-rounded to sub-angular. 
Water at 6'. 

Less than 5% oversize to 15", few over 6". 

I 

i 
I 
i 
j; 

I 
t: 

f· 
l 
I' 

r 
~ 
i 

-! I' p 
l 
!·· ,, 
•' 

ii 
'i 

'j 
i 
I 
i 
I 
I 
i 



Hole No. 5: 

0-1-i' 

1~ 7' 

! 7-11' --------

Hole :no. 6: 

0-1-i' 

1~ 4' 

4-9' 

9-10-i' 

~ - • )> • -· 

Arapahoe Cre:ek Pit 
(continued) 

Grayish-tan silt to very silty clay, few roots in top. 

Gray-brown slightly clayey sand and fine gravel. 

Nothing over 2". 

Yellow-brovvn slightly clayey sand and"gravel. 
Cobbles are sub-rounded to s11b-angular. Water 
at bottom. 

No oversize, 6-8" maximum. 

Tan silty clay, roots at top. 

Light brown clayey sand and gravel. 

No oversize, few cobbles to 3-4". 

Gray, slightly clayey, wet sand and gravel, 
cobbles are sub-rounded. Water seeping in at 6-fi-'. 

No oversize, 5-6" maximum. 

Yellow-brmvn clayey sand. 

'l 



Form PR-9-230 
April 1965 

U.S. DEPARTMENT-OF COMMERCE 
·< --Bureau of Public Roads 

Region Nine 

-· 
SHEET N0._1:___0F __l_ 

REPORT OF TESTS ON SURFACING AND OIL-MAT MATERIALS 
(Separate Test Hole Gradation_, L. L., and P. 1.) 

---------
Lab. No: .67-509-517-P Fi.->ld Sample No: ----~--'-------Date: May 3, 1968 

. 
Proiect: __ R...:..o_c~ Moun.te.in National Park, 1967 Su:r::r!3~Y'-----'-'---·-·--------------

Name of 
Submitted by;----'· R:;.:.un=ya"'-'· =n"'------Quantity Rep.--------- Materia I _.....:Gc.::r:....::;a:....:v....=e:...::1:...._ ____ _ 

Source: Ara-pahoe Creek Pit 

Test for:_G_r_a_d_a_t_i_on_;_, _L_. I_,_• _&_._P_._I_. _____ Tested by: K.R., R.G., D.G. 

WASHED MECHANICAL ANALYSIS, % PASSING 

Sieve 
Size 

6_",7-_509 67-1)10 67-1)11 67-1)12 1)'7_1) n 67-C11.d. h""-t)1t;· 117-1!)1/) h7-t)17 * 
3" 
1~" 

1'~ 

%" 
~ .. 

3/8" 
#4 

#8 

-#10 
#40 
#200 

.L.L 
P.r. 

REMARKS: 

Hole #1 Hole #2 Hole #3 Hole #4 Hole #5 
86 9~ 82 
7.1 78 69 

97 66 73 65_ 
92 1:)9 68 60 100 

hh 44 1:)4 47 94 
t\? 11 .14 37 69 

At) 24 37 29 43 
?.1 11 18 15 18 

Q 1 I) 6 6 

- - - - -
NP NP NP NP NP 

* Soils Classification = A-7-6 (14) 

Hole #5. Hole #6 Hole ,#6 1 
-

8.1 01 91) 
82 R.,_ 77 
79 76 64 
76 6(., 56 

65 .16 .1.1 
'52 16 .,.1 1()() 

40 10 ?h 100 
11:) 14. 12 lQQ 

4 I) 6 98 

- -- 2~ .11 
NP NP 5 14 

DISTRIBUTION: 
Region Office 
Division Office --*-----
Project Eng. 1 --=----
Lab. File 2 --=-----

REPORTED BY: .AMPone 

GPO 849·460 



Form PR-9-231 
Rev, April 1965 

., .. . 
U. s·:·~DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 

·Bureau of Public Roads 
Region Nine 

3 
SHEET NO, ___ OF~--

2 

REPORT OF TESTS ON SURFACING AND OIL-MAT MATERIALS 
(Sub-base, Base Course, and Base Stabilization) 

Lab.No: 67-509-516-P Field Sample No: _______________ Date: Nay 3, 1968 

Project: __ R_o~c-'ky~_1_·To_un_t_a_in_l_'J_at_i_o_n_a_l_P_ar_k-L,_1.::..9_6....;.7_S_ur_v_e-"-y_· ______ _:_ __________ _ 

Name of 
Submitt~d by:' D .R • Runyan Quantity Rep. __________ Materiai: __ Gr_a_v_e_l _______ _ 

Source: __ kr_a....::p:....a_h_o_C_r_e_e_k_P_i_t _________________________________ _ 

Test for:_s_e_c_._1_0_4_.:...., _2_0_0 __________ Tested by: __ R_._G_._,<--D_. G_ • ..!...,_K_._R_ • ...:o,_&_P_._E_. _______ _ 

WASHED MECHANICAL ANALYSIS,% PASSING 

Sieve 
Size 
3" 
1~" 

1'.' 

%" 
~ .. 

3/8" 

#4 
#8 e #10 
#40 

#200 

·L. L. 
P.l; 

Comb. 
Original 

~u 

86 

76 

70 

55 
43 

34 
16 

5 

-
JiJ1> 

CEMENT AT ION 

P.S.I. Camp. Str. 95 
. HUBBARD FIELD 

% Swell 
% Abs. 
Stab. Wet 
Stab. Dry 
%Retained 

L. A. ABRASION 

Grading----

1De4' 

1UU 

90 

77 

59 
46 

35 
16 

5 

-
NP 

100 R 500 R 

%Loss __ ..J..Q_ 

Sand Eq. 38 

Sec. 
200 

lUU 

69 
52 
Lt3 

41 

19 

7 

-
JiJ1> 

Specifications 
De gr. Sec. 104 Sec. 200 

100 

100 100 

75 
62 30-70 35-65 

48 
27 
11 0-15 0-10 

-
NP 

STABILOMETER 
'~R" at 400 P. S.l. Ex. Pressure 

R 

% Moisture 
Density 

Wt./Cu. Ft. Compacted 
Base Course 

80 

6.1 

136.0 

T-180 Method D 140.9 @ 6.'7% 

Subbase 
T-180Method D(:RXl)143.1@ 5.5Jo 
Asphalt Mix 

T -167 

Soft Particles 

Fractured Faces 

1 
92 

% 

% 

OIL DESIGN 

Test data '"Prasentad on this 
page is lir~itt::d to fh:l samo!es 
from ihe sp;,cific locations. shown 

and !o those locarior.s alone . 

Additive used 
%by C. K. E. 

See Sheet No. 3 ....;;._ __ 
% used 
%swell 
% absorption 
Stability P.S.I. 

Wet ••••••• ___ _ 
Dry ••••••. ___ _ 

% retained 

Remarks:-------------=------------------ DISTRIBUTION: 

-'------------------
Region Office 
Division Office 
Project Eng. 
Lab. File 

1 
1 
1 
2 

REPORTED BY: ekt 

GPO 838 • 024 



Form PR-9-232 
April 1965 .: 

.;.:- SHEET NO ., _ __..3'-- 0 F'· __ 3..___ 
U.S. DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 

Bureau of Public Roods 
Region Nine 

REPORT OF TESTS ON SURFACING AND OIL-MAT MATERIALS 
(Plant-mix and Chips) 

67-509-516-P ~Jay 3, 1968 Lab. No:_~~--'--~---- Field Sample No:--------------Dote:. __ ..:.___:_ _____ _ 

Rocky Mountain National Park, 1967 Survey Project._· __ _;:_ ___________ ___:. _________________________ _ 

D R R Nome of Gravel Submitted .By: __ ~_. __ un__:.ya_n ____ Quantity Rep. __________ Material: __________ _ 

Source:_Ar_a_p~a_h_o_Cr_e_e_k_P_i_t ____________________________________ __ 

Test for: Sec. 217 & 313 Tested by: A.T., K.R., D.G., R.G., & P..B. 

WASHED M.A.% PASSING 

Sieve 
Size 

3" 
lW 
1" 

%" 
~ .. 

3/8' 

a #4 

. 

. 
·W'#S 

#10 
#40 
#200 

L.L 
P.l. 

Comb. 
Original 

90 
86 
76 
70 

55 
43 

34 
16 
_5 

-
JI1P 

HUBBARD FIOL.g 
%Swell 
% Abs. 2.9 
Stab. Wet 940 
Stab. Dry 1965 

Sec. 
200 

lUU 

b'j 

52 
43 
41 
19 

7 

-
NP 

%Retained ____ 4_;_8.::..__ 

L. A. ABRASION 
Grading _______ _ 

100R SOOR 
% Loss 

Spec's. 
Sec. 

100 

35-65 

-
0-10 

Additive Used 
%by C. K. E. 
%Used 
%Swell 
% Absorption 
Stability P. S.l. 

Wet ....•... 
Dry ...... . 

% Retained 

Specific Gravity 
Laboratory 
Thea. Max. 
% Theo. 

wt ./cu.ft. 
compacted 

STATIC IMMERSION 
% 

Additive 
None 

0;5-A 
1-A 
1-PB 
RS-K 

Film Retained 
0 Hours 

100 
100 
100 
100 
100 

24 Hours 

95+ 
95+ 
95+ 
95+ 
95+ 

SPECIFIC GRAVITY & ABS. 

+ #4 - #4 Comb. 
2.73 2.73 2.73 

None 

5.3 
6.3 
0.2 
1.8 

266 
212 

125 

2.29 
2,43 
94 

146 

OIL/ DESIGN 
120,150 AC 

1cfdl.cra 

5.3 
6.3 
0.2 
1.6 

345 
262 
132 

2.29 
2.43 

94 

1%Lime 
5.4 
6.4 

0.2 
1.9 

235 
245 

96 

2.30 
2.43 

95 

147 _1~4...;;...6_ 

San'd Equivo lent 

Soft Particles 

Fractured Faces 

T-101 Swell 

Sulfate Soundness 

Sp. Gr. 
Abs. 1.2 1.3 1.3 DISTRIBUTION: 

Remarks: _____ T_e.:..;..;:...:d.:..:..M.=,a,..:..;r-"':..::;:>.:..:..';;~<~:..:.:·~...:!e,::..d ...:c.:..:..n .:..:..fh.:..:..,is:__ _________ _ 
pzge is !:m:rud io nl~ sa:npfeli 

-~------~~~om~~~~e~S~P-~,c~:n~c~:o~co~-!~'o~ns~s~ho_w_n _________ __ -WI! eu. ~ f<> lh -~- lee~·•en~ elone. 

Region Office --r--1 __ _ 

Division Office 
Project Eng. 
Lab. File 

REPORTED BY: 
ekt 

% 
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2 % 
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100 

90 
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30 
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1~41N. 

20 

10 

0 
l 1t21N. 
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IDENTIFIES SIMPLIFIED 
PRACTICE AND 
COMPATIBLE SIEVE SIZES 
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FIGURE 17 

Arapaho Creek Pit . Looking southeasterly over the pit area which 
lies primarily within high water of Granby Lake and on both sides 
of Arapaho Creek. Holes 1, 2 , 3, 4, 5, and 6 are indicated . 

e 

,. 
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PARKVID3 "MATSRIALS StTRVBY 

Western Slope 0 Eastern Slope 0 

Pit Nurnoer _!B:L __ _ BPR Lab. No. 67-497 through 67-503 

Flight Strip ___ 3.4~:-______ _ Photograph 5-6· 
--------~ ---------

LOCAL NP1I3, LOC_~_TION 

AND G"SN2RAL DESCRIP
TION 

QUANTITY 

Cutthroat :Bay Pit, a point belo17 Lake Granby 
high water forming the west side of Cut-· 
throat Bay, west of the Granby pumping plant. 
1\Lap Coordinates - Colorado Coordinate 
System, North Zone. 

311 000 1894 000 

145,000 cubic yarcls "indicated". 

ANALYSIS OF LA:BOI\.ATOEY As indicated by test results, Holes 4 & 5are of 
T~ST DATA, CONDITIONS poor material. This material is located at 
OP u""S6 )_ND RECC:\IJ\.'LSN- west edge of pit limits could be excluded in 
DATIONS excavation, thereby raising the quality of the 

material in the rest of the pit. However, this 
would decrease the quantity of·!T'.aterial available. The tests indicate 
that 52% of ~7:!4 material was wasted in order to meet the specification 
for base material. If the rraterial surrounding Holes 4 and 5 were 
excluded, the amount of q·M material that has to be wasted would be 
lowered considerably. 
Excluding Holes 4 and 5, this material probably is suitable for sub
base, base, and bituminous stabilized base aggregate. This material 
could probaply be used for concrete aggregate if the material from 
Holes 4 and 5 were excluded and some of the ~14 material wasted. 

(continued) 



.' ·-· .. ·~ ··(. . --
(Cent inued) 

_·.~.:... 

The use of this aggregate with asphaltic waterial might require an 
anti-stripping agent such as hydrated lime or acra. A clayey 
overburden up to 61 would have to be removed; and 10-15% of the 
material is in excess of 10" with a maximum size of 1/3 cubic 
yard. l'aterial removed will be subject to terms set in Bureau of 
Reclamatio:r: 1 s August 22, 1967, letter. 
Amount of material available will depend on the lake level. 
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Hole No •. 1: 

0-4" 

4"-6' 

6-11~ 1 

Hole No. 2: 

1~ 4' 

4-11' 

Hole No. 3: 

1 ~ o.1..t 
~72 

Hole No. 4: 

0-1 1 • 

1-4' 

-. ., . 
<· 

,, ~ .. . _ .... -

Western Slope 
Cutthroat Bay Pit 
9-W 

Log of Holes 

Dark brown silty clay, roots (topsoil). 

Brown, silty plastic clay. 

Gray-brown clayey sand and gravel. Cobbles 
rounded to sub-rounded. 

5-10% oversize to 15'1• 

Brown silty clay, roots in top?fe\:r inches. 

Light bro~m very sandy clay grading do~mward 
into clayey sand and gravel. 

Gray-brmT.n clayey sand grading downward into 
damp, slightly clayey sand and gravel. Cobbles 

--~e sub-rounded. Water in very bottom. 

5% oversize to 18". 10-15% of the oversize 
between 4-8". 

Brovvn silty and sandy clay with roots at top. 

Light bra\~ clayey sand and coarse gravel. Cobbles 
are sub-rounded to sub-angular. 

Up to 25% oversize to 1/3 cubic yard. 

Brown silty clay, roots in top few inches. 

Light browa clayey sand to very sandy clay. 



Cutthroat Bay Pit 
(continued) 

Hole No. 4:. (continued) 

4-11!' 

Hole No. 5: 

Gray-brown very s~~dy clay to clayey sand and 
gravel. Cl;:ty is gray and very plastic. Very 
clayey from 6-8 1 • Slightly cleaner below 8•. 
Water at 11 1 • 

5% oversize to 18". 

0-6" Dark brovm silty clay, roots, (topsoil). 

6"-5' 

6t-10' 

Hole No. 6: 

0-1' 

1-%-' 

Brovm silty clay. Caliche at base. 

· Light brown, very sandy and gravelly clay. 
Cobbles are sub-rounded. 

No oversize. 

Gray-brown slightly clayey sand and gravel. 
Cobbles are sub-rounded. 

Less than 55S oversize to 18", but up to 15% 
oversize betv1een 9-10 1 • 

Brovm silty and. sandy clay, roots at top. 

Light brow~ clayey.sa~d and co~rse gravel. 
Becomes slightly cleaner with depth. Cobbles 
are sub-rounded. 

10-15% oversize to 24". 



Form PR-9-230 
April 1965 

SHEET N0----+1-0F -4--
·' .. ,. U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE 

·; Bureau of Public Roads 
Region Nine 

REPORT OF TESTS ON SURFACING AND OIL-MAT MATERIALS 
(Separate Test Hole Gradation, L. L., and P. 1.) 

Lab. No: ~497-502-1' Fi~ld Semple No'------'-----'-----'---Dote: April 11' 1968 

Project: ___ R=-.;:..o~c-=ky"--'l=--=1..:::..o-=un::..::..;:t.::.:ac::ic=.:n~N;..::a::...:t=i=-=o=n=a"-'l=-=P-=a=r,_,k=''--1~9""'6"-7-'--'S"'-u""'rv"--!-e""y,;....-______________ _ 
Nome of 

Submitted by: __ R_:u..::n::!!.ya~n ______ Quontity Rep.--------- Mote rio I _ __,G,_,r,._,a"'-y"--'e""--1""-------

Source: Cutthroat J3ay Pit 

Test for: _G_r_a_d_a_t_i_o_n_,_L_._L_ • ...:.,_P_._L_. ______ Te sted by: _ __::R::.:·~G::..:·~':--=D::.:•~G::::...•:!..'L-V~.ll~l.!.... --------

Sieve 
Size 

3" 
1J.l" 
1" 

%" 
J.l" 

3/8" 
#4 

#8 

-#10 
., #40 

#200 

L.L 
P.l. 

REMARKS: 

67-497 
Hole #1 

68 
61 
'56 
52 

46 
40 

J4 
14 

7 

23 
~ 

67-498 
Hole #2 

82 
72 
66 
64 

57 
so 

39 
13 

5 

23 
~ 

WASHED MECHANICAL ANALYSIS, % PASSING 
67-499 67-500 67-501 67-502 
Hole #3 Hole #4 Hole #S 

88_ 8_6_ _B_Q_ 

7"l, Rs f)"l, 
f1R R? _5_6_ 

65 79 54 

58 69 48 
t)1 h,7 41 

39 49 34 
14 35 18 

6 25 11 

24 37 31 
3 20 11 

Test data represenkld on this 
page is fimiled to the samples 
from the spacific locations shown 
and lo those locations •lone, 

'.• 

Hole #6 Hole #7 

_R6_ 

f1R 
~ 
'58 

51 ., 

_44 

33 
14 

5 

24 
3 

Hole #8 Comb. 

A1 
_'7"1.. 

'1..0.. 
()7 

I 

I '59 
I '50 

I 
I 40 

19 
10 

28 
10 

DISTRIBUTION: 
Region Office 1 
Division Office --~11 __ 
Project Eng. 

Lab. File 2 

REPORTED BY: ekt 

GPO 849·460 



Form PR-9-230 
April 1965 

Lab. No:67-503-P 

SHEET N0._..=2 __ .0F_L 

........ .. ~. 
U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE 

Bureau of Pub I ic Roods 
Region Nine 

REPORT OF TESTS ON SURFACING AND OIL-MAT MATERIALS 
'(Separate Test l-lole Gradation,.L. L., and P. I.) 

,, 

Field Sample No: ---------------Date: _-=.:A:.tp::..::r::..:l=.. =1___:1....:1:....,.__1.:...L.9..=6c.::8:...__ 

Proiect: Rocky :~·IoL-mtain National Park, 1967 Sur-.r~y 

Name of 
Submitted by: __ ...:P:.:.'U=!l:..r.Y9..:::·-"':.::l1.:._ _____ Quantity Rep. ___________ Material Ovcrbu.:-cd~n 

Source: __ ~C~u~-~G~~·~h=r~0~8~--~~·~3~·~a~y~P~l~·v~·-----------~----------------------------

Test for: Grad~tion, L.J.J. & P.J,. Tested by: _________________________ _ 

Sieve 67-503 
Size 

3" 
1~" 

1" 

%" 
Y2" 

3/8" 
#4 

#8 

#10 
__ #40 

#200 

L.L 
. P. I. 

REMARKS: 

Hole #I 

100 

99 
96 
82 
., 

37 
16 

Hole #2 

WASHED MECHANICAL ANALYSIS, % PASSING 

Hole #3 Hole #4 Hole #5 

Jest .data r 
epresent d 

Page is limited e on this 
from tho ·~ .,. to the samples 

·Oo'•CiiC I 0 

And lo those I _ocahons shown 
o,a/•on:~ alone, 

Hole #6 Hole #7 Hole #8 Comb. 

DISTRIBUTION: 
Region Office 
Division Office 
Project Eng. 
Lab. File 

1 

1 
? 

REP 0 R TED BY : __ ____;·"'~.k...._t...__ 

GPO 849·460 
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Form PR-9-231 
Rev, April 1965 

?; 

··~ 

U.S. bEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 
Bureau of Public Roads 

SHEET NO. _3...___ OF 4 

Region Nine 

REPORT OF TESTS ON SURFACING. AND OIL-MAT MATERIALS 
(Sub-base, Base Course, and Base Stabilization) 

Lab. No: _6....:7~-_4.:..:9~7:....-...:5:.....0_2_-_:P __ F i· !d Sample No: --~----------Date:_A_,p,_r_i_l_1_1...:,:....__1_,9~6_8 __ 

Project: _R_o_c_ky.::..__M_o_un_t_a_i_n_N_a_t_i_o_n_a_l_P_a_r_k-',_1-'9'-6_7.;..___S_urv __ e...:::y ____ ~--------------
· Name of 

Submitted by: L...' _R_u_ny~a_n ___ __..,..-- Quantity Rep. __________ Materia I : ____ G_r_a_v_e_l _____ _ 

.Source: __ C_u_t_t_h_r_o_a_t_E_a-'y'--P_i_t __________ _ 

Test for: Sec. 104, 200, Degradation 
Compaction, L.A. Abrasion 

Tested by: __ R-'-. _G..c.•.:..' _D_c._G_._,,___V_._M_ • ..:.,_K_. R_. _______ _ 

Sieve 

Size 
3"· 
1~" 

1'' 

Comb. 
Original 

81 

73 
70 

67 

WASHED MECHANICAL ANALYSIS,% PASSING 

Sec. Sec. Spedfications STABILOMETER 

104 200 De gr. Sec. 104 Sec. 200 
"R" ;t ~~c !1·01'3 E~~re~:2YJo/6 

100* 100 %Moisture 7.3 7.2 

91 Density 134.0 132 • 6 
84. 100** 1 (1() 

WtjCu. Ft. Compacted 

3/8' 

#4 
A#8 
.#10 

#40 

' '59 66 70 77 Base Course 

#200 

L. L. 

P.l. 

50 

40 
19 
10 

28 

19 

CEMENTATION 

P. S. I. Comp. Str. 79 

'5'5 50 

43 37 
21 18 

11 9 

25 --
7 1T . ' 

62 10-70 'l,t;_,<z:; 

4.8 
2'1 
12 I 0-1 '1 0-1r1 

24 (') -?1'\ 

6 .D-6.~ 

OIL DESIGN 

SEE SHEET NO. 4 

T-180 Method D 

Subbase 
T-180Method D(Rev.) 137.6@ 7.1% 

Asphalt Mix 

T-167 

Soft Partie les 

Fractured Faces 

2 
80 

% 

% 

HUB-BARD ·FIEL·D 
% Swell Additive used 

%by C. K. E. 
---

% Abs. 
Stab. Wet 
Stab. Dry 

% Retained 

L. A. ABRASION 

Grading----

100 R 500 R 

%Loss 42 ----
Sand Eq. 

%used 
%swell 
% absorption 

Stability P. S.l. 
Wet ••.•••• ---
Dry ••.•••• __ _ 

%retained 

Remarks: -*-..,.T:-r:h:-:i:-s.....,....grr-:"::,a'T"d-:a=ct=-ri-=-o=n~wa.....--s--.,-o_b_t-:a.-l'h. n..--e_d-.b_,_y--:-c_ru~s_h_i_n_,g..__a_l_l_o_f_ 
the +12-" material to -1i-" material. 

** This gradation vvas obtained by wasting 52% 
of the ~4 material. 

Test dale represented on this· 
page is limited to the samples·· 
from the specific locations snowri' 
and to those locations alone. 

DISTRIBUTION: 
Region .Office 

Division Office 
Project Eng. 
Lab. File 

1 

1 

2 

REPORTED BY: ekt 

GPO 838·024 
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Form PR-9-232 
April 1965 

~'-... .. ~ :; .. t· 

U.s: DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 
Bureau of Public Roods 

SHEET NO. 4 OF·_--.::::.4_ 

Region Nine 

REPORT OF TESTS ON SURFACING. AND OIL-MAT MATERIALS 
(Plant-mix and Chips) 

Lab. No: 67-497-502-P Field Sample No: ____________ ---';__Date: Aoril 11' 1968 

Project: Rocky Mountain National Park, 1967 Survey 

Name of Grave 1 
Submitted By: _ __..=R.:...:u;::nc.::ya~n:.;:_ _____ Quantity ReP·---------'-- Materia''----.,---------

Saurce:_:......::C:..::u::.:t::....t::..:b~_r::....:::.o.::a:..::t:......::J3:.:a:.:.yL......:P::....J.=-· ..:t-------------------:------------.,.---

Test for: Oil Design, Stat. Immersion, 
Specific Gravity 

Sieve 
Size 

3" . 

WASHED M.A. % PASSING 

Comb. Sec. Spec's. 
Original 200 Sec. 

81 

73 
70 
67 100 100 

Tested by: D.G., 

Additive Used 
%by C. K. E. 
%Used * 
%Swell 
%Absorption 

R.R., A.T., R.G., K.R. 

OIL DESIGN 
120L150 AC 

None 1%Lime 1 f . 1oAcra 

4.3 5.2 4.3. 

8.3 9~2 8.3 

1.0 0!8 0.7 

3.& 2.8 2.3 

1" 

*" 
Yz" Stability P. S.J .. . 3/8' 

#4 
a #8 -

• #10 

#40 
#200 

L.L 
P.J. 

59 
50 

40 
19 
10 

28 
10 

70 
50 

37 
lts 

9 

--
.NP 

HUBBARD F.
3
1El.D 

% Swe II --.=;--,•_4 __ _ 
% Abs. 1 • 6 
Stab. Wet --.4rro.-ro.----
Stab. Dry 221 0 --==---=----
% Retained 18 

----'~---

L. A. ABRASION 
· Grading ----...,..-----

100 R 500 R 
% Loss 

35-65 Wet ....... 102 167 165 
Dry ....... 125 201 225 

% Retained 22 81 73 
Speci.fic Gravity 

0-10 
. 

Laboratory 2.23 2.26 2.26 
Thea. Max. 2.33 2.33 2.33 
%Thea. 96 27 97 

wt./cu. :ft. 
compacted 141 143 142 

Test data repre~ented on this 
page is limited to thg samples 

STATIC IMMERSION from the specific locations shown 
% 

Additive 
None 

0.5-A 
j-~ 

1-E] 
RSK 

Sp. Gr. 
Abs. 

Film Retained c:md to those locations alone. Sand Equivalent 
0 Hours 24 Hours 

100 95+ Soft Particles 

100 95+ 
100 95+ Fractured Faces 

100 95+ 
100 95+ T -101 Swell 

SPECIFIC GRAVITY & ABS. Sulfate Soundness 

+ #4 - #4 Comb. 
1~.69 ~.6S} 2,69 
1.3 2.0 1. 7 DISTRIBUTION: 

1 
Remarks: __________________ _..:_ _____ _ 

Region Office 
Division Office 
Project Eng. 
Lob. File 

1 
* "P .. rc.,.nt JJS"ld by Rice Vacuu.rn 1 

----------------- 2 

REPORTED BY: ekt 
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FOR-·11;5 
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~ THIS SYMBOL ~deniticatian of gradations: 

IDENTI Fl ES Sl M PLI Fl EO 
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GRADATION CHART 
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··.~ 
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1
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SIEVE SIZES 

---- ---------

-~ 
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FIGURE 9 

Cutthroat Bay Pit . Looking south from Hole 6. 
Holes 3, 4, and 5 are indicated. Pit area is 
below Lake Granby 's high water level on the west 
side Cutthroat Bay. Lake Granby is in the 

background . 
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PARK.'!ID~ MATERIALS. S"LJRV"SY 

Western Slope ~ 

Pit Number __ 13:W _ 

Flight Strip __ ---::30 

LOCAL N.uNE, LOCATION 
AND G~NERAL DESCRIP
TION 

QUANTITY 

ANALYSIS OF LABOnATORY 
T3ST DATA, CO~fDITIONS 
OF lJS S AND ?..ECO:.ITviSN
DATIONS 

Eastern Slope [] 

BPR Lab. No. 67-489 through 67-496 ---------------

Photograph 2-48 

Cemetery Pit, 400'+ south of R~WP 
Westside 1aintena:n'Ce yard and north 
of Grand Lake Cemetery. 
l~p-Coordinates - Colorado Coordinate 
System, North Zone. 

338 625 1905 750 

201,000 cubic yards. 

This material is suitable for subbase 
. ' as too nru.ch JI'.aterial would be wasted 

for base, or asphaltic surfacing aggregates. 
The gradation for'subbase was obtained 
by wasting 29% of the total pit. 
Test holes indicate up to 2' of sandy 

:Clay or silt overburden. 5-10% of 
material is in excess of 10", with 
maximum size of t cubic yard. 

------:·-~-------
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Log of Holes 

Hole No. 1: 

Western Slope 
Cemetery Pit 
13-W 

0-2 1 Light brovm, very clayey sand and gravel. 
Roots in top 6 11

• 

2-3 1 Gray-brown, clean sand and gravel. Cobbles 
are sub-rounded. 

-----·-; 
-- --·-----· j 3-9' 

Hole No. 2: 

0-2 1 

2-9 1 

Hole No. 3: 

0-6 11 

611-1-i' 
1~ 10 I 

No oversize, 611 maximum size. 

Gray-brovm, clayey sand and coarser gravel. 
Cobbles are mainly sub-rounded. Becomes 
damper and less coarse toward bottom. 

i;. 

Less than 5% oversize to 15-18 11
• 

Light brown, sandy clay, roots in top 611
• 

Gray-brown, clayey sand and gravel. Cobbles 
are sub-angular to sub-rounded. 

Less than 5% oversize to 15-18 11
• 

Dark brown sandy clay, roots, (topsoil). 

Light brovm clayey silt. 

Gray-brmvn, clayey sand and gravel. Clear in 
top few inches. Cobbles are sub-a..YJ.gular to 
sub-rounded. Ka.terial very spotty; becomes 
cleaner below 6 1 • Clayey silt at very bottom. 

5-10% oversize to ~ ~ cubic yard. 

1 

! 
1 
f 
t • 
' ! 
' ' 



'·, . .. ~... . . •(. 

Hole No. 4: 

o-1t' 

11 211 :a-2 

2~ 10 1 

Hole No. 5: 

o-6" 

6"-10!' 

Hole No. 6: 

o-6" 

6"-3' 

3'4' 

Hole N"o. 1: 

o-6" 

6"-3' 

Cemetery Pit 
(continued) 

Light brovm clayey silt, r"ots in top 6". 

Gray sandy silt with some gravel to 6". 

Gray-brmvrt clayey sand and gravel. Cobbles 
are sub-rounded to sub-angular. ].:aterial is 
spotty, but in general quite dirty; coarser 
and cleaner tovrard bottom. 

· Less than 5~S oversize to 18". 

Light brown sandy clay, roots, (topsoil). 

Gray-brovm, clayey sand and gravel to sandy 
silt. Cobbles are sub-rounded. to sub-angular. 
Clean layer at 7'• 

Less than 5% oversize to 1/3 cubic yard. 

Brown sandy clay, roots, (topsoil). 

Light brmvn silty sand, no gravel. 

Light gray-brovm, slightly clayey sand and 
fine gravel. Nothing over 1 ". 

Brovm sandy clay roots, (topsoil). 

Light brov~n clayey sand. 

3-7' Gray-brmvrt clayey sand and gravel. Cobbles are 
sub-rounded to sub-angular. 

5% oversize to 15". 

Gray-browrt, clean sand and fine gravel. Little 
over 1". Water seepage at bottom of hole. 
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U7S.DEPARTMENT OF ~OMMERCE 
Bureau of Public Roads 

Region Nine 
' 

,.~HEET N0 . .,.__1 __ 0F_2_ 

REPORT OF TESTS ON SURFACING AND OIL-MAT MATERIALS 
(Separate Test Hole Gradation; L. L., and P. 1.) 

Lab. No: 67-489-496-P Field Sample Na": -----~-------Date: May 3, 1 968 

Proiectl·_-=:Rc.:::Oc.:::C~ky:..I-~M:..>:o'-"u~n...,t""a""'i,_..n"-"N'""a"-'t"""i....,o.._.n .... a .... l......_.P,_,a .... r .... ko...,-..1.._9,...6'"'"7+-S ..... J.u.l.._TI-"-r=e-.1-y.,.------------------

Name of 
Submitted by: -~R~u~n;;=-.Y~a::n::._ _____ Quontity Rep.--------- Materia I __ G.::.r::..a=v~e-=1 _____ _ 

Source: __ C_e_m_e_t_e_r~y_P_i_t _______________________ --'---------

T f Gradation, L.L. & P.I. T db D.G., A T., R G , K R est or: _________________ este y: • • • • • 

:7-.189 Sieve6 
Size 

3" 
11-2" 
1" 
~ .. 
Yl" 

3/8'' 
#4 

A#B 
. .., #10 

-··· 

#40 

#200 

L.L 
P.t. 

REMARKS: 

Hole #1 

9'5. 

92 
89 

84 
79 

72 
47 
21 

-
NP 

67-.190 
Hole #2 

_9'1 

92 
88 
8'5 

79 
74 

66 
41 
18 

-
NP 

WASHED MECHANICAL ANALYSIS, % PASSING 
61-.191 67-A.G2 67-Jq~ 
Hole #3 Hole #4 Hole #5 

92 9~ ..9.'1 
81 91 _90 
78 87 87 
74 84 86 

69 78 82 
64 74 _78 

59 70 72 
36 48 48 
15 23 13 

-- - --
NP NP NP 

ted on this 
lest data reprcsen the <3m?leS 

is limited to - . h wn page .,. locations s o . 
t\1::r. spCCidC 

from - · 1 t" ens alone. 
and to those oca ' ' . 

ri7-Jq6 _6_7-A.C) 
Hole #6 Hole #7 

8.1 . -

80 
100 ']_9_ 

' 

_2_8 .1.4. 
_25 68 

87 _5_8 
3.5_ 24 

5 5 

- --
NP NP 

67-LtGS 
Hole#f Comb. 

_9..4. 

86 
80 
7_8 

121 ~3 
88 68 

tl1 61 
38 3_2_ 

4 14 

r-- -
rP NP 
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Lab. File 2 
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Form PR;9-231 
Rev. April 1965 

i· 
SHEET N0.--<-2 __ oF___2_ ' U. S. DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 

Bureau of Public Roads 
Region Nine. 

REPORT OF TESTS ON SURFACING. AND OIL-MAT MATERIALS 
(Sub-base, Base Course, and Base Stabilization) 

67-489-496-P Lob. No: __________ Field Sample No: ___________ Dote: __ M-=a:.!!.y--=3:..!.,--=1~9..:..6..:..8 __ _ 

Rocky Mountain Nat'l. Park, 1967 Survey 
Project: ____ ~------------------------------------------

Submitted by:' Runyan · Quantity Rep. 
Nome of 

________ Materia I: ____ G_r_a_v_e_l _______ _ 

Souree: __ C_e_m_e_t_e_r~y~P_i_t ____________________________ ~--------------------

Test for: Sec • 104 Tested by: D. G., A.T., R.G., I\.R. 

WASHED MECHANICAL ANALYSIS,% PASSING 

Sieve 

Size 
3" 
1~" 

1" 

3/8' 

#4 

a #8 
.• #10 

. 

#40 

#200 

L.L 

P.l. 

Comb. 
Original 

94 
86 

80 

... o 
fV 

73 
68 

61 

39 
14 

-
NP 

CEMENTATION 

See. 

104 * 

90 

82 

72 

63 

I)') 

34 
13 

--
NP 

P. S. I. Camp. Str. _______ _ 

HUBBARD FIELD 

% Swell 

% Abs. 
Stab. Wet 

Stab. Dry 

% Retained 

L. A. ABRASION 

Grading--'-----

100 R 500 R 

%Loss 

Sand Eq. 

See. Specifications 
Degr. See. 104 See. 

100 

30-70 

0-15 

STABILOMETER 

''R" at P. S.l. Ex. Pressure 

R 

%Moisture 

·Density 

wijcu. Ft. Compacted 

Bose Course 

T ·180 Method D 

Subbase 

T-180 Method Dl:Rex<.)l39.4@ 6.o% 
Asphalt Mix 

T -167 

Soft Partie les 

Fractured Faces 

% 

% 

OIL DESIGN 

Additive 'used 

%by C. K. E. 

% used 

%swell 

%absorption 

Stability P. S.l. 
Wet ••••••.• __ _ 
Dry •.••••• __ _ 

%retained 

Test data represented on this 
l)l!ge is limited to the sample:; 
fro., th~ specific locations shown 
and to tnose locations alone. 

Remarks: * This gradation was obtained by wasting 43% of 

the ori.ginal 44 material . 
DISTRIBUTION: 

Region Office 

Division Office 

Project Eng. 

Lob. File 

REPORTED BY: 

GPO B3B ·024 



FIGURE 10 

Cemetery Pit . Photograph sho\TS Hole 1 across 
the graveled road . The area is heavily wooded 
with lodgepole pit and a fe~ aspen. As ·small 

clearing is noted in the background. 

FIGURE 11 

Cemetery Pit. Looking north showing Hole 6 
with erratocs in foregroQ~d and possible 
sand-filled shallow ~ale in background . 
The area is heavily timbered with lodgepole 

pine. 
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PAR.K:'!ID3. MATBRIALS Slirtv~Y 

We ste :-n~ Slope Gl Eastern Slope [] 

.Pit Number ____ 14-W 

Flight Strip ----~3~0~--- ·---· Photograph ____ 2-48 ___ _ 

LOCAL lUJ,IB, LOCATION 
AND G3N3RAL DESCRIP
TION 

QUA .. ''ITITY 

ANALYSIS OF LABOnATORY 
TEST DATA, CONDITIONS 
OP 1JSE ;.Jm RECmlM3N
DATIO:HS 

Harbison Pit, an existing pit south of 
Harbison Iv~adovrs, located 4 miles vv53st of · 
U.s. Highway 34. 
1/ap Coordinates - Colorado Coordinate 
System, North Zone. 

. 340 500 - 1905r OO"o 

75,000+ cubic ;;ra.rds. 

This material is suitable for only subbase, 
and wasting 16% of the total pit would be 
required to make ,subbase. 
Stripping of a~roxirna.tely 1 1 would be 
required and 51o of the material is in excess 
of 10", with a maximum size of i- cubic yard. 
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Hole No. 1: 

f.-

Log of Holes 

~ .. 

Western Slope 
Harbison Pit 
14-W 

0-(+)5' Tan clayey sand and gravel. Cobbles are sub
angular to sub-rounded. 

Hole No. 2: 

0-4'+ 

4+-9' 

Hole No. 3: 

0-4' 

4-9' 

Hole No. 4: 

o-6" 

6"-Jla-' 

3~ 11' 

5% oversize to 18". 

Represents 17' high pit face. 

Brown clayey sand and gravel. Very spotty with 
a few lumps of sandy clay. Cobbles are sub
angular (larger sizes) to sub-rounded (smaller 
sizes). ~' 

5-10% oversize decreasing with depth. 24" rraximum size. 

Gray clean sand with some rounded gravel. 

Brovr.n to dark gray, clayey sand and gravel to 
sandy clay. Wood fragments (fill). 

Gray-brmT.n, clean sand and fine gravel. Free 
water at 8!' but not particularly damp above. 

Dark brown sandy clay, roots (topsoil).· 

Light brovm clean sand and gravel. Cobbles are 
sub-rounded. 

No oversize, maximum 3-4". 

Same but gray-brov~~. Half inch layers of fine 
gravel in clayey matrix at bottom. 



.. ~_,.. . 
·. ' 

Hole No. 5: 

•• 

Harbison Pit 
(continued) 

0-6" Dark brovm sandy, clay, roots, .(topsoil). 

6"-9' 

Hole No. 6: 

0-2t' 

2~ 10 1 

Light brown clayey sand and gravel. Cobbles 
are sub-angular. 

5-10% .oversize to t cubio yard. 

Light brown clayey silt. Roots appear in upper 6". 

G:ray-brovm clayey sand and gravel.. Cobbles are 
sub-angular (larger sizes) to sub-rounded (smaller 
sizes). Becomes damper with depth. Small 
amount of seepage 1-2 1 above bottom. 

5% oversize to 24". 
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-.... SHEET NO. 1 OF_....;3:;..._ 

u~S:DEPARTMENT'OF COMMERCE 
· ' Bureau of Public Roods 

Region Nine 

REPORT OF TESTS ON SURFACING AND OIL-MAT MATERIALS 
(Separate Test Hole Gradation, L. L ., and P. J.) 

Lab. No: 67-463-467-P Field Sample No: _______ i _______ Date:_~M~a'-Jy~8~t'--!1!....9~6~8~--

Proiect: Rocky Mountain National Park, 1967 Survey 

Submitted by: __ R_u_n-"y_a_n ______ Quantity Rep.---------
Name of 
Mate rio I Gravel 

Source: ___ H_a_r_b_i_n_s_o_n_P_i_t ____________________________ ,_ __ 

Test for: -~G-=r=a~d::::a,_,t""i""o'-"'n'-Lt--=1"-".""L"-'.'--"&"'-· _,P,-'"""'I"-' • ..__ ___ Tested by: R • G. , A • T • ; R • R • , K. R • , D • G • 

Sieve 
Size 
3!~ 

1~" 

1 •: 

*" 
~ .. 

3/8" 
#4 

#8 

-#10 
#4!) 

#200 

- L.L 
P.J. 

REMARKS: 

67-463 
Hole #1 

92 
Cl5 
Cl3 
19 

71 
65 

"J7 
37 
17 

--
NP 

67-464 
Hole #2 

100 
96 
93 
90 

Cl4 

78 

69 
16 

9 

--
NP 

WASHED MECHANICAL ANALYSIS, % PASSING 
67-468 67-465 67-466 67-467 
Hole #3 

100 

94 

86 
18 
1 

-
NP 

Hole #4 Hole #5 Hole #6 

97 91 90 
92 83 82 
89 81 77 
85 78 75 

18 72 67 
71 _6_6_ liO 

58 _sa _52 
1'1 1,.1 

1 16 

- -
NP NP 

1est C:la!111 repres.:>nted on '"is 
page is llmitGd to the s~m;:.las 
fi'Oiil thi apo,ilic locotions_ shown 
in<! til. i~ lot~~lim1i~~-

1,1 

11) 

--
NP 

Hole #7 Hole #8 Comb. 
_2_6 
89 
84 
81 

75 
_6A 

_50 

~? 
1? 

...:;.. 

lJP 

DISTRIBUTION: 
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Project Eng. 1 
Lab. File 2 

REPORTED BY: ekt 
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U. S.~DEPARTM.ENT OF TRANSPORTATION 
. Bureau of Public Roads 

Region Nine 

'·:': ': 
-·.-SHEET NO. 2 OF 3 

REPORT OF TESTS ON SURFACING .AND OIL-MAT MATERIALS 
(Sub-base, Base Course, and Base Stabilization) 

Lab. N 0 : _6_7;_-_4..:..6--=-3-__,_4..::.6_.:.7_-_P __ F ie ld Sample No:---"--~~~~------ Date: May 8, 1 968 

Project: __ R_o_c_ky-"'--_}_lo.::_u_n...;_t_a_i_n_;__N_a__;_:ct_;_i_o_n.:_a.:_l.;._:P:_.a.:_;_r=-o_k-<.,_1__.9:_6.:_7,_·'-, -=-S-=u:=rv_;_::e:..y'--------------------~ 
Name of 

Submit ted by: ._1 __ R_u_n_y"--a_n ______ Quantity Rep. __________ Materia I : _ _;G~r:.:a~v~ec:l,_ _____ _ 

Harbinson Pit 
.Source:-------.,----------------------------------------

Test !or: __ S_e_c_._1_0_4"'"'''-2_0_0 _________ Tested by: D.G., K.R., A.T., R.G. 

Sieve 

Size 

3" 
1Y.z" 
1" 

Comb. 
Original 

96 
89 
84 
81 

WASHED MECHANICAL ANALYSIS,% PASSING 

Sec. Sec. Speo:ificotions 

104 200 De gr. Sec. 1 0.1 Sec. 200 

1 00'* 100 
90 
82 100** .1 00 100 

STABILOMETER 
"R" at P. S. I. Ex. Pressure 

R 
%Moisture 

Density 

78 
6.3 

134.7 

3/8' 

#4 
#8 

. 75 '{1 68 72 
Wt~/Cu: Ft. Compacted 

Bose Course 

A#10 
'..,#40 

#20,0 

L. L. 
P.l. 

68 

59 
32 
12 

--
NP 

CE.MENTATION 

62 

?_; 
27 
10 

-
NP 

97 P. S. I. Com p. Str .. __ ___.::-'-'--

HUBBARD FIELD 

% Swell 

% Abs. 
Stab. Wet 

Stab. Dry 

% Retained 

L. A. ABRASION 

Grading----

100 R 500 R 

%Loss -- .3.5....L 

Sand Eq. 

51 

42 
22 

9 

--
NP 

59 30-70 

45 
26 
11 

Additive used 

%by C. K. E. 

%used 

% swell 

%absorption 

0-15 

Stability P. S.l. 

35-65 

0-10 

OIL DESIGN 

Wet ••••••• __ __ 

Dry ••••••. 

%retained 

Remarks: ---*-=T-:rhr-i-:~s~gr=--a=d,a--=t~i-:-o::-:n:-"rwa_:zosr.r-o_b_t_a,i_n--.e_d-:;-b-"y_w_a_s_t_i_n""'g'--2....:3'"'"%_o __ 
of the original -#4 material 

T-180 Method D 

Subbase 
141.0@6.6% 

T-180 Method D(~) 139.7 @ 6.o% 
Asphalt Mix 

T-167 

Soft Particles 

Fractured Faces 

DISTRIBUTION: 

Region Office 

Division Office 

Project Eng. 

Lab. File 
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... . ~ .( . .SHEET NO.~_.::o.3_0F _ _:3;:...___ 
U. S:-DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 

. Bureau of Public Roads 
Region Nine 

REPORT OF TESTS ON SURFACING 'AND OIL-MAT MATERIALS 
{Plant-mix and Chips) 

Lab. No: 67-463-467-P Field Sample No:_--'--~---'-- _____ Date =--=]\.[:.=:a:...ty--.::8:..~.,--=1-'9:...:::6:...:::8:...... __ 

Project:_: __ ___:R:=.o=c.::.:ky:d.· ....::::M::...:O::...:U:::::n~t.!::a=i~n:.......:::.N~a::..t::..i::..o:::.n=ac:::l:....::P...o:a:::.:r=-=k=-' --'-1.L9...o:6:...J7--=S:...:ur=-v~e.u..y ________________ _ 

Name of 
Submitted By:_~R:..::U::.:n.=..vaL-'· :::.:n~------ Quantity Rep. __________ Materia I: ___ G:..:r::..a:::.v.:...=;e.=l:..._ ____ _ 

Source: ____ ~H~a:::.:r=-b~i~s...o:o~n~P~i=-t~-----------------------------------------

Test for: S..,c 200 Tested by: D,G •• R.G., A.T., K.R.. 

WASHED M.A. % PASSING OIL DESIGN 

e 

Sieve 
Size 

3" 
H-2' . 
1" 

%" 
Yl" 

3/8' . 
#4 

#8 

#10 
#40 
#200 

"L.L 

P.J. 

Comb. 
Original 

96 

89 

84 
81 

75 
6e 

59 
32 
12 

-
NP 

HUBBARD FIELD 
%Swell o.o 

% Abs. 1.4 

Stab. Wet 900 

Stab. Dry 1080 

%Retained 83 

L. A. ABRASION 

Sec. 
200 

100 

68 

51 

42 
22 

9 

-
NP 

Spec's. 120/1 r:;o 
' 

AC 

Se~. 200 Additive Used Non~ 1%Acra 1 %Lime 
%by C. K. E. 4.8 4.8 5.3 
%Used s.s s.s 6.3 
%Swell .o6 .05 ;iQL_ 

100 %Absorption :1.:1 J2.....9..- Q.R 
Stabi I ity P. S. I. 

Wet ••.••. ; )21 321 272 
Dry ....... 365 281 293 35-65 

% Retained 88 112 2~ 
Specific Gravity 

Laboratory 2. 31 2.33 2.33 
0-10 Thea. Mox. 2.L1Ll 2.L1Lt 2. L!.Ll. 

%Thea. 25 95 95 

wt./cu.ft. 147 148 148 
compacted 

STATIC IMMERSION 
% Film Retained ·Sand Equivalent 

Additive 0 Hours 24 Hours 
None 100 25+ Soft Particles 

a s-":l 100 95+ 

j -~ 100 95+ Fractured Faces 

1-EB 100 95+ 

BS-K 100 95+ T-101 Swell 
Grading _______ _ 

100 R 500 R 
% Lass 

Sp. Gr. 

Abs. 

SPECIFIC GRAVITY & ABS. 

+ #4 - #4 Comb. 

? 66 2 6') 2.66 

1 .1 2~1 1.6 

Remarks: ________ ,...,,...-.-:-:-:-===:r-':o~~-----------
l!i!S! EJ111o1 r9prc$enled on ln!S 

pege i!; li,~~ilc .. J fo lil ............ r;les 

Sulfate Soundness 

DISTRIBUTION: 

Region Office 

Division Office 
Project Eng. 
Lab. File 

REPORTED BY: 
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FIGURE 12 

Harbison Pi t . Looking west , shows 
Holes 1, 2, and 3 

along wall of existing pit . 

Harbison Pit . 
hill behind . 

FIGURE 13 

ShOITs Hole 6 with morainal 
Quite heavily timbered in this 

area. 
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. ROCKY JI!_?ITNTAH:!_}:.::"-T~_qN~_L PAB.K 
··f •. 

P ARK'!ID3 MA'.i:"8R.IALS SlJ?..VSY 

Western Slopa ~ Bastern Slope [] 

Pit Number 16-W BPR Lab. No. 67-455 thro~gh 67::_4_58 

30 Flight Strip ----··· -----·--- Photograph 2-44 ___ _ 

LOCAL 1H1IB, LOCATION 
AND G3l'8R_A_L DESCRIP
TION 

QUANTITY 

ANALYSIS OF .LABO~ATORY 
T3ST DATA, CONDITIONS 
OP US 8 .iUTD R3CCJliili'SN
DATIOHS 

''Round Pit", west of the proposed Harbison 
:Meadows campground. This is an existing 
pit and about %-mile west of u.s. Thvy. 34 •. 
Map Coordinates - Colorado Coordinate 
System, North Zone. 

347 500 1903 750 

37,000+ cubic yards. 

This material is suitable for subbase, 
base, bituminous stabilized base, surfacing, 
and concrete ag~egate. However, ~~ 
antistripping agent such as hydrate lime 
or Acra, will be needed when used with 
asphalt. In July, 1967, during sampling 
75% of pit was covered by 2' of water. 
There is negligible material in excess of 
10". · Developing pit in the SE direction 
will produce much more material of 
similar quality vdth approximately 1 1 

of stripping. 

I 

i 
j 

I 

I 
! 

I 
i 
! 
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Hole No. 1: 

o-6" 

6"-11' 

Hole No. 2: 

-··. 

Log of Holes 

Light brown, dry, sandy clay. 

Western Slope 
"Round" Pit 
16-Vl 

Brovm, slightly clayey sand and coarse gravel. 
Cobbles are sub-rounded. Becomes damp at 4'. 
Becomes grayer and sandier at Si'. 

Minor amo'll.rit of oversize to 10-:-12". 

0-6 1 Brovm damp to wet sand and gravel. Cobbles 
are sub-rounded. Water running in at 2-!'. 

Hole No. 3: 

0-6" 

6"-8' 

Hole :i!To. 4: 

No oversize. 6" maximum size. 

Light brmm sandy clay. 

Brown, slightly clayey sand and gravel. 
Cobbles are sub-rounded. Water at 7'. 
Minor amount of oversize with maximum size of 
1G-12". 

0-1 1 Brmvn sandy.clay, roots, (poor topsoil). 

1-3 1 Light brovm, slightly. clayey sand and grave~. 

3-10 1 

Cobbles are sub-rounded. 

No oversize, 6" maximum size. 

Gray-brown, clean, damp, sand and coarse gravel. 
Cobbles are sub-rounded. 

Less than 5%·oversize to 15". 
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U.'S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE 
Bureau of Public Roads 

Region Nine 

REPORT OF TESTS ON SURFACING AND OIL-MAT MATERIALS 
{Separate Test Hole Gradation,· L. L., and P. 1.) 

Lab. No: 67·~455-458-P Field Sample No: ___ --=-~--------Date: May 7t 1968 

Proiect:·_· __ R_o_cky_..::.._M_o_un_t_a_i_n_N_a_t_i_o_n_a_l_P_a_r_k-='-1-=9'--6_7'--S_u_rv_e_,y....._ _______________ _ 
Name of 

Submitted by: ___ R_u_n_::ya_n _____ Quantity Rep.--------- Material ___ G_r_a_v_e_l ____ _ 

Source: ___ R_o_u_n_d_P_i_t ________________________________ _ 

Test for: Gradation, L, L. & P, I. Tested by: D,G., K.R., A.T., R.G., P.B. 

Sieve 
Size 

3" 

1~"-

1" 
%" 
~ .. 

3/8" 
#4 

-#8 
#lq 
#40 

#200 

L.L 

P.l. 

REMARKS: 

67-4'5'5 
Hole #1 

97 
87 
81 
76 

64 
53 

39 
12 

1 

--
.NP 

67-4'56 
Hole #2 

_2_6 
85 
70 
66 

53 
42 

29 
10 

1 

-
NP 

WASHED MECHANICAL ANALYSIS, % PASSING 

67-4'57 67-4'58A 67-4'5813 
Hole #3 Hole #4 Hole lt.i4 

99 76 84 
74 62 65 
65 54 56 
60 49 50 

50 40 41 
52 31 33 

33 21 24 
11 5 5 

3 1 1 

- -- -
NP NP NP 

I d on this 
Test data represen e 

. limi•ed to tho samples 
page ts . ·t· l.:>catioC1> showa 
from tha sp€ Cl tC 

h locations alona. and to t ose 

Hole #6 Hole #7 

' 

. 

Hole #8 Comb. 

93 
80 
75_ 
70 

59 
49 

38 
12 

2 

--
NP 

DISTRIBUTION: 
Region Office 1 

Division Office ----
Project Eng. 

Lab. File 
1 
2 

REPORTED BY: ekt 



Form PR-9-231 
Rev. April 1965 

U. S. 'DEPARTME-NT OF TRANSPORTATION 
Bureau of Public Roads 

Region Nine 

2 3 _,;sHEET NO,···-__ OF~-'---

REPORT OF TESTS ON SURFACING AND OIL-MAT MATERIALS 
(Sub-base, Base Course, and Base Stabilization) 

Lob. No: _6_7,;,_-_4~5~5_-_;4.:;.5_8_-_P ___ F ie ld Sample No:· ___________ Date: 'May 7' 1968 

Project: __ • _R_o_c_ky-=-_M_o_u_n_t_a_i_n_N_a_t_i_o_na_l_P_a_r_k--'-,_1_o_9_6_c7_S_urv __ e"""y'------------------

Name of 
Subm itt~d by:'--' _R_u_n.!:.,y_a_n ______ Quantity Rep.---------- Materia I: ____ G_r_a_v_e_l ___ -,--__ 

Source: ____________ R_o_un __ d __ P_i_t _____________________________________________ _ 

Test for: ___ s __ e_c_._1_0_4_,_2_o_o __________ T ested by: __ D_. _G_.~, _K_._R_. :.....' _A_._T_._:,_R_. G_.~, _P_._B_. ______ _ 

WASHED MECHANICAL ANALYSIS,% PASSING 

Sieve Comb. Sec. 

Size Origina I 104 
3" 93 

1Y2" 80 100 
1 '! 7t) 87 

*" 70 75 
Yl" 

3/8" :59 52. 
#4 49 47 

e #8 
#10 
#40 

38 3_5_ 
12 10 

#200 2 2 

. - L. L. -- -
P.l. NP NP 

CEMENTATION 
P. S. I. Comp. Str._:1_:2:c__ __ _ 

HUBBARD FIELD 

%Swell 
% Abs. 
Stab. Wet 
Stab. Dry 

%Retained 

L. A. ABRASION 

Grading----

%Lass 

Sand Eq. 

100 R 500 R 
32 ----

89 

Sec. 

200 

1100 

71 
58 

42 

16 

3 

-
NP 

Specifications 
De gr. Sec. 104 Sec:. 200 

.• 100 

100 100 

7_S._ 

64 30-70 35-6t 

!..7 
20 -

6 0~1) 0-10 

-
NP 

STABILOMETER 
"R" at 240 P. S.l. Ex. Pressure 

R 
%Moisture 
Density 

W!./Cu. Ft. Compacted 
s·~se Course 

T -180 Method D 
Subbase 

70 
__ 6"'-.JIUo/8_ 

127.9 

139.2 ©6.4% 

T-180 Method D(&~.) 137.8 @ 7.5~ 
Asphalt Mix 

T -167 

Soft Particles 

Fractured Faces 

0 
100 

% 

% 

OIL DESIGN 

Additive used 
%by C. K. E. 
%used 
%swell 
% absorption 

Stabi I ity P. S. I. 
Wet ••• , ••• 
Dry ••••••• 

%retained 

SEE SHEET NO. _3~--

___ r....,,.s!' data represen!ed on thls
-----"'p.ag~ is limited to the samplos 

from the specific locations showiT' 
---and !o those locations ala!1<t, 

Remarks: __________________________________ ___ 
DISTRIBUTION: 

~--------~---------

Region Office 
Division Office 
Project Eng. 
Lab. File 

1 
1 
2 

REPORTED BY: _e~k~t __ _ 

GPO 838•024 
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SHEET N0._--'3"'--0F: 3 
U. S. DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 

Bureau of Public Roads 
Region Nin'e 

REPORT OF TESTS ON SURFACING AND OIL-MAT MATERIALS 
(Plant-mix and Chips) 

Lab. No: 67-455-458-P Field Sample No=-------~------- Date :; __ .::M:.:a::...y~7~' __:.1,.::.9_:6:..:8:.._ __ 

Project:_· __ R...:...:.o..:.c..:.lG:.;.y.....:.:M::..:o:....;un=..:...t:.:a::.:l::.:. n=-..:N=a-=t-=i-=o..:.n:::a;..:l:......:::P-=ac:..;:r:.:k='~1~9..:.6....!..7--=S...:.u.::::r;...:.r....:e::...yc.__ ________________ _ 

Name of 
Submitted By: ___ R..:.u::...n='-'yc..:ac:..;:nc:...... ____ Quantity Rep. __________ Mcterio I: ___ __:G...:r::..:a:.:..v..:.....:.e.::l ____ _ 

Scurce: __ __;R~o~u=n:.:d~P::..:l::.:·t~-------------------------------------

Test for: Oil Design, Soundness, Stat. Tested by: D.G., K.R., A.T., R.G., P.::S. 
Imm., Hub. Field 

WASHED M.A. % PASSING 

Sieve 
Size 

3" 
ns· 
1" 
~ .. 
~ .. 

. 

3/8' 

-#4 

. 
··#8 

#1"0 

#40 

#200 

L.L 

P.l. 

Comb. 
Original 

93 
80 
75 
70 

59 
49 

3~ 

12 
? 

--
NP 

HUBBARD FIELD 
%Swell 0,75 

Sec. Spec's. 

200 Sec. 

% 
STATIC IMMERSION 

OIL DESIGN 

120/150 AC 

Additive Used 
%by C. K. E. 

%Used * 
%Swell 

%Absorption 
Stability P.S.I. 

None 1%Acra 1%Lime 

Wet ••••••• 

Dry ••••••• 

% Retained 

Specific Grovity 
Laboratory 

Theo. Max. 

% Theo. 

wt. / cu.
1
ft. 

compacted 

4.5 
6.5 
0.3 
3.3 

99 
153 

65 

2.23 
. 2.44 

91 

143 

4.5 
6.5 
0.2 
2,4 

165 
160 
103 

143 
]'est Cfat1i representei:! on this 
page is lirr.iied to the samples 

5.1 
7.1 
0,2 
2.2 

146 
174 

84 

2.27 
2o4~ 

93 

145 

Film 

from the specific locations ~hown 
and to those locations alone. 

Retained · . Send Equivalent 

% Abs. 1 • 6 Additive 0 Hours 24 Hours 
-.:...=..""-----

Stab. Wet _7 ..... 4;..1.0..:;._ __ _ 
Stab. Dry 1 540 
% Retained ---=<4"='8'----

L. A. ABRASION 
Grading _______ _ 

100R 500 R 
% Loss 

None 

Oc5--~ 
:1-~ 

1-:EB 
RS-K 

Sp. Gr. 

Abs. 

100 
100 
1'00 
100 
100 

95+ 
95+ 
95+ 
95+ 
95+ 

Remarks: __ *..;:P~e;::..r=...:..c..:.e..::.;n;:...:t--=u;.:.;s;:o.e~d--=b.J.I.y_R_i_c_e.:......I_T_a...;.c..:.u::...um..::.'..._ ______ ___: 

-e 

Soft Partie les 

Fractured Faces 

'r -101 Swell 

Suifate Soundness 

DISTRIBUTION: 

Reg ion Office 

Divisi~n o·ffice 

Project Eng. 

Lab. File 

1 

1 
1 
2 

REPORTED BY: ekt 

% 

0.16 % 

1 % 
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FIGURE 14 

Round Pit. Looking southwest over old existing 
pit area. Holes 1, 2 , and 3 are indicated . Hole 
4 is i n trees behind povTer shovel. 
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ROCKY MOiJN1'.:-lHT lL!'...T~IL4.~:?AR~ 
.:.. 1 t.: ... 

PARK.'!ID3 MATERIALS SlJRVSY 

· SOl.~C3S OF HAT3RIALS · 8?1-IPLBD AJm TSSTSD 

· We stern Slope IX] Eastern Slope [] 

Pit Number 17-W · BPR Lab. No •. 67-459 through 67~462 

Flight Strip 30 

LOCAL N/&1E, LOCATION 
AND G~NERAL DESCRIP
TION 

QUA.l~TT~TY 

.A}TALYSIS OF LABO:ctATORY 
T~ST DATA: CONDITIONS 
OF l.!"'SB A>.lil'D R3CO:iu\EN
D.ATIONS 

Photograph 2-37 

Pontiac Pit, an existing pit east of 
Trail Ridge Road, approximately 5t miles 
north of Grand Lake. 
Map Coordinates - Colorado Coordinate 
System, North Zone. , , 

362 125 1901 875 

23,000 cubic yards 

This material is suitable for subbase, 
base, bituminous base, seal coat chips, 
and bituminous so/facing. It could 
be used for concrete aggregate with a 
small amount of w~shing. The pit can 
not be extended horizontally but it may 
be deepened.· This will be a wet pit 
dtn'ing s:pring time. A minimurh amount of · 

. stripping will be required, and there is 
a negligible amount of material in excess 
of 10". 

·. 

I 
I 

I 
' 

I 
i 

i 
1 

i 
: 
: 

, 

I 

I 

i 





.. · 
~-: .. ',· 

!-l" 

Hole No. 1: 

0-1' 

1-9' 

Hole No. 2: 

0-10!' 

Hole No. 3: 

.e 0-4" 

4"-9-i' 

I 
Hole No. 4: 

;. 

·Log of Holes 

Western Slope 
Pontiac ·Pit 
7-vY 

Gray-brmvn, clayey sand and gravel. F~f 
cobbles to 6" and sub-rounded. · 

Same material, but slightly clayey. Becomes 
damper with depth but no free water. 

Gray-bro>rn, slightly clayey sand and gravel. 
Cobbles are sub-rounded with maximum size 3-4". 
Very damp toward bottom. 

Asphalt mixed with sand and gravel due to mixing 
operations. 

Brown, slightly clayey sand and gravel. Few 
cobbles are sub-rounded, 6" maximum diameter. 

Brown, clayey to slightly clayey sand and coarse 
gravel. Cobbles are sub-rounded, maximum diameter 
of 6". Becomes wet at 4'. 
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U:S:DEPARTMENT.OF'COMMERCE 
- Bureau of Public Roads 

Region Nine 

SHEET NO. 

REPORT OF TESTS ON SURFACING AND OIL-MAT MATERIALS 
(Separate Test Hole Gradation~ L. L., and P. 1.) 

1 .OF_J_ 

Lab. Na: 67-459-462-P Field Sample No: _____________ Dote: February . 7, 19..:8 

Project; ___ ....:R:::.o.:..c.::.:ky::::!L....:M=oun=~t-=a=-i.:.:n:....=.N-=a:..::tc=i:.::o:.::cn::.::a:.::l:....::.P-"a=r=k""'''---'1~9'-'6=-7!...--:S::..:urv=-~e""'y/.-.. ______________ _ 
Name of 

Submitted by: ___ R_:un~ya_n _____ Quantity Rep.---------- Materia I __ G-'r.;..:a:.:..v'-e=-1::;._ ____ _ 

Saurce: __ P_o_n....:t_i_a_c_P_i_t _______________________________ _ 

Test for: __ G_r....:a...:.d:.::..a...:t...:.i_o.:..n..:..,_L....:•_L_:•_&--=P-'•c...I_:•:....... ____ T e sted by: R. R. , & R. G. 

Sieve 6 7-459 
Size Hale #1 

3" 
1Yl" 96 
1" 93 
%" t57 
}1" 

3/8" 72 
#4 ?4 

e #8 
#10 ~'37 
#40 11 
#200 3 

L.L --
P.l. NP 

REMARKS: 67-459 
67-460 
67-461 
67-462 

·e 

WASHED MECHANICAL ANALYSIS, % PASSING 
6 7-4 6 0 6 6 7-461 67-41 2 
Hole #2 Hole #3 

92 
95 75 
91 69 
t:>3 65 

67 53 
JU 41 

v; '),() 

1 i 10 
.'3 1 

-- --
NP NP 

represents 25% 
reuT'esents 26ifo 
reuresents 24% 
reuresents 25fo 

Hole #4 Hole #5 Hole #6 

_9_8 
--

85 
. -

78 
73 

58 
42 

·-· 

·- -
?11 

q 
-. . -- ------~-- ------_l 

--- --- --

of 

of 
of 
of 

__ ·?_4 
2 

-- . -- --- .. 

.. 
----·- -- -- -- -

total pit 
tot<>l pit 
total pit 
total pit 

Test data repre~~~ted an this 
paga is limited to :he !:amples 
from the spac;fic k>er::!io11s shown 
end to those locations alone, 

Hole #7 

., 

. --

Hole #8 Comb. 

100 
Ol' 

WI 
71, 

S9 
t11, 

1,1 
10 
\ 

--
NP 

DISTRIBUTION: 
Region Office 
Division Office __ _._ __ 

Project Eng. 

Lab. File 

REPORTED BY: _ _.,.e._.kt"-"--

GPO 849·460 

I 
I 
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U. S.'DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 
- Bureau of Public Roads 

Region Nine 

\,i 

SHEET NO, _2=-- OF 3 

REPORT OF TESTS ON SURFACING AND OIL-MAT MATERIALS 
(Sub-bose, Base Course, and Base Stabilization) 

Lob. No: 67-459-462-P Field Sample No: __________ _ ___ Date: February 7, 196_~ 

Project: __ .:R_,__,o""'c""'ky~~l.,.·.~""o'""u""'n"""t""a"'"'l.._.· n.__.__~N_...a'---'t.__..i,.__,o""n""a..__,.,_l_P"'-"'a,_..r'""'k,..,,__1_,__9..<.:=-6__._·7---=S'--"u""r'-v:..:e:o.yJ--________________ _ 

Name of 
Submitted by: '-' ~Rl..I.JJ..Il..unyya~n.J.__ ______ Quantity Rep.---------- Materia I: --=-G=r--=a'--'v-'e"-'1=---------

Source: Pontiac Pit 

Test for: sec I 1 04, 200' Degradation, Tested by: _R::;~ c:•-----=cR::.,.,__.2__:&:::_R::;c: • .=Gc.::.c._ ___________ _ 

Compaction, L.A. Abrasion 

WASHED MECHANICAL ANALYSIS,% PASSING 

Sieve Comb. Sec. 

Size Original 104 

3" 100 
1Y:z" 86 100* 
1" 81 97 
~, 73 83 

Y:z" 
3/8'' 59 63 

#4 43 47 

e #8 
#10 
#40 

31 32 
10 11 

#200 3 3 

--- L. L. - -
P.r. _[lip .NP 

CEMENTATION 
P. S.l. Camp. Str . ....:::(JJ:::._ __ _ 

HUBBARD FIELD 

% Swell 
% Abs. 
Stab. Wet 
Stab. Dry 
%Retained 

L. A. ABRASION 

Grading----

100R 500R 

%Loss 7. 72-- J.t,...Q8 

Sand Eq. --'5-r.9r-----

Remarks: * 
** 

Sec. 
200 

100** 

72 

51 

34 
13 

4 

-
.NP 

Specifications 
De gr. ·sec. 104 Sec.200 

100 

100 

76 

59 30-70 35-65 

42 

19 
6 0-15 0-10 

--
NP 

STABILOMETER 
••R" at P. S. I. Ex. Pressure 

R ~~~~----
%Moisture -.,.-· 7._,,._6=----:-----
Density 133,2 

Wf./Cu. Ft. Compacted 
Base Course 

T-180 Method D 139,1 @ 6.'ofo 
Subbase 
T-180 Method D(~ 138,4 @ 7 • 7% 

Asphalt Mix 

T -167 

Soft Partie les 

Fractured Faces 

o.o 
96 

% 

% 

OIL DESIGN 
Test data repres~l\ied on this 

. 1,~·,•od to the samples 
page ts "" •-

Additive used 
%by C. K. E. 
%used 
%swell 
%absorption 

Stability P.S.I. 

SEE SHEET NO, _3.,____ 
from the sp,cilic locatior.s shown 

.,d 10 !hose location~ alene: 

Wet ••••••• __ _ 
Dry , '; ••••• 

-%retained 

by crushing the DISTRIBUTION: 

Region Office 
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FIGURE 15 

Pontiac Pit . Looking south from asphalt tanks . 
Holes 1, 2, 3, and 4 are indicat"ed. Pit site is 
in old existing pit site used for asphalt storage 

and mixing • 
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ALPTI\Le: S.£TION 

Ecological Rffects 

Experience shm·rs that permafrost tundra exists in a delicate limbo with 
its enviorns. He knm·J that. such areas heave and subside as a direct function 
of temperature and soil conditions, Hhere silts and clays are the most sus
ceptible. Such sensitivity has been exhibited on several occasions on the 
Alaskan vrilderness vrhere slopes of less than one percent have floHed upon 
thaHing. After thauing the bearing capacitJ and stabilit:r of a soil is re
duced substantiaJ~y for a certain period of time. These phenomena are a 
direct function of soil porosity, moisture content, and the amount and mag
nitude of ice lenses and wedges. 

Permafrost is defined exclusively on the basis of temperature. It is 
rock or soil material, Hith or vd thout included moisture or organic matter, that 
has remained belov1 0° C (32° F.) continuously for tHo or more years. In 
most areas it has remained frozen for m;:my thous-'3}10S of 3rea:c>s; hmrever .7 perma
frost can be qcd.te ;you..11.g in areas where very recent sediments have been laid 
down, where very· recent changes in the location of Hater bocU.es have taken 
place, and >-There man has disturbed the terrain. 

'l'he permafrost table is the upper surface of the permafl~ost, and the ground 
above the pennafrost table is called the suprapermafrost layer. The active layer 
is that part of the supraperrn.afrost Z0!1e that freezes in ths Hinter and thaus 
in the slumner, or simply, seasonally frozen ground. Because water in the soil 
tends to reduce tenrperature fluctuations from summer to \·Tinter, the summer 
thai·ling - and hence the active la:1er - is deeper in ct. .... ier materials. Seasonal 
frost penetrates do"l,\m t.o the permafrost table in most places; hoNever, if it 
does not, a..n 1::.nfrozen zone called a talik remains betHeen the bottom of the 
seasonal frost and the perm.a.frost table. Unfrozen zones Hithin and beloH the 
permafrost also 'are called talil~s. 

~~prapermafrost { 
!===::=a-----(" 

Permafrost 

Talik 

As can be seen from the foregoi<·1g discussion and illustration, the system 
is directed b;;' a very fragile thennal condition. An~,- disturbance, such as that 
created ma.11, that jeopardizes this equilibrium may result in an irreversible 
condition related to tha~·Jing that is irrepaira~Jle. Roads in permafrost areas 
that are built on the vegetation without fill, quickl~~ becomes useless. Such 
de.mage would leave a:.'1 unsightly scar upon the· tundra landscape. 
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• Construction and 1naintenance in regions underlain by permafrost arc charact-

• 

erized bJ a wide range of problem...s in addition to those experienced e1seHhere. 
Basically, there are "b:w·methods of constructing on permafrost; (1) the active 
method, and (2) the passive method.· 

The active method is used in areas 1vhere permafrost is thi..Yl and generally 
discontinuous or Hhere it contains relatively small amo1mt of ice. The object 
of this method is to thaH the permafrost, and if the thaHed material has a 
sa.tisfactory bearing strength, then construct in a no::c·mal ma.®er. Generally, 
the thaHing of the permafroot is accomplished simply by clearing the vegetation, 
whi..ch normally insulates the permafrost from the heat in the air and from solar 
radiation. Naturally, the active method of construction has limited application 
because it is a function of permafrost thiclmess and thmri..."1g t.:L'11e required. 

The passive method, uhich has broad application throughout most of the 
permafrost region, vrhere it is i.rrrpractical to thaH the permafrost. The object 
of this method is to minimize disturbai"lCe of the permafrost and of the thermc>.l 
regime. Tne thermal regime in an area in a natu:ral undist,.<.rbed state is normally 
in quasi-ec,rJ.ilibrium Hith all the environmental factors, but in many areas this 
state of equilibrium is very sensitive. The sirrlRlple passage cf a tracked vehicle 
that destro2rs the vegetation mat is enough to upset the delicate balance and to 
cause the top of the permafrost layer to thaH. This thmdng ca.n cause clifferen
tial settlement of the surface of the grmmd, drai..T).age problems, and severe frost 
action. Once the equ.i1ibrium is upset, the Hhole process can feed on itself and 
.be practically impossible to reverse • 

Engineering problems in permaf1•ost nearl;,r alivays are assocj_ated vrith the 
active layer (the layer that freezes and thavrs a11nua.lly) a.Yld the active. layer
permafrost interface (permafrost table). Changes in the surface environment, 
either naturaJ. or m3Jl made, produce thermal cha.T),ges in this zone that can have 
serious effects upon engineering vrorks. 

Ultimately-, the problem of building in or on permafrost, or traversing the 
same, is to not upset the thermal regime. Pit and quarry access roads should be 
constructed as a loH fill consisting of coarse free drainage material upon the 
local vegetation. All construction should be undertaken I·Then the active layer 
is frozen and possesses bearing capacity. 



GENERAL GEOLOGIC DISCUSSIOH 
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By 
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This report covers the survey increment through the high 

alpine area, flight strips 16 through 26 and 27. The elevations 

.covered by these strips range from 9,000 feet to 12,000 feet. 

This area includes that portion of road knovm as the Trail Ridge 

Road. 

The geologic features through this area include the granites 

and schists of the Longs Peak batholith; the pyrocfastics and 

flovr rocks of the Specimen Mountain volcano; and the glacially 

cut areas and a portion of their moraines. A large portion of 

this section is in the above-timberline area of the Continental 

Divide. Precipitation for this area is shown as 18 - 24 inches 

per year. 

_ The Longs Peak batholith is composed mainly of a moderately 

coarse grained, commonly porphyritic, flesh colored to gray 

granite in which the feldspar crystals are usually oriented 

along their long axis. This granite commonly shows an orbicular 

structure and weathers into fragmental crystals. A different 

granite may be encountered at or south of Fall River Pass. This 

granite, the Mt. Olympus, is a fine to medium grained, even 

textured, mostly light gray salt-and-pepper biotite granite which 

weathers more uniformly than the Longs Peak granite noted previously. 

The batholith is still covered extensively with a roof of 

schist through this area. ][any of the glar.ial cirques in this area 

show, in addition to this roof, many schist roof pendants and 

xenoliths in the granite rock. The schist is derived ~inly from 
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shales and sandstones which have been injected ·with granite magma. 

In· general, the schistocity parallels the original bedding planes 

of the· sedimeds. The schist is lying nearly horizontal at the 

continental diviae, but to the west, the dip ranges from 15° - 40° NW. 

The schist near Fall River Pass has been intruded by a graphic 

granite. It is noted in the literature that there is a great 

diversity in types of schist which may be encountered in this 
) 

s 
general area. 

From about Iceberg Lake to Poudre Lake, pyroclastics and flow 

rocks may be encountered. The source of these volcanics was 

Specimen Mountain, a late tertiary volcano. Specimen 'Mountain 

has an elevation of 12,482 feet and has been subjected to intense 

alpine glaciation and considerable faulting. The northwest and 

south slopes drop steeply into valleys 2500 1 - 3000 1 below. 

The volcano shows two distinct types of extrusives: 

1. The basal flows are quartz latite ash, resting on eroded 

pre-Cambrian gneiss and schist, overlain by quartz latite flows. 

(The basal ashe~ _are described as brown glass with rare phenocrysts 

of labradorite alternation with quartz latite flows.) The basal flow 

rock is dark gray to greenish gray in fresh exposures, while 

surface alteration intensifies the green color or produces 

purple, brovm and orange colors. Hand specimens show phenocrysts 

of plagioclas~3, needles of black amphibole (hornblende, augite), 

and plates of biotite, all embedded in a fine-grained holocrystalline 

groundmass. 
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2. The upper flows consist of thick beds of rhyolitic 

pyroclastics overlain by rhyolite flow rock. The pyroclastics 

are described. as beds of rhyolite ash, agglomerates containing 

large portions of the basal and underlying pre-Cambrian rock, 

and breccias with thin beds of tuff. The literature notes the 

presence of mud flows· in the pyroclastic beds. Overlying the 

pyroclastic beds are several hundred feet of rhyolite flows 

interbedded with ash and breccia lenses and containing some 

pitchstone layers. The rhyolite is described as light gray 

to pinkish gray and showing conspicuous flow banding. Topaz 

·crystals are locally abundant in gas cavities in the porous 

rhyolite. The literature notes extensive bentonite beds near 

the saddle of Specimen :Mountain (vicinity Poud.re Lake.) 

These beds way also influence the character of the soils and 

aggregates ·southward in the Colorado River Valley. 

It is anticipated that gravel aggregate sources will be 

scarce through this area. However, quarry sources are distinctly 

possible. Some of the potential areas are: 

(a) The quartz latite flows near the north end of Poudre Lake. 

(b) The rhyolite or welded tUff exposed near Iceberg Lake. 

(c) The ~.'ffi. Olympus granites in vicinity of Iceberg Pass -
rock cut. 

(d) Granite outcrops near upper end of old Fall River Road. 

It may be necessary to also investigate some of the glacial materials 

near the upper end of Horseshoe Park or near Deer Ridge. 
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The literature notes the presence of ancient Il!!Udflows near 

Specimen Mountain; however, whether these or other types of slides 

are presently active will have to be field checked. The presence 

of landslides in the bentonite beds near Poudre Lake are a 

distinct possibilit~; although they have not been noted in the 

literature. 
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DISCUSSION OF PHOTOGRAPHS 

ROCKY ]iDUliJTATIT NATIONAL PARK - MATERIALS SURVEY 

(Alpine Section) 

By 

Robert L. Schuster 

.September 1966 



PHOTOGRAPHIC INFORMATION 

Flight Strip 16 Photographs 3-73 thru. 3-80 (8/65 date flown) 
Flight Strip 17 Photographs 3-67 thru 3-72 (8/65l . 
Flight Strip 18 Photographs 3-61 thru 3-66 (8/.65 
Flight Strip 19 Photographs 3-57 thru 3-60 (8/65 
Flight Strip 20 Photographs 3-81 thru 3-85 ~8/65) 
Flight Strip 21 Photographs 3-1 thru 3-11 8/65) 
Flight Strip 22 Photographs 3-:-12 thru 3-18 8/65) 
Flight Strip 23 Photographs 3-19 thru 3-32 (8/65) 
Flight Strip 24 Photographs 3-33 thru 3-41 (8/65) 
Flight Strip 25 Photographs 3-42 thru 3-47 (8/65) 

Scale: 1:9600 (800 feet to one inch) 

Width of flight strips: Approximately 7200 _feet 

Type of fi 1m: Agfa Color 

GEOLOGIC REFERENCES 

The following geologic references refer to the Trail Ridge 

area which for this report is taken to extend from the vicinity 

of Rainbow Curve and Sheep Lakes on the east to the area where 

the highway climbs out of the valley of the North Fork of the 

Colorado River on the west. 

1. Boos:, M. F., and Boos, c. M., "The Longs Peak~t. Vrain 
Batholith," Bulletin, Geological Society of America, 
Vol. 45, pp •. 303-332, April 1934. 

2. Wahlstrom, E. E., "Structure and Petrology of Specimen 
Mountain, Colorado," Bulletin, Geological Society of 
America, Vol. 55, No. 1, PP• 77-90, January 1944. 

3. Richmond, G. M., "Glaciation of the East Slope of Rocky 
Mountain National Park, Colorado," BuJletin, Geological 
Society of America, Vol. 71, pp. 1371-1382, September 1960. 

--- ---· -!..-'-- ------
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Coll/Gr 

·Fan 

Gn 

Gr 

Mo 

Mo/Gn 

Mo/Sch 

0 

Sch 

SG 

Ta 

Vol 

MAPPING S'f'll'fBOLS 

Alluvium. Generally too fine-grained and poorly 
graded to be designated as sa . .nd and gravel. 

Thin colluvium (generally less than 10 feet thick) 
over granite bedrock. 

Alluvial fan. T:hese deposits have been differentiated 
from sand and gravel (SG) deposits because they gen
erally are more poorly graded. Occasionally these 
fans are composed partially of colluvial detritus in 
addition to alluvium. 

Gneiss. The gneisses in this area often locally 
grade into schists, and it is not possible to dif
ferentiate between them in mapping on this scale. 
Where both rock types are present, the symbol for 
gneiss is used where gneiss predominates. 

Granite. 

Glacial moraine. In most cases this can be classi
·fied as till, but locally it may contain deposits of 
waterworked material too small or indistinct to be 
differentiated in mapping. 

Thin ~lacial moraine (generally less than 10 feet 
. thick) over gneiss bedrock. 

Thin ~lacial moraine (generally less than 10 feet 
thick) over schist bedrock. 

Organic material (peat and muck). Where these 
deposits contain considerable soil, they are suit
able for use as topsoil. Where the material is 
mostly peat and contains only a minor percentage 
of soil, it is suitable for mulch or as a soil 
conditioner. 

Schist. When schists and gneisses are both present 
locally, the symbol for schist is used where schist 
predominates. 

Sand and gravel. 

Talus deposits. 

Undifferentiated volcanic rocks. May be either flows 
or pyroclastics. 

. --- ... -- --~ _.,._ _____ - ::_,:;_ ..... __ -~ 
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DESCRIPTION OF MATERIALS 

Flight Strip 16, Photographs 3-73 thru 3-80 
Flight Direction: West to East 

Photograph 3-80 

The sand and gravel (SG) along the Fall River is fairly 

clean. This material is suitable for use as subbase or possibly 

base course material. · Note that the eastern one-third of this 

photograph has not been mapped due to lack of· stereoscopic 

coverage; this explains the abrupt termination of the boundary 

between sand and gravel (SG) and granite (Gr) near the Fall 

River Entrance to the Park. 

The sand and gravel (SG) in the southwest corner of the 

l?~~tograph aEpear~--~o be a fairly thin deposit of rather dirty 

sand and fine gravel. It would be suitable for common borrow 

or subbase. 

The organic material (0/SG) on the floodplain of the Fall 

River is on the order of 1 to 3 feet thick. The gravel under-

lying this peat and muck is probably of good quality and could 

be worked in a wet operation. The ensuing lake could be land-

soaped to look natural. 

The morainic material (Mo) is a fairly coarse till. It 

would be suitable for use as subbase. 

The granite (Gr) is a medium- to coarse-grained granite 

and weathers fairly easily. If weathered, it would probably 

-·.----------- --w------
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be suitable for crushed stone or r~prap. It would perform best 

as a base course protected from weathering by a bituminous 

surface. 

Photographs 3-78 and 3-76 

The SG on the.se photographs is a fairly clean sand and 

gravel suitable for use as subbase and probably as base course 

material. Material has been taken from an old pit at the western 

~dge of Photograph 3-78, and it appears as if Sheep Lakes may be 

old gravel pits. Although these gravel terraces are all in open 

view of the highway, the possibility of removing material and 

leaving behind a well-landscaped lake similar to Sheep Lakes 

should be explored. Such a pit, and ensuing lake, would be 

well suited for the large, low sand and gravel (SG) just south 

of the center of Photograph 3-78. Sand and gravel of good quality 

could be obtained in the same way from beneath the organic (0/SG) 

material in the floodplain of the Fall River on either of these 

photographs. On the floodplain, the lake remaining after the 

operation could be landscaped, and, in addition, would be hidden 

from the road by willow brush. 

The large fans (Fan) on Photograph 3-76 consist of poorly 

graded granitic detritus suitable for use as subbase and possibly 

base material. The granite weathers readily and should be pro-. 

tected by a pave:nent. 

The glacial moraine (Mo) and granite ( Gr) are very similar 

to those described for Photograph 3-80. 
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Phot_ogra;ph 3-:,7.4 

The materials on this photograph are mapped and described 

for Photograph 3-76 of this flight strip and Photograph 3-72, 

Flight Strip 17. 

Flight ~t_~LJJ:otogra.E_~~.l::2.7 thru 3-72 
Flight Direotinn: West to East 

Photograph 3-72 

The SG at Endovalley Campground is a fairly olean sand and 

gravel suitable for subbase, base course, or surfacing use, but 

the position of this deposit is such that it is probably not 

available for development for aesthetic reasons. Thera is a 

better possibility of use of the sands and gravels under the 

organic material (0/SG) on the floodplain of the Fall River as 

described for Photographs 3-76, 3-78 and 3-80, Flight Strip 16. 

After removal of the organic overburden, these sands and gravels 

could be dredged and used for base course or surfacing, and, if 

washed, they might be suitable for concrete aggregate. 

The small deposit of sand and gravel (SG) in the east-central 

part of the photograph is a small terrace. The sand and gravel is 

of high enough quality for base course or possibly surfacing, but 

is ve~J limited in volume. 

The material in the fans (Fan) on this photograph has been 

described for Photograph 3-76, Flight Strip 16. 
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The glacial moraine (Mo) ancl, granite (Gr) are similar to 

those .described for Photograph 3-80, Flight Strip 16. The 

surface contact between moraine and granite is not well-marked 

in the field, and thus the boundary between these materials 

shovm on the photograph is only approximate. 

The talus (Ta) on this photograph is derived from granite. 

It would be easier to work than granite bedrock but is relatively 

-inaccessible from existing roads, and a talus operation would be 

in full view from the existing road. 

Photoeyauh 3-70 

The only material of consequence in this area is granite 

(Gr) bedrock. This granite, which locally grades into gneiss, 

is fairly coarse and weathers fairly easily. If quarried, it 

could be used as crushed stone, riprap, or barrier stone, but 

it would probably perform best as crushed stone base protected 

from weathering by a bituminous surface. 

E_!lotograph 3-68 

The boundary between granite (Gr) and gneiss (Gn) is very 

indistinct in this area since there is a gradual change from one 

to the other. Both rocks are coarse grained and are fairly 

'susceptible to weathering. If quarried, both could probably be 

used for crushed stone, riprap, and possibly barrier stone, 

but .the granite should perform s·omewhat better than the gneiss. 

Both would be at their best used as crushed stone base pro

tected from weathering by a bituminous surface. 
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The fan (Fan) on this photo~aph consists of coarse, angular 

detritus derived from the gneiss. It would be suitable for common 

borrow, subbase, and possibly base course use. 

The isolated body of glacial moraine (Mo) in the center of 

the photograph is a coarse till suitable for common borrow and 

subbase use. 

Flight Strip 18, Photographs 3~61 thru 3-66 
Flight Direction: West to East 

Photograph 3-66 

The materials on this photograph are described for Photographs 

3-68 and 3-70, Flight Strip 17. 
·-

PhotograPhs 3-64 and 3-62 

The materials on the eastern one-half of Photograph 3-64 have 

been described for Photograph 3-68, Flight Strip 17. 

The gneiss (Gn) on these photographs becomes somewhat poorer 

in quality (i.e~, more schistose) in going up the valley from the 

indistinct contact with the granite (Gr) on Photograph 3-64~ At 

its best this material may be suitable for crushed stone, riprap, 

and possibly barrier stone, although it is fairly susceptible to 

weathering. Where it becomes schistose, it is of no value as a 

construction material. 

The small deposit of sand and gravel--(SG) at the western edge 

of Photograph 3-62 is too small and too shallow to be considered as 

a source of construction material. 

·r'!:.-
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What appears to be a landslide area in switchbacks on the 

old.Fall River Road at the western edge of Photograph 3-64 and 

the eastern edge of Photograph 3-62 is not as bad as it appears. 

The only material that has moved in this "slide" area consists 

of old hand-placed rock retaining walls and their fills which 

have slid out of place on the steep mountainside. There has 

been little, if any, movement of material in the natural or 

cut slopes. 

Flig_ht Stri n !2_, Phot.,£g;r:aphs 3-57 _thru 3-60 
Flight Direction: West to E~ 

Photograph 3-_6_0 

.The gneiss (Gn) on this photograph grades into scnist (Sch) 

near the western edge of the photograph. There is no identifiable 

boundary between the two, and thus no boundary is shown on the 

photograph. These rocks are not generally of high enough quality 

to warrant quarrying for use as construction materials. 

The small deposit of sand and gravel (SG) in the west-central 

part of Photograph 3-60 is too small and too shallow to be consid-

ered as a source of construction material. 

The area mapped as moraine over schist (Mo/Sch) is somewhat 

in question. It appears to be a shallow deposit of coarse till 

(including large boulders) which has been deposited in the valley 

bottom (even though- there are no other obvious glacial deposits 

in the vicinity). The till would probably be suitable for select 
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borrow and possibly for subbase if the boulders were crushed. 

PhotograPh 3-58 

Tlie schist (Soh) which comprises much of this photograph is 

of too low quality to warrant quarrJ•ing for construction materials. 

The gneiss (Gn) is of better quality than the schist (Sch) 1 

but it has a degree of foliation which generally precludes its 

use as a construction material. Locally the gneiss may be of 

better quality and possibly might be quarried for use as crushed 

stone or riprap. 

The volcanic rocks (Vol) are described for Photograph 3-2, 

Flight Strip 21, and are located in the northeast corner of 

Photograph 3-2. 

The moraine over schist (Mo/Sch) has been described for 

Photograph 3-60. 

Fli&ht Strip 20, Photographs 3-81 thru 3-85 
Flight Direction: Southwest to Northeast 

Photograph 3-84 

Most of the area of this photograph is comprised of a strong, 

medium-grained granite (Gr) which does not appear to be as sus-

ceptible to weathering as the granites noted at lower elevation 

in Rocky Mountain National Park. This material would be suitable 

for use as crushed stone, riprap or barrier stone. Ii is suggested 

that considerable yardage of this material might be obtained by 

widening the highvray from Rainbow Curve to the west. The best 
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granite was noted about 1000 feet west of Rainbow Curve, but 

the granite right at the Curve is also of good quality, and all 

the granite in the. !)hotograph is better than has been noted at 

lower elevations in the Park. 

A rib of gneiss (Gn) crosses the ridge near the center of 

the photograph. This material is not as high in quality as the 

aforementioned granite, and probably would not be worth quarrying. 

However, if the highway were to be \videned across the band of 

gneiss, the rock could be crushed and would probably be suitable 

for subbase use. Note that the boundary between the gneiss (Gn) 

and granite (Gr) is poorly defined. Because of this lack of 

definition and the great amount of relief involved, this boundary 

has not been extended into the valley to the north of the highway. 

The area designated as colluvium over granite (Coll/Gr) is 

poorly defined because of the heavy timber cover in the south

eastern portion of the photogr~ph. For this reason no boundaries 

have been dravmbetween the colluvium and non-colluvium areas. 

The colluvium is poorly graded detritus derived from the granite 

and gneiss. Because it is fairly dirty it probably could serve 

only as common borrow. 

Photogranh 3-82 

This area is comprised almost entirely of medium-grained 

granite (Gr). Although this granite is not quite as high in 

quality.as that in the vicinity of Rainbow Curve to the east (see 

Photograph 3-84), it is generally of better quality than that 
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found in the lower elevations of Rocky Mountain National Park. 

It has good strength and is moderately resi3tant to weathering. 

It would be suitable for use as crushed stone, riprap, or 

barrier stone, but optimum usage would be as crushed stone 

subbase or base protected from weathering by a bituminous surface, 

The gneiss (Gn) in the two small bodies in the northwest 

corner of the photograph is strongly foliated and thus is not of 

high enough quality to be considered for any purpose but common 

borrow. 

!Jight Strip 21, P~togr~hs 3-1 thru 3-11 
Flight Direction: Northwest to Southeast 

Photograph_3-10 

The materials on this photograph are the s~~e as those des-

cribed for Photograph 3-82, Flight Strip 20 •. 

~ograph 3-8 

The granite (Gr) in this photograph is of the same char

acter as that described for Photograph 3-82, Flight Strip 20. 

In general, this granite is medium-graiped and moderately resis

tant to weathering. It would probably be suitable for crushed 

stone, riprap, or barrier stone. 

The gneiss (Gn) varies in quality considerably, but generally 

is too coarse-grained and lacking in resistance to weat~ering to 

be considered for any use but crushed stone for subbase and 
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possibly base course protected by bitlli~inous surfacing. 

The schist (Soh) is soft and highly foliated. It is 

too poor. in quality to be used for anything but common borrow. 

Photo[!_aph 3:-6 

The best possible source of construction material on this 

photograph is the granite (Gr) and granite talus (Ta) near Toll 

Memorial northeast of the center of the photograph. This granite 

is fine- to medium-grained, and is strong and resistant to 

weathering. It would be suitable for use as building stone, 

barrier stone, riprap, and crushed stone for subbase, base, or 

surfacing courses. This material is the site of an old ~uarry 

which has served as a source of high-quality granite in the 

past. 

The gneiss (Gn) on this photograph varies from medium- to 

coarse-grained and from slightly to highly foliated. It is 

much stronge~ and more resistant to weathering than the surround

ing schist (Soh), and therefore forms a prominent ridge across 

the center of the photograph. However, it is not as good as the 

granite. This gneiss would be suitable for use as riprap and 

probably as crushed stone for subbase or base course use. 

The schist (Soh) is soft and highly foliated; it is not 

suitable for any construction use except common borrow. Much of 

this schist is covered by a thin layer of soil and vegetation 

comparable to arctic tundra. However, this layer of "tundran is 

generally less than a foot thick and should have little effect 
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on construction in the area. 

The organic material (0) on these photographs does not 

appear to be more than 1 to 2 feet thick over the schist bed

rock. It i·s not thick enough to present problems in construc

tion. It could provide topsoil or mulching material. 

Photozrap~-4 and 3-2 

The volcanic rocks (Vol) on these photographs vary from 

soft, weak material to rock which is hard and resistant to 

weathering. The best rock in the vicinity of the highway is 

in the western portion of the deposit. Most of the surface of 

the deposit is covered with talus from the volcanic bedrock. 

Both the bedrock and talus could be crushed and used for base 

or surfacing. Considerable yardage of this volcanic rock could 

be obtained by widening the existing highway where it cuts through 

this deposit. 

The schist (Soh) on these photographs is too soft and foli

ated to be used for anything but common borrow. This schist grades 

into a small amount of gneiss (Gn) near the eastern edge of the 

volcanics. This gneiss is stronger and more resistant to weather

ing than the schist, but it is not as good as the volcanics, and 

is in plain view of the high'.vay. Therefore, the gneiss should 

not be considered as a material source. 

- !"""' -
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Flight StriP 22, Photo~auhs 3~l2 thru 3-18 
Flight Direction!_. S_outhwest to North~lli 

Photogranh 3-12 

The materials in this photograph have not been mapped due 

to lack of stereoscopic coverage. An exception is the area in 

the southwest quarter of this photograph which is mapped on 

Photograph 3-58, Flight Strip 19. 

Photogr~ 3-JA. 

The best material on this photograph is the gneiss (Gn) 

which forms the ridges north and northeast of Fall River Pass. 

This gneiss is medium- to coarse-grained and medium to highly 

foliated. It shows moderate resistance to weathering, and 

would be suitable for riprap or for use as crushed stone for 

subbase or base course protected by bituminous surfacing. The 

gneiss in the northwestern corner of the photograph (in the 

valley of the Cache la Poudre River) has not been separated by 

a boundary from the schist because no boundary was evident on 

the photographs and the area was too inaccessible for field 

checking. The presence of the gneiss along the Cache la Poudre 

River was confirmed by field checking. 

The s~hist (Soh) is too soft and highly foliated to be 

used for anything but common borrow. 

Photograph 3-16 

The gneiss (Gn) on this photograph is medium- to coarse-

grained. It is moderately resistant to weathering and would be 

I 
! 

I 
~ 
; 
~ 
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suitable for use as crushed stone for subbase or base course 

protected by bituminous surfacing. 

The schist (Soh) is too soft and highly foliated to be 

used for anything but common borrow, No boundary is evident 

between the gneiss and schist; they seem to grade into each 

other. 

The small deposit of sand and gravel (SG) along the Cache 

la Poudre River is described for Photograph 3-28, Flight Strip 

23. This deposit is also similar to those described for Photo-

graph 3-18, but it is probably too small to be worked. 

Photograph 3-18 

The sand and gravel (SG) consists of small terraces along 

the Cache la Poudre River. The largest of these terraces (at 

the contact between Vol and Gn) is about 30 feet thick in places 

and would be a source of olean but fine-grained gravel. The 

pebbles in this gravel are gneiss, schist, and soft volcanics, 

and are not verJ strong. This material, which is obviously 

limited in volume, would be suitable for subbase and probably 

for base course. The two smaller deposits of sand and gravel 

(SG) are not as clean and probably are too small to be considered 

as materials sources. 

Some of the alluvium (All) along the Cache 1a Poudre River 

would be suitable for use as topsoil. If a highway were to be 

built on this alluvium, the topsoil should first be stripped. 
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The volcanics (Vol) and talus (Ta) on this photograph are 

soft pyroclastics unsuitable for use as construction materials. 

The gneiss (Gn) in the valley of the Cache la Poudre River 

is medium-grained and moderately resistant to weathering. If 

quarried, this material would be suitable for riprap, barrier 

stone, or crushed stone for subbase or base course protected by 

bituminous surfacing. 

The schist (Soh) is too soft and foliated to be us~d for 

anything but common borrow. 

~ight S~ip 23, Photographs 3-19 thru 3-32 
Fli_ght Direction: Northeast to Southwest 

Photographs 3-20 and 3-22 

These areas were not mapped because of inaccessibility for 

field checking. However, the photographs show several low terrace 

remnants along the Cache la Poudre River. If a high,vay were to . 

be constructed down this valley, these terraces should be checked 

as possible sources of sand and gravel. 

Photograph 3-24 

The material mapped as Fan in this photograph consists mainly 

of dirty sand and gravel with boulders up to 4 feet in diameter. 

The strea~ cuts ~xpose considerable silt and clay interbedded with 

the sand and gravel. Thus, the material in these fans might be 

suitable for subbase, but nothing better. 
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The sand ·and gravel (SG) near the center of the photograph 

is of.higher quality than that in the fans. It is of high enough 

quality for subbase or possibly base course, but is of very limited 

volume. 

The gneiss (Gn) which comprises most of the area of the 

photograph is a medium-grained rock with moderate resistance to 

weathering. If quarried, this gneiss would be suitable for rip

rap, barrier stone, and crushed stone for subbase or base course 

use protected by bituminous pavement. 

The organic material (o) on this photograph is found in 

marshy areas where side seepage flows down to the river. These 

organic deposits do not appear to be very thick, but they should 

be explored further if a highway is to be located through them. 

They would provide topsoil or mulching materials. 

Phot oe].]:_J-2 6 

The terrace remnant (SG) near the center of the photograph 

consists of up to 12 feet of slightly dirty fine sand and gravel. 

This material would be sui table for use as subbase or poss:l.bly 

base course. 

The fan (Fan) is similar to those on Photograph 3-24. It 

consists of dirty sand and gravel possibly suitable for subbase. 

The gneiss (Gn) and organic material (o) are described for 

Photograph 3-24. 
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I_ 

~J?E....3-2§_ 

The long, narrow deposit of sand and gravel (SG) at the 

southwest edge of the photograph consists of up to 30 feet of 

fairly clean fine sand and gravel ranging in size up to about 

2 inches. Sand predominates over gravel in this deposit. The 

gravel consists of weak gneiss, schist, and volcanic pebbles. 

This material ·would be suitable for subbase or base course use 

(some of the fines might have to be wasted if the material were 

used for base course). Note that although this deposit is as 

much as 30 feet thick in the stream cut, it is very narrow and 

probably is resting on a fairly steep rock surface. Thus it 

probably is not very thick on the side avv.ay from the creek. 

The two ~aller deposits of sand and gravel (sG) consist 

of dirty sand and gravel suitable for subbase, However, the 

volume of these deposits is very small. 

The gneiss (Gn) which comprises most cf the area of the 

photograph is-a medium-grained rock with moderate resistance to 

weathering. If quarried, this gneiss would be suitable for rip

rap, barrier stone, and crushed stone for subbase or base course 

use. This gneiss grades into schist (Sch) near the highway 

·southeast of the Cache la Poudre River. This schist is of too 

low quality to be used for anything but common borrow. 

_______ The volcanics (Vol) at the southwestern edge of the photo

graph.are described for Photograph 3-30, 

T 
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Photoqaph 3-30 

~he long, narrow deposit of sand and gravel (SG) near the 

northeastern edge of the photograph is described for Photograph 

3-28. The small deposit of sand and gravel (SG) near the center 

of the photograph is too shallow and small to be a suitable source 

of construction material. 

The fan (Fan) at the southwestern edge of the photograph 

consists of dirty, angular sand, gravel and cobbles. It would 

be sui table for com..11on borrow and possibly fo·r select borrow. 

The alluvium (All) along the Cache la Poudre River is a 

possible source of thin somewhat rocky topsoil. 

The volcanic rocks (Vol) consist mainly of ash and soft 

pyroclastics. Tnese rocks are generally weak and have no use as 

._~.on~~ruction materials. 

The talus (Ta) is derived from some of the better volcanics. 

It might be suitable for riprap, and if crushed, could possibly 

be used for subbase. 

The gneiss (Gn) and schist (Soh) are similar to those units 

described for Photograph 3-28. 

Photograph 3-32 

The volcanics (Vol) and fan (Fan) on this photograph have 

been described for Photograph 3-30. 

The schist (Soh) is generally soft and highly foliated. It 

would be suitable only for common borrow. 

The best aggregate material on this photograph is the 
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gneiss (Gn) and its associated t~lus (Ta) just southeast o~ the 

highw~y. This is a rather strong, weather-resistant gneiss suit

able for riprap, barrier stone or crushed stone for subbase, base 

course, or possibly surfacing. U~1ortunately, the gneiss and 

talus are in open view of the public. 

The organic material (o) is located around the margins of 

small ponds. It is of very limited quantity. 

Photogra.Ph 3-34 

The materials on this photograph are described for Photograph 

3-28 and 3-30, Flight Strip 23. 

PhotOlSE.§l-,l?h 3.:-J.§. 

The materials on this photograph are described for Photograph 

3-30 and 3-32, Flight Strip 23. 

~§_ap~..).=±Q 

This area is composed almost entirely of gneiss (Gn) and 

schist (Soh) which grade into each other. The gneiss is medium-

grained and moderately resistant to weathering. It generally 

shows on the photographs as a darker color than the schist. The 

gneiss is suitable for use as riprap, ba:::.'rier stone, or crushed 

stone for subbase, base course, or possibly surfacing. The best 

of the gneiss is located in the small outlier of gneiss and talus 

near the northeast edge of Photograph 3-40, but this outlier is 

. 
----- ---.------· - ... --~,...., 
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in full view of the highway. 

The schist (Soh) is soft and highly foliated. It could be 

suitable for use only as common borrow. 

The fan (Fan) in the extreme southwest corner of Photograph 

3-40 is composed of dirty angular sand and gravelvnth large 

numbers of gneissic cobbles and boulders. This material might 

be suitable for subbase. 

Photogreph 3.:£ 

This photograph was not mapped because of extremely rough 

terrain and lack of stereoscopic coverage. 

Photog_E~~lf_l-.4-.1 

The gneiss (Gn) and schist (Soh) on this photograph grade 

into each other. In general, the gneiss shows in darker color 

on the photogreph than the schist. The gneiss is medium-grained 

and moderately resistant to weathering. It would be suitable 

for riprap, barrier stone, or crushed stone for subbase or base 

course use. 

The schist (Soh) is soft and highly foliated. It is suit-

able only for common borrow. 

This area at the northwest edge of the photograph which is 

mapped as Mo appears to be glacial till. This material is poorly 
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grad.ed from clay to boulder size-. It would be sui table for 

common borrow and possibly select borrow. 

The fan_ (SG) and moraine over gneiss (Mo/Gn) areas along 

the southwest edge of the photograph are in the vicinity of the 

Colorado River. The fan material is a dirty angular sand and 

gravel with large numbers of gneissic cobbles and boulders. 

This material might be suitable for subbase. The moraine over 

gneiss is a coarse till only a few feet thick. It is suitable 

for subbase or possibly base course use. 

Photo_BE.§:l>E 3-46 

The gneiss (Gn), schist (Sch), and moraine (Mo) in the area 

southwest of the Colorado River are as described for Photograph 

3-44. 

The sand and gravel (SG) on the photograph consists of a 

small terrace along the Colorado River and fans (Fan) along the 

edges of the valley. The sand and gravel in the small terrace 

is somewhat dirty. It would be suitable for subbase or possibly 

base course use. 

The sand and gravel in the fans is made up of dirty, angular · 

gneissic material with an abundance of cobbles and boulders. This 

material would be suitable for common borrow pr possibly subbase. 

The alluvium (All) is a possible source of topsoil. It is 

too fine-grained for any other use but common borrow. 

The bedrock in this area consists of gneiss (Gn) which 

locally grades into schist. Neither of these materials is of 
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high enough ~uality to warrant ~parrying as both are lacking 

in strength, abrasion resistance, and resistance to weathering. 

The organic matter (0) would be suitable for mulch or a 

soil conditioner, and in some places may contain enough soil 

material to be used as topsoil. 



ALLUVIUM 

ALLUVIAL F.Ai\f 

ALTERATION 

:BASALT 

BEDROCK 

BOULDER 

CLAY 

COBBLE 

GLOSSARY 

A general term for al 1 fragmental material 
deposited by streams. It includes unconsolidated 
gravel, sand, silt, and clay, and all 
variations and mixtures of these. 

A sloping, fan-shaped mass of loose rock 
material deposited by a stream at the place 
where it emerges from an upland into a broad 
valley or a plain. Often a good source of 
granular construction material. 

strictly, any physical or chemical change 
in a rock or mineral subsequent to its 
formation. As used here, the term applies 
to chemical and mineralogical changes in rock 
caused by thermal activity or weathering. 

A fine-grained, dark, heavy volcanic· rock. 
Commonly used· as crushed aggregate, riprap, 
and rough building stone because of its 
toughness, hardness, and relatively high 
specific gravity. 

MOre or less solid undisturbed rock in place 
either at the surface or beneath unconsolidated 
deposits of gravel, sand; soil, etc. Often 
referred to as "ledge". 

A large detached rock fragment somewhat rounded 
or otherwise modified in shape by transport. 
A boulder is larger than a cobble, ten inches 
having been suggested as a convenient lower 
limit for the diameter. The notion of trans
portation is-usually involved but large rock 
masses rounded in place by weathering of bedrock 
are sometimes called boulders. 

As a particle-size term denotes all mineral 
particles less than 5 microns (0.005 mm.) diameter. 
Represented by AASHO soil groups A-6 and A-7. 

A rock fragment between 2.5 and 10 inches in 
diameter, thus larger than a pebble and smaller 
than a boulder. Commonly somewhat rounded in 
the course of transport by water, wind, or ice. 



''DIRTY GRAVEL" 

ERRATIC 

FAULT 

FINES 

FLOODPLAIN 

FRACTURE 
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Coarse granula+ material (sand size or larger) 
mixed with considerable finer material (silt 
and/or clay).· The fines show moderate to con
siderable plasticity. 

A rock fragment, usually of boulder size, that 
has been transported from a dist~~t source, 
especially by the action of glacial ice. 

A break in materials of the earth's crust along 
which movement has occurred. A fault occurs when 
rocks are strained past the breaking point and 
yield along a crack or series of cracks so that 
corresponding points on the two sides are 
di$tinctly offset. 

Fine-grained materials passing the 200 mesh 
sieve (less than 0.075 mm.). 

A strip of relatively smooth land bordering a 
stream, built of sediment carried by the stream 
and deposited fairly close to the level of the 
stream. As used here, a floodplain can be 
differentiated from a terrace in that a 
floodplain is overflowed in times of high water. 

A crack in a rock large enough to be visible 
to the unaided eye. Ivay be either a joint or a 
fault. 

GLACIAL LAKE DEPOSITS Sediments deposited ~n l~~es formed by 
glacial damming. Generally comprised mainly of 
silt and clay with some sand. 

GLACIAL TILL ~hterial deposited directly by glacial ice. 
Generally a heterogeneous mixture of particles 
of all sizes from clay through boulders. ·rray be 
locally interbedded with water-deposited granular 
materials. 

GRANITE A visibly granular igneous rock composed mainly 
of quartz and orthodase feldspar. 

GRANULAR H4.TERIAL Soil containing 35 pE.~'cent or less of particles 
passing No. 200 sieve. Represented by ~~SHO 
Soil Groups A-1, A-2, and A-3. 

GRAVEL Loose or unconsolidated coarse gr~~ular material, 
larger than sand grains. The lower size limit 
is usually 2 mrn. and the upper size limit generally 
2 to 3 inches diameter. Gravel is seldom clean, 
the spaces between the larger fragments being 
usually filled ·with silt and sand. 
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OUTCROP 

OVERBURDEN 

RHYOLITE 

SMID 

SILT 

TALUS 

TERRACE 

TERRACE RE:MNANT 

VOLCANIC BRECCIA 

VOLCANICS 
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A fracture in rock along which there has been 
little, if any, movement between the two sides. 

A part of a body of rock that appears bare and 
exposed at the surface of the ground. 

Unconsolidated materiPl that overlies gravel or 
other useful material. 

A light-colored fine-grained volcanic rock. 
Hard and durable when Unaltered, b~t rhyolite 
in Yellowstone is often soft and non-durable 
due to thermal alteration. 

Rock material passing the #4 sieve (4.7 mm.) 
retained on the ~~00 sieve (0.074 mm.). 
Commonly represented by .~SHO Soil Group A-3. 

Material passing the No. 200 sieve (0.074 mm.) 
and larger than 0.005 nun. diameter. Most often 
represented by AASHO Soil Groups A-4 and A-5. 

An accumulated heap of rock fragments derived 
from and lying at the base of a cliff or very 
steep slope. · 

A bench along a valley or lake wall. Usually 
composed of alluvial material, but bedrock may 
be present at shallow depth. ];ay be differentiated 
from floodplain in that terraces are not 
commonly overflowed in times of high water. 

Portion of a terrace remaining after much of the 
original terrace has been eroded away. 

Fragmental volcanic rock. The fragments, which 
are usually angular a."l.d greater than 32 mm. in 
size, are held together by a finer-grained ~Atrix. 

Rocks that have issued from vents in the earth's 
surface, either ejected explosively or extruded 
as lava. These rocks generally are fine-grained 
or glassy. 



IGNEOUS ROC.KS 

SILICEOUS SINTER 

DECOMPOSITION 

TUFF 

WELDED TUFF 

TOPSOIL 

CONTACT 

·coLLWIUM 

COM1'DN BORROW 

SELECT BORROW 

.ADDENDUM 

Rocks formed by solidification of -hot mobile 
rock material (magma) either de?p-seated or 
on the earth's surface. 

The white or light-colored porous siliceous 
material deposited by the hot waters of geysers 
and hot springs. Also called geyserite. 

The breaking down of minerals and rocks of 
the earth's crust by chemical activity. 

A soft volcanic rock consisting wholly or 
predominantly of compacted fine-grained volcanic 
ash and volcanic dust. 

A hard volcanic rock formed by the cementing 
together of volcanic ash fragments apparently 
while still hot and plastic after deposition. 

Surface port ion of the soil or so-called "A" 
horizon (pedologic). It varies in depth and 
productivity. Presumably fertile soil material 
used to topdress roadbanks and backslopes for 
growing grass. 

The surface, often irregular, which constitutes 
the junction of two bodies of rock of different 
types. 

A term applied to heterogeneous masses of rock 
material transported by gravity. 

Waterial approved by the engineer as meeting 
the requirements for the particular embankment, 
backfill, or other use for which ~he material is 
intended. 

Earth material used for top portions of the 
roadbed in both cuts and embankments. Normally 
it will be of such gradation that all particles 
will pass a sieve with 3-inch square openings 

____ and _not more than 15 percent will pass a No. 200 
sieve. The portion of the material passing a 
No. 40 sieve shall have a plasticity index of 
not more than 6. 



BAR (RIVER) 

~ERLITE 

QUARTZ 

FELDSPAR 

VESICULAR 

DISINTEGRATION 
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Accumulation of sand, gravel, or other 
unconsolidat~d material in a river channel. 

A siliceous glassy volcanic rock showing 
spherical fracture in which the size of the re
sulting spheroids usually ranges from small 
shot to peas. 

A very common hard crystalline mineral composed 
of Si02• 

A member of an important group of rock-forming 
minerals composed of silicates of alumina and 
some other base, potash, soda, or lime. Feld
spars are hard minerals, but they are subject 
to chemical decomposition. 

A texture of rocks which are full of air bubbles 
occurring in many shapes. 

The reduction of rock to smaller pieces mainly 
by mechanical means. 
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